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ABSTRACT

The cellular phenotypes of 28 temperature-sensitive developmental mutants

in 25 genes in the nematode Caenorhabditís elegans are described. The pheno-

type of these mutants (the C<;ttingen gÞ-g"n" set) at the non-pernissive

temperature (25.SoC) is a block in embryogenesis. Cell lineages, cellular and

subcellular properties have been studied by direct observation of indívidual

cel1s in 1íving embryos using Nomarski differential-interference contrast mi-

croscopy and high-resolution video recordings. The analysis of the wild-type

lineage allows a precise interpretation of the cellular defects of the ruu-

Ëants in Eerms of sequence and direction of division and position of the

individual cells. Cornplete ernbryogenesís yields 558 ce11s. All mutants have

been compared to the wild-type development to at least the 100-ce11 stage

(or earlier stage of arrest).

Most emb muÈants display one or more cellular defects from fertiliza-

tion through zygote format,ion up to the 2-ce11 stage, notably the absence

of pronuclei fusion or polar bodies, abnormal position of the pseudocleavage

or fi.rst cleavage p1ane, anomalous cytoplasmic streaming, eggshell defects,

extra nucleí, endomitosis and arrest at the one-cell stage.

From the 2-to-100-ce11 stage, the early proliferation phase of embryo-

genesis, many mutants show cellular and/or morphologícal abnormalities.

These include abnormal cytoplasnic granules (yolk), pseudopodia, prolonged

rnitosis and membrane reformation, segregation of extra nuclei and cyto-

plasmic "plaques" after division.

All mutants (except one) display defects in cel1 lineage parameters in-

cluding overall rate, sequence and direction of cell divisions during de-

velopnent to the 1o0-ce11 stage (or earlier stage of arrest). Some defects
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here are correlated to early defects especially to an abnormal first division

cleavage plane. Some mutants show premature germ line cell division and one

mutanË has a supernumerary gern line division'

The E-cells (endoderm, gut precursors) seem partícu1ar1y susceptible to

specífic phenotypic alËerations; nine mutants show gastrulation defects per

se (in E-cell division, timing or direction, E-cell nigration or blastocoel

formation) or later abnormalities ín E-cell lineage positÍon before the 100-

cell stage.

The relation of the defects to the independently determined Ëemperature-

sensítive period rnay allow conclusions about the primary function of a

gene. The defects that appear during this tirne are perhaps Èhose for which

the normal gene function is required. Some mutants stoP developing close to

this period, whereas some mutants continue to develop further, but exit from

Ëhe normal sequence of developmental events and arrest aS ttmonsterstt' The

mutants can be assigned to 7 classes accordíng to their arrest stage: pre-

cleavage, early, and nid-proliferation, early and late morphogenesís, Pre-

haËching, and osmotic (eggshell).

These nutants provide an excellent tool for the dissection of the

Lemporal and spatial events involved in embryogenesís and may give clues

about the logical structure of the developmental network.

II
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CHAPTER 1

l.A General Introduction

I,tre know much about the genetic organization and the mode of action of

genes in prokaryotes and viruses, e.g. E.coli and lanbda phage. There is a

surprising complexity involved in regulatJ.on at the molecular level in bacte-

ria and their viruses. I"Ie are not sure whether the majoríty of operons are

under negative conËro1 or positive control, as typified by the lactose ope-

ron in E.colí and the histidine operon in S.typhinuriurn, respectively. How-

ever, with the elucidation of more operons and enzyme systems this question

will be soorr resolved (see Miller and Reznikoff, 1978; Ptashne et al., l9B0).

In contrast, the chromosomes of eukaryotes are complex structurest

containing hisÈones (cf. Hand, L97B) and other proteins and apparently

more DNA than is needed to code for proteins. Judd and co-workers (1972;

1973), analyzed the 341-3C2 region of the X-chromosome of Drosophila, com-

prising 15 bands, and have shown a one-to-one correspondence betvreen gene-

tic complementaËion units and chromomeres on the giant polytene chromosome.

These results support the earlier suggestion of Brídges (1935r1938), that

one band (or interband) on the Drosophila chromosome rníght correspond to

one gene, giving a figure of about 51000 total genes. More recent estimates

of the gene number in Drosophila also based on cytological studies range

between 6,OOO-lOrOOO genes; given the DNA content of Drosophila' a gene

of average size nust contain 25rOOO-4OrOOO nucleotide pairs of DNA (Hoclrman,

197L, 1973; Lifschytz, l97I; Beerrnan, 1972; Lefevre, 1974). In prokaryotes

IrOO0 base paÍ-rs is the functional length of each gene; assuming that proteins

in eukaryotes are the same size on average as those in prokaryotes, these



estimates inply that only a sma1l portion of the eukaryotic DNA codes for

proteins. Consistent with thÍs, hybrídization sÈudies indicate that there

is only one copy of each structural gene (Suzuki et a1., 1972).

The function of the extra DNA is unknown. TË may be part of each gene

or just associated DNA retained for packaging or protection but encoding

for no specific inforrnation or both. A number of extreme models have been

proposed (see Lewin, 1974). One proposes that it codes for protein and

concludes that most gene products must be dispensable. A plausible use re-

peatedly stressed by BriÈten and Davidson (1969 ), would be for eontrol at

one 1evel or another. Hor^rever, recent experimental findings of Chovnick et

al. (1976), Lewis (1978, I9B2), Dennell et al. (1981), Hogness et a1. (t9BI)

suggest that the size of the control sequence on each gene is of the order

of that of the sÈructural gene. Other evolutionary arguments ("selfish DNA")

have been proposed (see Doolittle and Sapienza, lgBO; Orgel and Crick, l9B0).

In simple bacterial systems, the phenomena of growth can be explained

at the metabolic level, using models of gene regulation. Eukaryotic develop-

rnen¡ is much more difficult to explain. It is a highly evolved, extremely

complex, closely integrated process. Our understanding of the mechanisms

whereby a single cell mult.iplies and develops into differentiated tissues

and organs ín a strictly reproducible spatial pattern to forn an individual

is sti11 very limited. A long-standing tenet of roolecular biology is that

the DNA of an egg and indeed any ce11 (r,rittt a f ew exceptions), contains all

the information required to construct the complete individual organisrn. This

interaction involves the selective transcription and translaËion of specific

portions of the genome resulting in the biochemical and morphological differen-

tiation of cells ín an embryo (Davidson, 1976). Although each ce1l of any



nulticellu1ar organism pojesses the ful1 genome of its species, each ce1l

can only express a portion of íts genome if ít ís t.o perform a particular

specialized function as part of a coordínated whole containing many specia-

Iízed ce11s.

MosË of the phenomena vre would like to explain in developnent are fi-rst

of all ce11ular, but ultimately we would like to understand the underlying

molecular mechanisrn. In embryogenesis, there are events which occur within

individual ce11s and events which involve cell-cell ínteractions leadíng to

the sPatial arrangement called pattern formation. Cellular events observed

in development can be conveniently attríbuted to two processes: deterrninaËion

and differentiation. Determination means that a cel1 or its descendants are

to follow a directed course of cell differentiation at a later time, whether

after cel1 division related segregat.ion of determinants, a seÈ number of

nnmbered divisions (Holtzer, I97B), as a response to certain ext.ernal signals

or due to any other specific circumstances. Differentiation is the ensuing

process whereby descendants of a comnon parental cel1 achieve and maintain

specialization in morphology, physiological function and bíosynthetic acti-

vity in the predetermined phenotype. Determination has been related Ëo cell

division(s) and differentiation to cessation of division with possible ar-

rest in one stage of the ce1l cycle. It is not clear at present whether the

molecular mechanisrns associated with the two phenomena are of a differenL

nature (specified by intrinsic factors or influenced by environmental inter-

actions) or whether they are sequentially expressed variations of the same

basic underlying pattern. Numerous models have been proposed regarding this

problem, ranging from genetic mechanisrns in which the genes are altered (di-

minution, amplification, rearrangements and rnodificaËíons) Ëo those in which
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gene expression is modulated (transcriptional, posttranscríptional, and trans-

lational control). On the other hand, pattern formation may be regard.ed as

spatial differenEiation, initiated by sËructural or molecular dífferences in

space. Various models have been postulated regarding pattern forrnation whÍch

range from mosaic developmenË (Boveri, 1899) to the concept of positÍonal

information mediated by concentrations of morphogenetÍc substances (Wolpert,

t969).

Most if not all these models hinge on the regulation of gene expression.

Considering that we do not yet understand the cont,rol of a single eukaryotic

gene with any molecular detail, the prospects of unraveling the events in-

volved in developrnent in the siroplest eukaryotic system seem dim.

However' one should not despair completely since development Ís only a

problem of regulated gene expression, thus ultimately explainable in molecu-

1ar terns with the aid of genetic alterations. Such mutations enable us Ëo

dissect the complex process of development into indívidual steps in much

the same way they have been used to uncover the biosynthetic pathways and

mechanísms of gene regulation in bacterial and bacteríophage systems. But

hre must still understand how this linear I-dimensional information produces

epiphenomena in time and space as discussed 1ater.

The basic assr:mption underlying the mutational díssection of any biolo-

gical process is that any mechanísrns ínvolved must be controlled by speeific

genes, that those genes are capable of mutations, that each mutation identi-

fies a specific molecular function and that the phenotype caused by the

mutation provides ínformatíon as to the nature of the mechanisms involved

in the process. In developmental genetics there have been three approaches

to these questions, namely the isolation and characterization of non-lethal,

lethal and condiÈional lethal mutations (see l,trright, l97O).
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Íhe existence of mutations that affect embryogenesís (Hurnphrey, 1966;

Wright, I97O) affirms our assumption of a genetic control of development.

The genetic approach to development has Ëhe three-fold task of explaining

how the genetic progranrne is irnplemented, how infornaËion is selected and

how it expresses itself in developmental operations.

At present, the study of the dipteran homeotic gene clusters, the

bíthorax complex (Lew'is, I}TB) and Lhe antennqpedia complex (Denell et a1.,

1981), provide:good models for understanding regulation of gene expression

and the logic of the genetic programme (Shearnr 1978)' Ilomeotíc segment

mutations are a group of genetic variants in Drosophila associated w-ith the

developmental replacement of one structure by another normally occurríng

elsewhere (Lewis, 1964). for example, aristopedia, antennapedia and nasobemia

transforrn head tissue into leg tissue (Deak, 1976; Stocker et a1., 1976),

while mutations in the bithorax complex, bithorax, posÈbithorax, bithoraxoid,

ultrabithorax transform metathoracic into mesothoracic structures (Lewis,

1978). In mutanÈs at a third 1ocus, opthalmopteria, anterior wing structures

appear instead of eye facets (Goldsch¡oidt and Ledermann-Klein, 1958).

Lewis (1978; 19Bl) has shown that Ëhe bithorax complex in Drosophila

contains a minimum of eight genes that seem to code for substances control-

ling the determinatíve decisions affect,ing metathoracic segments and all

those segments more posterior, both in larval and irnaginal developrnent. Ile

has suggested that the staÈe of repression of at least four genes is con-

trolled by a cis-regulatory element at a separate 1ocus, the polycornb 1ocus.

Mutan¿s in the bithorax complex are cis-acting regulatory mutatíons causing

d.epression of the bitþqle4 gene complex and nor^r have an abnormal nr¡mber of

wings or legs in segments in which they are normally inactive. Recent stu-

dies by Struhl (1981) indicate that the gene product of Èhe extra sex comb



locus, is a necessary

genes, such as those

off", in ParËicular
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component of the process by which other homeotic

of the biËhorax complex, are selectively "turned on or

segmental primordia. Ihe homeotic gene conplex antenna-

pedia, controlling

chanism similar to

kimoto and Kaufman,

anterior segments also appears Èo be regulated by a me-

that in the bithrorax complex (Denell et a1., 1981; I^ia-

i9B1 ) .

Garcia-Bellido (Ig75; 1976) has described thTo extreme, but plausible

alternative hypotheses that explain how genetic information is selected and

how it expresses itself in developnent. FÍrst, cytodifferentiation genes

could be passively selected for expression by the position of the cel1 in a

spatially organized cell community. Conversely, the spatial otganizaLion of

cells rnight be achieved by genes acting autonomously withín cel1s to specify

their behavior. In the first case, one must study cell-cell interaction'

whereas in the second, one must investigate the properties of the genetic

component in determining morphogenetic effects'

In his study of the genetic conËrol of wing disc developnnent in Droso-

phila, Garcia-Bellido has demonstrated that norphogenetic genes can oper-

ate to control development by autoriomously defining individual cell behavior'

Morphogenetic genes are classified into tvro distincË categories: cytodif-

ferentiation and selector genes. cytodifferentiation genes are those con-

trolling cell behavior relevant to morphogenesis and connon to most develop-

ing systems. They nay influence mitotic rate, miËoËic orientation, cell re-

cogniti-on and cuticular differentiation. The selector genes control develop-

mental pathways which lead to Pattern fonnation. For the selector genes to

become activated and control development it is postulated that inductor mole-

cules interfere with products of activator genes which are selector specific'

In this fashion, signals extrinsic to the genome become translated into gene-
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tic ones. In thís functional scheme, activation or repression of selector

genes occurs once in development and gives rise to the stable state of

determination, remaining clonally írreversible. However, to maintain these

states the products of the selector genes are required throughout subsequent

development. These products may funcËion by activating the corresponding

cytodifferentiation genes, leading to changes in developurental operations"

Thís proposed scheme would account for the cellular differentiation and

clone behavior in other developmental pathways ín Drosophíla as well'

No convincing paradigrn has yet been found for the translation of genetic

inLo spatial inforrnation, although rnany hypotheses have been put forth' One

of the more interesting is that proposed by Kauffnan (1973, L975), based on

his analysis of determination and transdeternination among imaginal disc de-

rivatives in Drosophila. He has suggested that the state of deterrninatíon of

the discs is governed by an epigenetic code of rron or off" states' This hy-

pothesis correcLly predicts pairs of classes of mutants affecting complementary

subsets of imaginal discs. Thus, a selector gene ínactivated by mutation will

be "off" in any regulatory cornbination; thís rnay lead to changes to diffe-

rent states of determination in several discs or compartments' Kauffman et

al. (1978) have since rnodified the model, by addíng gradients, thresholds,

a binary combinatorial epigenetic code and the concept of dissipative struc-

tures. ì4ore recently Deak (1980) has proposed a unifyíng model for embryoge-

nesisinDrosophila,lnl-ithasinglemechanisntoaccountforthesegregation

of germ cells from somatic cells and the subsequent deÈerrnination of both

cell types. The hypothesis is based in part on the concepts of inhibitor

gradients, sources and sinks and is explainable in te11¡s of Meinhardtts model

(1977 ). At present there are arguments and experimental findings for and

against all proposed models, and theír general applicabiliÈy remains to be

seen.



Even if experimentation proves any of the above hypotheses, there is

no reason to believe that the same mechanism will apply in all cases¡ e'8'

for other organisms. I,loreover, this is all a ttpiece-mealttapproach to certain

isolated developmental patterns (e.g. wing development in Drosophila)' not

resolving the central question of ho¡^r a roulticellular organism arises from

a single ce1l.

Tounderstandt'heroleofthegenomeínembryonicdevelopmentT¡/emust

identify those genes that affect the structure and function of the developing

embryoanddeterminewhenindevelopmenttheyareexpressedandwhatparaneter

Èheyspecify.Thefavoredapproachtot'hisproblemistoexamineindetailthe

nature and genesis of alterations in structure and/or function produced by

each of a large nr¡nber of single-gene mutations'

Temperature_sensitive(ts)conditionallethalmutationshavebeen

shor.ntobeanimportanttoolinËhegeneticdissectionofbiochemicaland

developmentalpathwaysinmanyorganisms'mostnotablyinunravelingthede-

velopmental sequence of morphogenesis of bacteriophage T 4 (Epstein et al" '

1963;Edgaretal.r1964;tr{oodandKing'lg7g)'Tsmutantshavebeenisolated

in a vride variety of eukaryotes' Neurospora (Horowitz and Leupold' 1951)'

Dictyostelium (Sussman, 1966; Loomis, 1969), Drosophila (Suzuki et al., 1967;

\^Iright , |g7o; Suzuki , |g7o; Shearn, 1978; Girton and Russel, 1980), Ilabracon

serinapae (Srnith, 196s), Musca domestica (Mclonald and Overland, 1972), and

caenorhabditis elegans (Epstein and Thompson, 1974; Hirsh and vandersliee'

|976;Nelsoneta1.,I97B;}JardandMiwa,ISTB;AbdulkadereËa1.,1980;

Argonandl'trard'1980;Miwaetal',1980;Cassadaetal"l98l;Swansonand

Riddle, 1981).

Inprinciple,thetimeinembryonicdevelopmentwhenageneisactive

can be determined by using ts nutants (I,iright, I97O; Suzuki' 1970)' In ts
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mutantsthev¡i1d-typephenotypeisexpressedatthepermissivetemperature'

and the mutanË phenotype at the restrictive (non-permissive) temperature'

The effect of shifting to a resËrictive temperature can be reversed in

most cases by shiftíng back to the penoissive temperature before the time

ofgeneexpression.Thustimeofactionofthemutatedgenecanbeascer_

tained by shifting to the restrictive temperature for short periods at dif-

ferent times in development (without any assr¡mptions about the properties

or mechanisms of action of the gene products). see later caveat'

one would like to deËer¡nine which cells must be of mutant genotype for

the organism to be of mutant phenotype. This analysis is complicated by the

fact that normally all somatic cells of the organism carry the nutation' The

visíble effects of the mutation can be displaced both spatially and tempo-

rallyfromtheprimarysiteofgeneexpression.Theseproblernscanbedealt

r¡rirh by careful cel1 lineage analysis (in yiy.g) or by the generation of gene-

tic mosaics via somatic chromosome loss or x-ray induced somatic crossing

over during mitosi-s. This latter technique is the basis for clonal analysis

(Shearn, 1978).

Ifthefullpowerofgeneticanalysisistobeexploitedinthestudyof

embryogenesis, the selection of the organism is of prime importance as demon-

strated by the relative success of Drosophila over other systems' Therefore'

r¡Ie must iurpose severe restrictions on the choice of experimental animal' The

selection should be based on the following characteristics: I ) sirnple cellular

anatony; 2) short life cycle; 3) linited developmental repertoire; 4) easy

cultivation; 5) convenience for genetic analysis'

Ilistorically, nematodes have been

ta1ly for the study of embryogenesis (

Brenner (1973, lg74) has demonstrated

shown to be convenient developmen-

see section 1.4.1). Recently, Sydney

that in Particular the nematode,

for the exPloration of the genetic
CaenorhabdiÈis elegans, is well suited
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properties involved in development of higher organisms particularly of the

nervous system (see section 1.4.2 and 3) (Studies on the developrnent of C.

elegans using ts mutants are discussed below ín section 2-4.11-12). Recently,

Günter von Ehrenstein and co-workers (leppe et a1., L978; Schierenberg,

Ig78), have shown thaÈ C.elegans is an excellent organism for the in vivo

analysis of enbryonic cell lineage (see section 1.4.4.1-4.6.5).

1.4.1 Classic studies on nematode development

Theodor Boveri's publication (I892) on the embryology of Parascari's

equorum vias the foundation of modern nemic embryology and directly stimulated

careful study of the subject by others (zur Strassen' 1892, 1896; Spemann,

1895; Neuhaus, l9O3; Mueller, l9O3; Martini,19o3,19O9,1924; Schliep' 191I;

pai, 1927, lg2S). These investigations have gíven us a wealth of information

on development, paralleled in few other phy1a. The extreme regularity and

speeific patterning of (rnodified) spiral cleavage rnade it possible to identify

and trace each ce1l (aÈ least group-wise) to the normal position in the larva'

Cells designed to forrn particular tissues and organs are laid down early in

cleavage, a type of developnent termed mosaic. Nematodes have a uníque com-

bination of properties which facilitate observation of cell division, in-

cluding: transparent small egg, reproducible cleavage, leading to the forma-

tion of an animal with a small coristant nrrnber of cells and simple reprodu-

cible anatomy.

No attempt shall be made to give a complete historical account of nemic

embryology, but iË is worËhwhile to point out the fundamental discoveries

made with nematodes and their relation to todayr s understanding of cel1ular

and developmental biologY.

Ìì
ìì
ì
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Van Beneden (lBB3), studyíng Parascaris equorum, díscovered the signifi-

cance of fertilj-zati-or' and meiosis. At fertíIization the m¡mber of chromosomes

ís halved when the polar bodies are formed buË is restored after the fusion

of the pronuclei. He also discovered equational division which separates

chromatids during mitosis, wíth the chromosomes in each resulting daughter

nucleus looking identical. Evidence for the polarity of sister ce1ls was

established by observing the first cleavages (van Beneden and Neyt, 1BB7;

Boveri, 1888). ftre chromosomes remain attached to the nuclear membrane in

inËerphase and reappear at prophase in t.he exact positiou they had occupied

during the preceding telophase. Since the daughter chromosomes (now repli-

cated) in the daughter nuclei are mirror images, this provided both physical

and visible evidence for sister cel1 polarity.

The concepts of stem cel1s and ce1l lineage \^/as established by Boveri

(1887 , l1g2, 1899). Observing the first cleavage (of Po) in the Ascaris

megalocephala eggsr he detected the separation of the somatic precursor (AB)

from the germ line cel1 (Pr) in an asymmetric division. The next three divi-

sions of this cell (pr) are aspmetric, giving-l-each rise to a larger somatic

ce1l and a smaller germ line cell. He found chromatin dimínution in all

somatíc cells at their first and subsequent divisions. This vras not observed

in p -p,; thus they provide the "stem" of the lineage tree, and were known
o4

as "stem-ee11s". Boveri (1899) named Èhe six blast cel1s AB' MSt' E' C, D and

p.. The descendants of these cells $rere seen to give rise to primary ecto-
4

derro (AB), primary mesoderm and stomodeu¡n (t"tSt), endoderm (E), secondary

ectoderm and tertiary mesoderm (C), secondary mesoderm (O) and the gonad

(P,) (Boveri, 1910). Based on these observations, he proposed the concept
+

of cel1 lineage; the descendants of each stem cel1 tyPe are deÈermined to

give rise to specific tissue and organs of the animal. Thus their ancesËry

can be traced back to the fertiLized egg and the egg cytoplasrn inherited'
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In a series of experiments which included the desÈruction of stem-

cel1s mechanically (zur Strassen, 1906; Kautzsch, 1913), or by UV irradia-

tion (Stevens, 1909; Boveri, 1910), no regulation \¡ras observed for the mis-

sing blast ce11. However, in other experiments the uncleaved egg l^ras found

to be highly regulative. Fusion of two eggs resulted in a single giant

(tetraploid?) worm (zur Strassen, 1896, 1903; Schleip,1929). Ott the other

hand, uncleaved eggs which had lost a large amount of cytoplasm, developed

inËo dwarf animals (zur Strassen, 1896, 1898, 1906; Kautzsch, 1913). fhe

position of the spindle of the first cleavage could be changed by centrífug-

ing (Boveri and Hogue, 1909; Hogue, 1910) or by multispemy (Boveri, 1904;

Boveri and Stevens, 1904); in either case the first cleavage could give

rise to a 4-ce11 egg via a crosswise double mitosis from a 1-ce11 egg. The

result was the formaËion of an egg wiÈh either 3 AB: I Prr 2 AB: 2 P, or

1 AB: 3 P, cells inferred fron subsequent behavior. The results could be
I

interpreted as being due to the prelocalization of cytoplasmic gerrn-line

determinants and demonstrated that chromatin diminution ín a blastomere is

also dependent upon the cytoplasm.

Based on the regíon of the egg cytoplasm that each stem ce11 receives

at its birth, fate maps have been proposed. The fate map of the cytoplasm of

the uncleaved egg ín Ascaris is AB, MSt, E, P4¡ D, and C from dorsal to ven-

tral (zur Strassen, 1903, 1906; von Ubiseh, 1943).

The dubious concept of eutely was based on Ehe establishrnent of deter-

mined development seen in nemaËodes. By definition, the number and position

of cells in the animal must be constant through life. Studles by I'fartini

(1903, 1909, 1924) and Pai (1927) on the nr:mber of nuclei in larva and adults

have shown that the number of nuclei in the larva of many different species

:rìl

ì
:.ì
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are sj.nilar in number, while the number of nuclei

differences bet\,reen the number of nuclei- observed

seen ín the adults may be due to species specific

postembryonic divisions of cel1s includíng those

of sex-specific structures (Sulston and Horvitz,

in adult can vary. The

in the larva and the number

differences and/or extra

involved in the fornation

re77 ) .

It is clear that the study of nematodes has contributed much to our

concepËual understanding of cellular and subcellular aspects of meiosis and

mitosís. In addition t.hese studies suggest that in animals developing by

invariant líneages, a ce1lfs fate is deternined by its ancestry and. has led

to the suggest,ion thaL a specific pattern of cell divisions may be neces-

sary for the generation of a parÈicular ce11 type.

1.4.2 Introduction to the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans

The idea of using free-living nematodes in genetic research was first sug-

gested by Dougherty and Calhoun (194S). fhe early work on Caenorhabditis ele-

gans concerned axenic cultivaÈion and nut,rition (Dougherty et al., 1959) and

gametogenesis (Honda, 1925; Nigon, 1949; Nigon and Brun, 1955; Nígon, 1965).

The classic work of Sydney Brenner (1973,1974) on the genetics of C.

elegans has firmly established it as a favourable organÍ-sn and rnodel for the

study of development in higher animals.

Caenorhabditis elegans is a free-living, non-parasitic soil nematode,

generally reproducing as a self-fertilizing (ovíviparous) protand.rous herna-

phrodite. The \¡rontrs are easily and inexpensively cultivated on Escherichia

coli in liquid medium or on the surface of agar-filled plates. After ferËili-

zat.ion the embryo develops for 11.5 hours before hatching as a srnall juvenile

(inappropriately called larva despite the absence of metamorphosis) v¡hich

ís IB0-2OO microns long (tab1e 1; Fig. 1). After hatching from the egg' the
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Quantitative aspects of the life cycle of

Caenorhabditis .1"g"rr""'b

fertil ization embryogenesis hatch 4 molts adult

Tirneb

l^leight

Length

1 cell

o.l pg

50 prn

12 hours

o'1 Pg

60 pm

558

o.l Pg

200x10 pm

2 days

958 ce11s
(plus genn

ce11s )

20 ttg

1500x70 Pm

From Cassada et al. (1981), by permission'

Ar 2ooc.
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Figure 1 Caenorhabdítis elegans life-cycle diagram (hermaphrodit.e,

Z5oC). The lengths on Èhe main line are proportional- to

time. The egg-to-egg generation time is 52 hrs. L1 is

the first larval stage, and so forth. The tine after

the name of each stage is the duration of thaL stage.

A thickening of the line indicates the duration of a

molt, including lethargus. In embryogenesis, the numbers

indicate the time of iniËiation of each round of cell

division and the letters the time of appearance of each

morphogenetic stage: B, Lima bean; C, Comm¿' T, Tadpole;

P, Plurn; L, Loop; Z, PreLzel; D, (late) PreËzeli 2G,

division of PO to form thro germ line precursor cells;

t\,ro non-germ line gonad ce1ls are also present at

hatching (leppe et al., 1978). Stippled area: visible

events aË each postembryonic stage in gonadogenesís

(firnbte and Hirsh, 1978), indicated as follows: M, mi-

tosÍs begins; S, second wave of somatic gonad cel1

divisions begins; T, 1800 turn; V, vagina formsi St,

sperrnaËheca formedi Vo, vulval opening formedi O, fer-

tilized eggs; o, oocytes (Fron Cassada et a1., 1981,

by pennission).

È..
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v/orm gror^rs rapidly in size and ce1l number, passing through four larval

stages , LI-L4, and four moults to adulthood to reach a maximum length of

about 15OO pm. The times of the moults at 20oC are 13r 21.51 29.5 and 4l

hours after hatching, respectively; the sizes are about 350, 470' 640 and

B9O prn, respectively (Cassada and Russell, 1975). Concomitantly in time,

the gonad, which contains 4 nuclei in the Ll stage, increases to about 25OO

nuclei in the nature adult (Itirsh et a1., 1976; Kiroble and Ilhite, 19Bl). Ap-

proximately 50 hrs after hatching, each hermaphrodite begins egg laying and

produces 2OO-3OO progeny per individual. This normal course of development

ís altered in adverse conditions such as food deprivation (starvation) and

overcrowdíng. The worm exits Ëhis normal developmental repertoire and enters

a dormant survival stage known as the dauer larva between L2-L3 rnolt (Cassada

and Russe11, I9753 Cassada,1976). Dauer larvae can survive these extreme

conditions for long periods of tine (Klass and llirsh, 1976). However, when

the conditions are more favourable and food is available the dauer larva

can resume its 1arval development and becomes a normal adult producing viable

progeny.

Hermaphrodites have 12 chromosomes, wl-th five pairs of autosomes and a

pair of X-chromosomes (5AA + XX). Males have the diploid eornplement of five

pairs of autosomes and one X-chromosome (5e¡' + X). l'lales arise rarely via

nondisjunction at meiosis. These males w-i11 nate with hermaphrodites to

produce cross progeny, 50 7" of the offspring being males (Nigon, 1949).

C.elegans like other rhabditoid nematodes (Chitwood and Chítwood, 1950) has

a characterístic two-bulbed pharynx and an elongated tubular body with ta-

pered ends. The adult herrnaphrodite (rig.2) contains 958 somatic cel1s

(including the 142 cells of the somatic gonad structures), while the male

has about lO31 sornatic ce1ls (Sulston, 1976; Sulston and Horvi-tz, L977;



Figure 2 Adults of Caenorhabditis elegans: male (above), herma-

phrodite (below). Lateral views, anterior, right. Male

(rnonodelphic) : ventral, top. HerrnaphrodiËe (didelphic) :

ventral, bottom. Nomarski optics. (1) Buccal cavity;

(2) one of six lips; (3) rneÈacorpus of the pharynx;

(4) excretory cell; (5) nerve ring; (6) tenoinal bulb

of the pharynx; (7) intestine; (B) distal ar¡n of the

anterior gonad, ovary; (9) loop of the anterior gonad;

(10) proximal arm of the anterior gonad with maturing

oocytes; (f1) spernatheca; (12) uterus with cleaving

egg anÈerior; (13) vulva; (14) nature oocytes before

posterior spernaËheca; (15) anus; (16) tail; (17) testis'

dístal arm of gonad; (18) prtoary spermatocyÈes;

(19) secondary spermatocytes in vas deferens; (20)

mature spem in vas deferens1' (21) cloaca; (22) copu-

latory bursa with rays and copulaÈory spicules. (After

Schierenberg, I978, by pernission).
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Kirnble and Hirsh, lgTg). An external cuticle covers the hypodermal body

r¡rall. Ihe cuticle is composed primarily of a modified forrn of collagen se-

creted from the underlying hypoderinal cel1s (Bird,1971; Higgins and Hirsh,

lg77). This elastic cuticle forms the covering for the hydrostatic skeleton.

The body cavity is maíntained by energy-requiring metabolic processes at a

high hydrostatic (tugor) pressure relative to the outside thus keeping the

hydrostatic skeleton rigid.

The complete cellular anatomy of larva and of the adult are known in

c.elegans (I^Ihite, Ig74; sulston and Horvitz, 1977). Ihe body-wall muscle

cells of C.elegans aríse from the mesoderm (t'lst lineage). At hatching there

are 80 body wa11 muscle cel1s. The body movements are mediated through these

muscle cells; they run longitudinaly in four sheetsr one in each of the

quadrants: 21 in each dorsal quadranË, 20 in the right ventral quadrant

and 19 in the ventral left quadrant. Postembryonic divisions in the Ll

larva from of a single mesoblasÈ cell gíve rise to an additional 14 body

wall muscle cells. These ce11s arise after the embryonie migration of the

single mesoblast cell, from anterior, between the two somatic precursor

cells of the gonad Z! and, Z4 to just posterior to the gonad primordir:rn

(Hirsh et al., 1976; Schierenberg, pers. comm.). In toto' the adult nematode

contains 95 body muscle cells z 24 in the two dorsal quadrants and 24 in the

ventral right quad.rant anð. 23 in the ventral left quadrant (Sulston and

nÅrit, , rg77). rn addition, approximately one-half of the c-cells and all the

D-cells give rise to muscle cells. C-cells generate the body muscle ce1ls

which lie in the posterior half of the animal, while all the daughters of

the D-cell divisions generate body muscle cel1s which lie in the anterior

half of the animal (v. Ehrenstein eË a1', 1981)'



The nervous system of C.elegans is conposed of abouË 350 neurons, inclu-

díng a nerve ring, dorsal and ventral nerve cords and a variety of sensory

receptors and ganglia (I^lhite, Lg74; I^Iard et a1., 1975; Ware et al., 1975).

The circumpharyngeal nerve ring merges into the ventral ganglia (posterior

to the pharynx) behind and belor,I the ring. Behind Ëhe ventral ganglion is

the retrovesicular ganglíon, which runs into the anterior end of the ventral

nerve cord. The ventral nerve cord runs the length of the body to Ëhe preanal

ganglion. The ventral nerve cord conÈains many interneurons from the circgmpha-

ryngeal ring and tai1, as well as notor neurons whose cell bodies are line-

arly positioned along the cord. Many couurissures run from the ventral nerve

cord to the dorsal nerve cord, which contains no ce1l bodies. The dorsal

nerve cord innervates the sub-dorsal muscles. Nematodes are unique in that

the rnuscles send processes to the nerves, rather than více versa as Seen in

oÈher aniuals (I^Ihite eÈ al., 1974; !trhite et al.' 1976; Sulston, 1976)'

About lO % of. the neurons are in the head. Sense organs (sensilla) are ar-

ranged in two concentric rings about the rnouth and include two types of re-

ceptors, chemoreceptors and mechanoreceptors (Ward et al., 1975; trnlare et al',

Lgl5). C.elegans exhibiËs positive and negative chemotaxis to a nr:mber of

compounds (l{ard, lg73) as well as thermotaxis (Hedgecock and Russell, 1975)'

The ali¡nentary canal conprises a mouth leading inËo a bi-lobed pharynx'

and a tubular intestine terminating in the rectum and anus. Fluíd is pr:mped

through the first bulb, and filtered particles swallowed through the rnouÈh by

the large muscular pharynx. The pharynx is composed of 77 ectodermal and me-

sodennal descendants: 34 muscle cells, 9 marginal ce1ls, 9 epithelial cells'

5 gland cells and 20 neurons in a self-contained miní-nervous system (Albert-

son and Thomson, 1976). The íntestine (gut) is so1e1y derived from the endo-

dermal descendants (Schierenberg, 1978). Along most of its length Ëhe inËe-

.-' È



stinal nuclei are located dorsal or ventral to the lumen. The anteríormost

region ís thinner and meets a ring of 6 pharyngeal-intestinal valve cells

surrounding the lumen. The intesËine has a left-handed twist of 18oo about

the longitudinal axis of the animal near the regíon of the gonad priroordium.

During post-embryonic development the nunber of intesËinal nuclei increa-

ses from 20 (18, 19 and 2l ate also seen) to 30-34' Nonnally' the six anteríor

nuclei fail to divide; any of the posterior rnay also fail to divide' The divi-

sion of f0-14 nuclei leads to the varíability. Since some cells of the Íntes-

tíne are uninucleate, while others are binucleate, intestinal nuclei are re-

ferred to (Sulston and notitr, Ig77) instead of intestinal cell nunber'

The excretory system consists of a single cell vrith an H-shaped configu-

ration. The two arms of Ëhe H run anteriorly and posteriorly laterally, and

the crossbridge connects up with an excretory pore, which passes out through

the cuticle aÈ the ventral mid-line'

Postembryonically, the gonadal primordium, consísting of four ce1ls, lies

ventral to the rnid-line of the nematode (Ll). The two large ce1ls are adja-

cent (22 anð.23, descendants of the PO cell, which give rise to geIT0 cells);

the two smaller cells (ZI anð,7:4, descendants of ì4st, which produce the so-

matic structures of the gonad) are slightly anterior and posËerior to them'

in both sexes (Itirsh et a1., 1976; Klass et al., 1976; sulston and HorviÈz'

1977; Kimble and Hirsh, Ig77). In the hernaphrodite, the two elongating tips

become distal (or immature) ends of the adult half gonads, whereas in males'

the elongating tip becomes the proximal or mature end. At the proximal or ma-

ture ends, gamete formation occurs (in boËh sexes). tr^lithin this region

(ovary or testes), an ordered progression of rnaturation through stages of

meioËic prophase and gametogenesis is arranged from distal to proximal (re-

lative to the vulva) (firnbte, 1978). In malesr mature sperm are located most



proxiüa1ly. In hermaphrodites, first beginning in the L4 larva1 stage, the

mosË proxinal gametes of each tube become spel:ltr and are stored in the spentra-

theca (hollow vesicle), then in adulthood all the more disËal gametes become

oocytes as they enter the gamete-forming region of the gonad. The herrnaphro-

dite ovary, situated dorsa11y, extends through the U-shaped bend of the go-

nad to the oviduct on the ventral side. As the oocytes mature (see Abi-Rachid

and Brun, 1975, for ultra-structure), they move in a lineat array down the

oviduct towards the spermatheca. As they pass through the spermatheca they

are fertilized by amoeboid sperm (I^lard and Miwa , 1978). After fertilization

the oocytes enter the uEerus, where the early ernbryonic stages of development

occur. The two uteri meet at a common vagina situated ventrally somewhat over

half way down the animal, terminating in a vulva through which eggs are 1aid.

The entire gonad 1s encapsulated by a tubular layer of very thin, flat epi-

thelial cells. tlermaphrodites produce about 300 progeny. The male gonad

joins the rectum via a vas deferens to form a cloaca in the tai1, surrounded

by a fan-like copulatory bursa. The complete líneages of all descendants

of. ZL and 24 (generating the somatic structures of the gonad) in hernaphro-

dites and males have been detenoined. In herrnaphrodites the cell nrrnber is

143, while in the ma1e, 56. The germ line (22 and 23) lÍneages are variable

(rim¡le and Hirsh, 1979).

1.4.3 Hennaphrodite genetics

Brenner (lg7 4) described some of the advantages of Caenorhabditis ele-

gans for genetic analysis: the sma1l size of the animal, short generation

time, ease of cultivation on a lavrn of E.coli, large nr¡mber of progeny per

parental T¡ronn, flozen storage in liquid nitrogen (easily revj-ved after thaw-

ing) and the sma11 genone síze; haploid DNA content of B x 107 base pairs,



83 "/" of which is unique (Sulston and Brenner, 1974), only 20 tines that of

E. coli.

From a strictly genetic poínt of view, what are the advantages of using

C.elegans? C.elegans generally reproduces as a self-fertilizing hermaphro-

di.te, producing both sperm and ova which fuse to a zygote inside the parent.

This mode of reproduction provídes several distinct advanÈages for genetic

studies. Firstly, self-fertilization drives populations to homozygosity, so

that ir is relatively easy to isolate isogenic clones of (diploid) aniroals.

Secondly, chemically or radiation-induced mutatíons (appearíng first in the

heterozygous condiÈion and recessive, ate not recognized ín Fl) autornatically

segregate as homozygotes, as one fourth of the F, progeny of such mutagenized

animals. Therefore no brother-sister matings are needed, as required for am-

phirnictic organisms. Thirdly, many mutants which are severely paralyzed in

movement, or physically deformed, and incapable of mating (these defects would

be lethal in Drosophila or mouse) propagate by self-fertilization.

Reproduction by self-fertilization does noË provide a means to combine

different mutatíons for complementation and recombination. This is achieved

by males, which arise spontaneously from herrnaphrodites at a frequency of

O.3 7. (ttodgkin et a1., 1979). Males are used as convenient carriers of selec-

ted markers to the hermaphrodite. Fortuitously, male spenn, upon maËing' out-

compete hermaphrodite produced spern. This whole reproductive system allows

for detailed genetic analysis of a large number of independently isolated

mutations.

I .4.3.1 Genetics

Brenner (1974, reviewed by Hernan and Horvitz, 19BO), described in

detail Lhe genetics of C.elegans. The following is a brief summary.



Sex-linkage is easily detected on crossing a fertile mut.ant hermaphro-

dite vrith wild-type males; the absence of the wild-type cross progeny males

ioplies sex-linkage. Autosomal linkage is tested by the following procedure:

a fertile muËant hermaphrodite ro/rn is crossed with males heterozygous (a/+)

for a canonical marker (wíth readily observable phenotype and knor¡n map po-

sition) and single wild-type hermaphrodite progeny are picked. Half of these

will segregate homozygotes for the canonical marker a, so they must have

the genotype rn/+, 4+. If Lhe mutant and markers are unlinked, the self pro-

geny of these animals will include the four phenotyPes l^iild' M, A, MA in the

ratios 9:3:3:1. For m and a linked these rat.ios will approach 2:1:1:0. Such

a trans configuration test is used to identify the linkage group of a new

mutant: the ratio of MA: M + MA i" p2, where p is the recombination frequency

between tine 2 loci, so this ratio is a sensitive test for línkage.

More accur.tu ."tirates of linkage are obtained using the segregation

from the cis confi*ut"aron ma/#. For obtaining the cis genotype it is con-

venient to pick hermaphrodites of a single phenotype M or A and allow them

to segregate any rare recombinants as double homozygotes in the next genera-

tion(s). The heterozygote ma/*-f is then produced by crossing the double homo-

zygo1e with wild-type ma1es. The self progeny of these animals r¡ill consist

mainly of wild-type worms and the doubly marked \¡Ionns; singly marked \¡rontrs

of each phenotype will occur aË a frequency of (p2 + 2p (1-p)) /4 ot approxi-

mately pl2 for sma1l p. The recombination frequency is approximately the same

in both germ lines of the hermaphrodite (Brenner' 1974).

Autosomal recessive mutants are easíly tested for by complementation by

using heterozygous males. N2 rnales are crossed r,rith a mutant hermaphrodite

(a/a). Heterozygous progeny males (g/+) which are w-ild-type in phenotype



are then crossed wit.h tested hernaphrodites (b/Þ). Males arising from the

cross will be of two types: one half with the wild-type phenotype w:ith +/b

genotype, and the other lnaj-f a/b males which will have a mutant phenotype if

these t\,ro rnutants fail to conplernent each other. If all males in this cross

are wild-type, then the tr^¡o mutants a and b complement each other. 0n1y

Ëhe males are scored since no distinction can be made between hermaphrodites

produced by self-fertilization and cross progeny produced by fertilization

with male sperrn carrying a non-complementing mutation.

Complementation testing is difficult for sex-linked muËants and domí-

nant mutants. Complementation for sex-linked mutants requires the construc-

tion of tester strains containing a second autosomal marker (e.g.1ong) to

al1ow cross progeny to be distinguished from those produced by selfíng. Ilerni-

zygous males obtained from crossing of N2 males to a sex-linked mutant (e.g.

b1i(1) one of two different blistered rnutations) hermaphrodites are crossed

wíth rhe double (1on b1i(2)). progeny of this cross are all non-long herrna-

phrodites. If these are blistered, then the two blistered mutants are non-com-

plementing. However, if all are wild-type non-blistered, then complementation

occurred.

Three-factor crosses, using linked outside markers, are ernployed for or-

dering genes unambiguously, raËher than relying on recombination data. Es-

sentially a heterozygous hermaphrodite is consËructed, carrying a double

mutanÈ (ab/gþ) trans to a third mutant, c; by crossing */c males w'ith the

double. The order of a and b is known, but the relative position of c is not.

These r¡¡ot:itrs are allowed to segregate, and recombinant classes A and B are

picked. The structure of the recombinational heterozygote is inferred from

the segregation frequencies in F2 animals, resulting from the selfing of the

heterozygote ab*/**c, to distinguish between the orders a b c¡ 4 c b or

c a b.
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Ihe procedures described above are the basic techniques used in C.elegans

genetics. In practice, however, many complications arise. It is difficult

ro work with sex-linked mutants if the phenotype (durnpy or uncoordinated)

renders the male less able to perform the conjugal act. ImpoËence of nutant

males is more acute in the case of X-linked markers, for which males will nor-

rnally be hemizygous (for a comprehensive account of methods to overcome these

difficulties, see Herman and Horvitz, i981). Some of the muËanÈs such as va-

riable abnornal (vab gene) have 1ow penetrance; while epístasis results in

rhe suppression of long (lon) phenotype by durnpy (dpy) or roller (ro1), and

blistered (bli) by dr:rnpy. Mutants with sirnilar phenotypes, such as durnpy and

smal1 (srna), pose a problem in distinguishing the progeny phenotype' Most

mutants in C.elegans are recessive, but semidominant and dominant mutants are

also knovm (Brenner, Ig74; Herman and Horvitz, 1980).

I .4.4 Ernb nic develo ent of Caenorhabditis elegans: l'lild-t

The essentially invariant nature of nematode development has facilita-

ted the elucidation of the complete post-embryonic (Sulston and Horvitz'

1977; Kirnble and Hírsh, lgTg; Sulston et al., 1980) and embryonic (Deppe

et al., l97B; Sulston, llhite, Schierenberg, and. von Ehrenstein, pers. comm')

cell lineage of Caenorhabditis elegans. The following is a synopsis of C'

elegans embryonic development (see Schierenberg, I97B; von Ehrenstein and

Schierenberg, 19BO; von Ehrensteín et al., 1981 for a detailed review)'

1.A.5 Overvier.¡ of caenorhabditj-s elegans enbryogenesis

Since C.elegans embryogenesis is invariant from animal to animal, de-

velopmental time can be conveniently measured in developmental events rather

t.han by time units per se. The developmental landmarks used in measuring
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the developrnental time are ce1l number, each synchronous doubling within

any one ce11 line, the migration and rearrangenent of somatic and gern line

descendants; and in late phases, embryos are staged maín1y by their outer

norphology (schierenberg' 1978).

Embryogenesis occurs in two distinct stages: proliferation and norphoge-

nesis (figs. I and 3). Th. proliferation phase involves cell divisions from

one to about 550 "undifferentiated" cel1s which have undergone considerable

spatial rearrangement including gastrulation. These cells should be viewed

as groups of cel1s which will differentiate reliably into a predictable spa-

tial pattern. Organogenesis and tenninal differentiation occur in the second

phase of ernbryogenesis. During the rnorphogenesis phase, the ball-shaped embryo

takes form as an animal with fully differenËiated tissue and organs wiËhouL

additional cel1 division. Morphogenesis begins with a ventral indentation

in the posterior third of the embryo, the so-called lima-bean stage; during

its gradual elongation, the ernbryo proceeds through comma, tadpole, plum and

loop stages, shaping into a wonn rolled up in the egg, the pretzel stage

(frieg et a1., 1978; Schierenberg, 1978).

1.4.6 Details of Caenorhabditis elegans erobryogenesis

fhe prolate spheriod egg of C.elegans is transparent' 25

diameter and 55 to 60 pm long (Schierenberg, 1978). Ihe shel1

to

of

30 pn in

the ferti-

lized egg consists of three basic layers; the inner waxy layer, the chiÈinous

layer and the outer proteinaceous vi-tellíne layer (Foor,1967; Bird, I97l).

The extreme resistance of nematode eggs to adverse environmental conditions

is probably due to the lipid-1ike r¡raxy layer (nir¿' 1971).



Fieure 3 EvenËs in embryogenesis of Caenorhabditis elegans. Embryo-
,-o-

genesis is divided into 12 easily identifiable periods or

stages. These periods can be f urther subdivided (not shornrn) ,

e.g. by counting all cells. A representative embryo

for each period or stage is shown. The tiroes (+ 1O rnin)

are for 25oC; f.ertli-í,zation at time O. Standard orien-
t,ation: anterior, right; dorsal, top. Nomarski optics.
The optical plane shown in focus is only a portion of the

whole embryo. Bar = 10 pm. (1) pregastrulation period,

l-26 ce1-l-s, O-1.5 hrs; 24-ceLL stage embryo, 2 E-cells
(arrows) posËerior ventral, before rnigration. (2) Gastru-

lation period, 26-44 ce1ls, L.5-2.0 hrs; 28-ce11 embryo,

2 E-cells rnigrating. (3) 4 E-cell period, 46-93 cells, 2.O-

3.25 hrs. (4) B E-ce11 period, 99-204 ce1ls, 3-25-4.25 hrs;

autofluorescence (and birefringence) of E-cel1s first de-

tectable; (in this and the following stages not all E

cells are in the same opËical plane). (5) 16 E-cell period,

224 to about 5OO cel1s, 4.25-5.5 hrs. (6) Lima bean stage'

about 500-550 cel1s, 5.5-6.25 hrs; cel1 proliferation
ends; this and the following embryos have about 550 cells.
Morphogenesis, including elongation, begins. (7) Comma

stage, 6.25-6.75 hrs; anterior invagination for sensilla
formation begins, contours of internal organs become

visible; first muscle twitching occurs towards the end of

this períod. (B) Tadpole stage, 6.75-7.0 hrs; mouth cavity
formed. (9) Plrm stage, 7.0-7.25 hrs; embryo has 2x egg

length; this and the following embryos move continually.
(tO) f,oop stage, 7.25-8.0 hrs; embryo has 2-3x egg length.
(tt) ¡arty pretzel stage' 8.0-10.5 hrs; embryo has 3x egg

length; the head can be moved independently of the resE

of Ëhe body. (iZ) f,ate preÈzel stage' 10.5-11.25 hrs

(hatching); embryo has 4x egg length. Condensor diaphragm

was closed here, to increase depth of focus.

(Frorn Schierenberg, 1978, by permission).





1.4.6.1 Earl Events: Fertilizati-on arLd zygote formation

I'finutes after the entry of the amoeboid spern opposite the eccentrically

placed germinal vesicle, containing the maternal chromosomes, the germinal

vesicle breaks down, a refractive shell forms around the egg, and meiosis

is completed wíthin half an hour with the extrusion of two polar bodies

(Nlgon,1949; Nigon and Brun, 1955), usually at the anterior end of the em-

bryo (Schierenberg , 1978). For 30 min, the pronuclei are not visi-ble, and the

egg cytoplasm rearranges by considerable cytoplasmic streaming (Nigon et

al., 1960).

Following t.he reformation of the two pronuclei at opposiËe po1es, the

maÈernal pronucleus migrates posteriorly through the pseudocleavage constric-

tion (anterior one-third of the egg is pinched off) towards the paternal

pronucleus (fig. 4). The apposed pronuclei rnigrate back to the centre of the

egg, rotates 90o above the left-right axis to lie on top of each other (in

the dorsal-ventral axi.s of the ernbryo) and then fuse (ttlgon et al., 1960).

The pseudocleavage constríction disappears, leaving a gap between the ouËer

she1l and the anteri-or egg cytoplasm, before the pronuclei reach the centre of

the egg. After fusion of the pronuclei, the zygote nucleus divides and the

egg cleaves into the first somaËic precursor ce1l AB and its posterior

sist,er Pl (Schierenberg, 1978). The polarity of the anterior-posterior axis

is first evident at the 2-ce11 sEage. The dorsal-ventral and left-right axis

is first evident in the 4-cell sÈage (Fig.5) (leppe et al., 1978; Schieren-

berg, 1978). (Axes may be determined earlier but are not evident). The rhom-

boid 4-ce11 stage in C.elegans forms di.rectly, during division of AB; the

anterior daughter slips into the gap generaLed by the pseudocleavage con-

strict.ion (Fig. 5). The internediate T-configuration 4-ce11 stage, seen in
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Figure 4 Zygote formation in Caenorhabditis elegans. Sequence of

events from the reforrnation of the pronuclei to the 2-

cell stage in the same embryo at successive times at 25oC.

(a) 3O min after fertilization; (h) 5 mín later. Orien-

tation: anterior, right; right-left lateral axis of the

embryo top to bottom (polarity not yet discernible aË

this stage). Dorsal-ventral axis, into the plane of the

photograph (polarity not discernible). Nornarski optics,

Bar = 10 prn. Three-letter abbreviations for events in

Table III. (a) neformation of pronuclei (REF), paternal

1eft, (posteríor); maternal rÍght, (anterior). (b) Miera-

tion of pronuclei (MIG); maternal migrates through pseu-

docleavage constriction (PCL). (c) Pronuclei meeting,

posterior. (d) Apposed pronuclei nigratíng anteriorly

(Ì4IG), pseudocleavage dispersing over r,rhole anterior.

(e) pronuclei rotating 9Oo around left-right axis. Anterior-

posterior contraction of the egg cytoplasm. (f) Fusing

pronuclei (FUS), on top of each other dorsal-ventral,

thus in different optical planes in this top víew. (g)

First mitosis (MIT) anaphase. (h) First cleavage membrane

(ì,IEM) separating the somatíc cell AB (anterior) frorn

Prr gerur line. (Frorn Schierenberg, 1978, by permission).





other, slow-cleaving nematodes (e.g. Ascaris), which rearranges after divi-

sion inËo the typical rhomboid configuration (Boveri, IB99), is not observed

in C.elegans (Schierenberg, 1978)'

t.A.6.2 Patterns of cell divisions

All ernbryonic cell divisions are cleavage divisions; thus Èhe cells get

progressively sroaller. After completion of a cell division, the two daughter

ce1ls round off, retaining physical contacts and for some minutes after divi-

sion maintaining connection with cytoplasmic bridges (Krieg et a1', 1978) '

Except for the initial divisions generating the somatic and germ-line precur-

sor ce11s, the two daughters are approximately equal in size in all divisions'

There are t\,Io basic patterns of ce11 division which occur in C'elegans (Sut-

ston and llorvÍtz, Ig77; Deppe et al., L978; Kiroble and Hirsh, 1979; schieren-

berg and Cassada, i982):

a. Symmetrical or Prolíferative

equívalent potential and norphology.

(A*A+A) or non-equivalent (e*frn)

dj-visions generating daughter ce1ls of

These daughter cells may be equivalent

to the mother cell.

b. Asyrunetric divisions generating tr¡/o different daughter cells' In

so-called "stem-cell-1ike" divísions one daughter is similar to the mother

cel1 in proliferative potential and developmental fate and the other daughter

is of a ner¡/ type (A*A+B). (Papers in earlier nematode literature referred

to the somatic precursor ce1ls as sËem cel1s. By definition, stem cells are

eapable of self-renewal extending through the natural life span of the orga-

nisrn ("irnmortalt'), and of yielding daughters with several phenotypic poten-

tials (Holtzer, t978); I therefore refer to "stem" cells rather as embryonic

blast or somatic precursor cells.)



Figure 5 Sequence of events from the 2-ce11 to the 4-ce11 stage

in Caenorhabditis elegans. Divisíon of AB and Pr. (b) 35

min after fertilizatíon; (h) about 5 rnin later (ZSoC).

Standard orientatiori: anterior, right; dorsal, top. Nomar-

ski optics. Bar = 10 pn. For precursor cell names' see

legend, Fig. 6. (a) two-cell stage in i-nterphase. (b) AB

(anterior) begins mitosís. (c) P, begins mitosis. (d) The

division membrane betr,reen AB.a and AB.p begins to form

eccenËrically fron the margin, AB.a (ventral) moves an-

teriorly. AB.p is dorsal (for ce1l nomenclature, see Ïig.

6). (e) AB spindle (bent); cytokinesis begins in Pr.

(f) Pt has divided into P, (Posterior) and EMSI (ventral).

(g) and (h) Rhornboid 4-ce11 sÈage; polarity of all en-

bryonic axes first recognizabLe. (Fron Schierenberg, 1978,

by permission).
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1.4.6.3 Cell lineages

1.he complete embryonic lineage consists of 558 ce1ls and 113 ce1l deaths

(Sulston, pers. comm.). By an invariant and asyrûmetric pattern of cleavage

divisions the cel1s AB, MSt, E, C, D and PO are generaEed from the fertilized

egg. The names indicate Ëhe classically assigned fates of the cells. Unique

to nematodes the first cleavage separates the embryo inËo an anterior (AB)

and a posterior (Pr) celt. The other precursor cells are established by the

next divisions of the p, cell 1ine. In these divisions the daughters are un-

equal in size, the smaller (Pt-P¿ respectively) being the germ line precursor.

The other product of the P, cel1 division is EMSt, which divídes into sepa-

rate somatic precursor cel1s destined for endoderm (¡) and mesoderm (USt).

The P, and P, cel1 divisions yield the somatic precursor cel1s destined for

secondary ectoderm (C) and secondary rnesoderm (D). (Schierenberg (1978) has

suggested that the primary-secondary repeats (RS-l4St-frC-D-P) may correspond

to tr¡/o prirnitive segments, anterior and posterior). Von Ehrenstein et a1 '

(tggi) have recently shown that thís classical view (Boveri, 1899) although

basically correct, \¡Ias somewhaË oversinplified (see Fig' 6) (discussed below)'

The subsequent divisions are all knov¡n (Sulston' pers. conm.) and can be de-

scribed best lineage bY lineage.

AB lineage

The details of the AB lineage have now been traced to hatching' Un-

fortunately the details of the last divisions and fates are not published

yet. The lineage of 256 descendants of the somatic precursor cel1 AB gene-

rated by eight synchronous doublings are shor"m (Fig.7) (Schierenberg, pers.

comm.). By hatching the AB somaËic precursor cell generates 389 cellsr aP-

proximately tr\ro-thirds of the Ëotal ce1ls in the animal plus 98 ce1l deaËhs'

These ce11s are mainly ectodermal, such as hypoderrnis' neurons and part of



Figure 6 Early cleavage pattern and fates of the egg of Caenor-

habditis elegans. The first division of the zygote (fo)

occurs about 35 rnin (2lo) af¡er fertlLization. In the

juvenile, t.he descendants of the precursors have fonned

the differentiated structures shown (Sulston and Hor-

vitz, 1977). Lineage nomenclature: Embryonic precursor

cells named by upper case letters AB, MSt' E' C and PO

(Boveri, 1899). their descendants are named by adding

a períod, followed by one lower case letter per divisiont

representing posítion after division relative to the

sister cell. Anteríor-posterior prevaricating sisters

are designated by tt.tt and rrprt; dorsal-ventral by ttdtt

and ttvtt, and 1ef t-right by ttltt and ttrtt . In oblique di-

visions, only the predoninant axis ís indicated ' The

axis are also indicated on the lineage tree branches,

the ttatt, ttdtt or rtlrr sister, always on the left branch,

but up to two letters used for oblique divisions. Divisions

are a-p unless otherwise indlcated. (From von Ehrenstein

et al., 1981, bY Permission).
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Figure 7

precursor cell AB (prirnary ectoderm and some related me-

soderm) of Caenorhabditis elegans. Fertilizati-on aË O rnin.

Precursor ce1l AB appears 35 rnin after fertilization at

25oC. For lineage nomenclature, see Fig. 6. Ihe divisions

of. 64 to 128 cells are predominantly a-p with minor oblique

components (not deterrnÍned). (Fron Schierenberg, 1978, by

permission) .

Embryonic lineage of 128 descendants of the somatic
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the pharynx, but also include four rectal and intestinal muscles and soroe

pharyngeal muscles (von Ehrenstein et al., 1981; Schierenberg and Sulston,

pers. comm. ).

ì4St lineage

The complete ernbryonic cell lineage of the BO descendants and 14 cell

deaths has been established, Fig.8 (Schíerenberg and SulsËon, pers. co¡on.).

This lineage prinarily gives rise to muscles, pharynx, and the somatic

gonad ce11s ZI arrd 24, but al so to a few ûêurorl's.

E lineage

The E lineage consi.sËs of 20 cells. Four synchronous doublings generate

16 E-ce11s. Later 4 mre ce1ls are added by single divisions to yield the

normal final number of. 20 E-cells, forming in the intestine of the juvenile

(Fig. 9) (Schierenberg, I97B). Occasionally, animals with 18, 19, ot 2I

E-cel1 nuclei hatch.

C lineage

The complete C-cell lineage is composed of 47 cells plus I cell death.

The anterior part of the lineage tree (Fig. 10) generaÈes ectoderm (mainly

dorsal hypodermis), while the posterior part generates posÈerior muscles (as

proposed for Ascaris by !lü11er, 1903; Schierenberg and Sulston, pers. cornm.).

D lineage

The D-cell line has been traced

(Fig. 11) give rise to anterior body

pers. cornm. ) .

to completion. All 20 descendants

muscles (Schierenberg and Sulston,



Figure B Complet.e embryonj-c lineage of the 8O descendants (p1us

14 ce1l deaths) of the somatic Precursor cel1 MSt

(mesoderm and some ectoderm) of Caenorhabditis elegans'

Precursor ce1l MSt appears 60 roin after fertilÍzation

at 25oC. Anterior, left. bm, body muscles; cc, coelomo-

cytes; g, pharyngeal gland cells; hmc, head mesodermal

cell ; I, interneurons of the pharynx; lvl, si-ngle mesoblast.

ce11; Ml, M4, and M5' uotoneurons of the pharynx; m'

muscle cells of the pharyrx; mc, marginal cells of the

pharynx; mu int, intestinal rnuscle cell; P/i, pharytgea|/

intestinal valve ce1ls; r.ing 8an8¡ ring ganglia; X, ce1l

death; Z1; 24, somat.ic gonad cells. (Schierenberg

and Sulstonr Pers. corom. ).
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Figure 9 Top: Complete embryonic lineage of the 20 descendants

of the somatic precursor ce11 E (endoderrn) of Caenor-

habditis elegans. Precursor cell E apPears 60 rnin after

fertíIization at 25oC. Anterior, lef t. Bottom: Fi-nal

position of the 20 E-cell nuclei ín C.elegans juvenile.

(Schierenberg and Sulston, pers.conm.).
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Figure 1l Conplete embryonic lineage of the 20 descendants of

the somati-c precursor ce11 D (nesoderrn) of Caenor-

habditis elegans. Precursor ce1l D appears 90 mÍn

after fertilization at 25oC. Anterior, left. bm,

body rnuscle. (Schierenberg and Sulstonr pers. comm.).





P, lineage
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fhe PO cell divides once to yield 22 and Z3 (FiC. 6), the two gerrn

1íne precursor cel1s present at hatching (Schierenberg, I97B).

The notion of absolute separation of a tissue Ëype at an early stage

is no longer valid, since AB cells produce not only ectoderm buË also some

mesoderm; MSt, conversely, produces some ectoderm, as rvell as mesoderm.

Several mechanisms could account for the late change in Ëissue type. A po-

sition-dependent. mechanism (non-lineage model) síurilar to that proposed for

mesentoblast determination in Patella vulgata rnay be involved (Biggelaar and

Querrier,1979). Von Ehrenstein eË a1. (1981) have suggested a nr:mber of li-

neage-related models: (1) late determínation of a group of ce1ls; (2) meta-

plasia; (3) segregation from a pluripotent ce1l (stem cell), to explain late

separation into major and minor tissues. The high degree of invariance of

embryonic (and postenbryonic) lineages favors a lineage-dependent modelr e.g.

a cellts fate is deter:nined by its lineage history (Sulston and lIorvitz,

1977; Schierenberg, l97B; Sulston and I^Ihite, 1980) .

1.4.6.4 Autonomous cel1 cycle clocks and rouncls of cell division

Once established, the cells of a given lineage mainËain an autononous

rhythrn of synchronous cell divisions (Fig. l2) independent of their position.

For example, during gastrulation, the 2 E-cells move into the embryo anterior

to the C descendanËs and some of the MSt ce1ls¡ yet maintain their posi.tion

in the division sequence: AB, MSt, C, E, D, lO (lenle et a1., l97B; Schieren-

berg, I97B). The rate of cell division for each lineage is slower from anËe-

rior (eB) to posterior (P). Thus rounds of cell divisions appear to be ini-

tiated starting with the AB ce1I line and proceeding from anterior to posËe-

rior. Later, as)rmmetrical and asynchronous divisíons are observed, presurnably

because cells are differentiating and given cell lines are approaching their

. .l r:.



Figure 12 Rhythrn of embryonic cel1 division in Caenorhabditis

elegans. Top: Doublings of the precursor cel1 lines
ovs time at 25-C. Bottom: Total nunber of cel1s vs time.

Data from Figs.6-1I. Top: on each line the ce1l divisions

for the indicated precursor ce11 line are given. Ante-

rior to posÈerior is from bottom to top (by length of cell

cycle). Birth of each precursor cell is at the division

line with its name above. The zygote (fo) is not shown.

Each black box indicates the time from the beginning of

division of the first ce1l to the completion of division

of the last cell of that cell line. The number above the

last box indicates the number of descendants of that

precursor ce1l present after that division. Dotted lines

indicate the B apparent rounds of cel1 divisions procee-

ding from anterior to posËerior. Data shornm up to Èhe

226-ceII stage. (From Deppe et a1., 1978, and Schieren-

berg, 1978, by permission).
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final cell number (Schierenberg, l97B).

Two imporËant notions have emerged from this analysis. First, the cells
of each line are committed to a definite number of ce11 divisions. second,

cell divisions are coordi.nated among the descendants of each cell line, and

the ce11 cycle clock is noË reset by positional influences during erobryoge-

nesis (see Holtzer et a1., 1975; Nurse, lg8o; snow and Tam, 19Bo; Edmunds

and Adams' 1981, for an excellent discussion of ce1l cycle clocks). Deppe

et al . (1978) and Schierenberg ( lgTB) have proposed a nurnber of inter-related.
mechanisms for the conËrol of the cell cycle rhythm:

1. Position- The more anterior the cytoplasm a precursor cel1 receives at

its birth, the fast,er the division rhyttm of its descendants.

2. Slze. The more eytoplasm a precursor cell receives, the quicker the di-
vision rhythm of iÈs descendant,s (nuclear-cytoplasmic ratio roay play a cri.-
tical role here).

3. Tirne. The earlier a precursor cell is generated. the quicker the division
rhythm of its descendants. As a consequence, cel1 lines generated early
(43' MSt) tend to have a greater number of division rounds and greater final

ce1l n'mber' as compared to cel1 lines generated. later (D, p,).
4

A number of observations suggest that the ce1l cyele rate determinants

are located in the cytoplasm. First, fate maps, which indicate the distri-

bution of the cytoplasm of the uncleaved egg to the somatic and germ line
precursor cel1s, have been obtained by direct observation for C.elegans (Schie-

renberg, I97B; Laufer et al., 1980). These maps show a strong anterior-posËe-

rior parÈitioning of eytoplasm in early divisions. Second, during the deve-

lopmenÈ of isolated blastomeres of C.elegans embryos, the sequence of dif-

ferentiation and the synchrony within cel1 lines are found to be normal

(Laufer et a1., 19BO). Finally, for all tenperature-sensitive embryonic mu-

L



tants with alterations in the cell cycle rhythms a correct maternal gene

expression is sufficient. for normal developnent suggesting a role for (cyto-

plasrnic) gene products (l"fir^ra et al ., 1980). More information should be avai"l-

able from the work currently under way in a m¡mber of laboratories, regarding

the mechanism involved in the cell cycle clocks and its origin.

1.4.6.5 Sequence of gastrulation

Gastrulation in C.elegans is defined as the migration of the two E-

cell descendants, the endoderm precursor cel1s for the intestine (g"t), into

the interior blastocoel of the embryo formed at the 24-ceLL stage' The E-

cells start their migration into the blastocoel invariably at the 26-ce11

srage inmediately afËer th.2ust4 doubling (2t"tsa4 is equivalent to division

for two to four MSt descendants) (rig. 12). They cornplete nigration at the

44-ce11 stage after tt" 16en32 doubling. The 2¡4 dirri"ion is after rnigration

ar rhe 44-ce11 srage (between at" I6An32 
^od 

rn" 4"ra8 doubling (Fig. 13))'

The Lime (rel'ative to cell stage) and order of events (rnigration and divi-

sion) are strÍct1y deterrnined (Deppe et al., 1978; Schierenberg, t97B).

1A.6.6 Relation of cell division dírection Ëo anatonical fates

other dívisions and migrations are also strictly ordered (schierenberg'

I97B; von Ehrenstein and Schierenberg, 19BO), for example the establishmenË

of bilateral slnometry of the initially asyrnrnetrically dividing embryo' SymloeËry

ís established by equivalenË cel1s moving to left-right positions' For MSt' C

and D, Ëhe future left and righÈ cells segregate at the firsË a-p division

of the precursor ce11s.

There are a number of i-mportant aspects to the anaÈomical fates of the

various lineages. First, mosË cell divisions are anterior-posterior, however'

left-right, dorsal-ventral, and inside-outside divisions are also involved in



Figure 13 GastrulaËion in Caenorhabditis elegans. Migration of

E.a and E.p into the interior of the embryo. (¡'or the

subsequent division of the E-ce1ls, after roígratíon' see

Fig. 29). Standard orientation: anterior, ri.ght; dorsal,

top. Nomarski optics, only one optical plane shown.

Bar = 10 ¡-rrn. (a) gO min post-fertllization at 25oC.

(d) 8 min later. (a) 26-ceLI stage, i.e., after th. 2¡tst4

doubling (Fig. 12). (b) E.a and E.p rnigrate simultane-
)lt

ously. (.) P¿ moves ventrali 'C- doubling (nig. 12).

(d) P, and descendants of the other pre-migraËion neigh-
4

bors of E.a and E.p moving over the rim of the resultant

blastopore. (Fron Schierenberg, 1978; by perrnission).
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pattern formaËion. A-p division with subsequent nigraÈions rtay also decide

the fates relative to other axes. A polarity relationship is established at

the firsË division of the precursor ce11 in that the anterior daughter in a-p

division is always determined Èo be lefË or dorsal and the posterior daught.er

right or venËral. Second, there is a hierarchial sequence in which such

decj-sions to establish anatomical axes are made by rnigration or division,

sorqer^rhat different in different lineages, but very sirnilar in líneages in

the same germ layer. For example, the predominantly ectoderm lineage, 43,

follows a pattern (a-p, then 1-r, then a-p, a-p, a-p, etc. whereas C follows

a similar pattern oroitting the first a-p division). Fina1ly, in most pro-

graumed cel1 deaths in embryogenesis the "victim" cell is predominantly

the anteríor cel1, generated by an a-p dívision (von Ehrenstein et al.,

1981). Postenbryonically, üost programmed cell deaths are posËerior, also

generated by a-p divisions (SulsËon and Horvítz, 1977).

I.4.7 llorphogenesis and terminal differentiation

At the end of the proliferation phase the ball-shaped ernbryo gradually

elongates into a much longer cylinder rolled up in the egg, passing Ëhrough

identifiable stages designated as the lirna-bean, comma' tadpole, p1um, loop,

early and late pretzel (Fig. 3). During this second half of embryogenesis

(another 6 hrs) ttre embryo takes form as an animal with tissues and organs

without additional cel1 division (Schierenberg, I97B; Krieg et al., I978).

The couplete events including lineage are known (Sulston, pers. comm.) and

the fates of all cells traced to the hatched juvenile anatomy (Sulston

and Ho rvítz, L977 ).

Soue uorphogenesÍs and differentiation have already occurred during

Ehe proliferation phase. The ce1ls of the lirna-bean embryo are already orga-



nized into identifiable tissue layers and organs. Such structures included

hypodermis, venËral nervous system, nerve g1ia, and structural cells in the

head, pharynx, body and digestive tract muscles and other mesodermal cells

and the gonad primordium (Schierenberg, 1978), as described below in detail.

Ihe embryonic hypoderrnis consists of 85 separate ce1ls; a syncytiq

of all cells arises by secondary fusion of the enbryoníc cells in the comma-

sÈage. The dorsal and lateral hypoderrnal cells of the lima-bean embryo are

also in longitudinal rows in a pattern si-milar to the juvenile pattern

(e.g. dorsal, ventralr lateral right and lateral left) (von Ehrenstein and

Schierenberg, i9B0).

In the Iíma-bean embryo, the nerve ring is not yet forrned and no nerve

processes or synapses are present elsewhere in the embryo. Howeverr lateral

ganglia, head motorneurons, and groups of anterior sensory and structural

ce1ls includíng the precursors for the arnphids have been identified in the

embryo (I,Iard et al ., 1975; Iolare et al ., 1975). In addition, 15 nerve cells

have been identified on the basis of their morphology, shape, position,

and relation to muscle cel1s as the precursors for the embryonic ventral

nerve cord; no fibre bundles are yet present in the ventral and dorsal nerve

cords (von Ehrenstein and Schierenberg, 1980).

The lineagesof the cel1s forning the pharynx are completely known (41-

bertson and Thomson, 1974; see section 1.4.2). In the lima-bean the MSt part

is derived from MSt.aa, Mst.pa and the AB part from AB.alpa, AB.araa and

AB.arap. The asymmetries of the ancestry are very marked; however, there is

no obvious, easily interpretable pattern relating to the lineage to the 3-

fold radial syrnmetry of the pharynx (von Ehrenstein et al., fg8l).

The intestinal prí.mordir:m of the lima-bean stage embryo consists of 18

separate ce11s in a characteristic configuration, essenËially two rows (dor-
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sa1 and ventral) of ce11s with a ring of four cells ant.eriorly. Ihe lurnen,

as yet without microvilli, begins to form between the dorsal and ventral

ce1ls. Anteriorly, the six pharyngeal-intestinal valve cells are between the

intestinal cells and pharynx; posteríorly, the anus is absent. During gut-

cell differentiation (in the proliferative phase), rhabditin granules (by-

products of tryptophan caËabolism) appear at the B E-cell stage. Under fluo-

rescence opËics at a wave length of about 450 nrn these granules autofluoresce

(or in polarized light show birefingence), and serve as an excellent gut tis-

sue marker ín the living embryo (Babu, 1974), demonstrating differentiation

of Ëissue specific funetion at nid-proliferation. Embryonic gene function is

further indicated by the appearance of poly-A messenger RNA at the 100-ce11

stage (Gosset and Heeht, 1980) and the reappearance of nucleoli, indicaÈive

of ribosonal RNA synthesis, at the 24-ceLL stage (Vanderslice and Hirsh, I976).

During the comma-stage, the invagination for sensilla formation and elon-

gatíon begins (Fig.3). The contours of the internal organs are visibly

coupled with the first (rnyogenic) tw"itching which occurs near the end of the

period, demonstrating funetional differentiation of muscles. The mouth is

completely formed in the tadpole stage and by the plrm stage the embryo has a

two-fold egg length. Frour this stage onwards the ernbryo moves conÈinually.

During the loop and early pretzel stage elongation continues. In the latter

sËage Ëhe embryo has a three-fold length, and the head can move independently

of the rest of the body indícating neuromuscular coordinated function. Tn the

last stage prior Ëo hatch, the late pretzel stage, the anímal moves inside

the egg in a coordinated fashion, predominantly rolling around its longitudi-

na1 axis, but also moving forward and reversing indicating thaË the motor

nerve System and neuronal museular junctions are developed.



The ultrastructural details of morphogenesis are not known at present.

Ilowever using elect.ron microscopy techniques (Krieg et a1., i978) the sub-

cellular aspects of differentiation, such as the formation of muscle fila-

Bents, nerve fibres, and synapses, pharynxr Butr nervous system and sensory

structures can be ata|yzed. Coupled with computer reconstruction of serial

section electron micrographs of each stage of morphogenesis, it should be

possible to completely reconstruct and trace the rnorphological and ultra-

strucËural development including cell-cell interactíon of each and every

cell to its final posiËion in the embryo prior to hatch (t<rieg et a1.' 1978;

Schierenberg, White and Sulston, pers. comrn.)'

1.4.8 Aim of the PresenÈ studies

I decided to work on the genetic control of embryogenesis in caenor-

ffeÞ44¡_q_ elegans for several reasons as outlined above, reviewed be1ow. The

first is because of its favourable hermaphrodite genetics, so that it is easy

Ëo isolaËe and genetically characterize isogenic clones for a wide variety

of muÈations specifically affecting different stages of embryonic development.

The second reason is that of all eukaryotes used in the study of develop-

ment, few have been so extensively characterized at the cellular and subcellu-

lar level, thanks to the sirnplicity and reproducibility. Given the complete

embryonic and postembryonic cell lineages and anatomyr one can then undertake

a detailed analysis at the cellular level of mutants defective in embryonic

development. By comparing the mutant PaËtern of development, it becomes a

sirnple matter (in theory) to identify any vísible defect' even a subtle quan-

títative one, which may have occurred during embryogenesis. In addition, if

one knolrs the mode and time of gene expression in development for each úutant

(as defined by developmental phenotyping genetic techniques), one can correlate

this data to the defects observed duríng development and hopefully acquire some



insight into the logic and nature of the developmental progrâmme operating

during embryogenesis. However, it should be stated' that to undersÈand the

effects of even one mutation is a lot of work and rnight be difficult concep-

tually. Indeed this must be brought down to Èhe leve1 of molecular genetics

and cytobiochemistry. Nevertheless, one should not be dissuaded for this

still seems like the best approach to understanding development.

Fina11y, and perhaps most importanË reason to use a simple organism to

study development, is so as to generalize and elucidate the fundamental me-

chanisms of development conmon to higher animals . This requires an

assgmption of generality that seems well-justified for this organism. C.

elegans shares many developrnenÈal phenomena with all animals such as its

lineage patterns, segregation and maintenance of developmental decisions, de-

velopmental clocks, and (occasional) regulative development.

This thesis describes the cellular phenotypes of 28 temperature-sensi-

tive mutants in 25 enb genes (the Göttingen set) arrestíng in embryogenesis

in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans. Characterization includes early en-

bryonic ce1l lineages, visible developnoental defects and termínal phenoEypes

at the stage of arrest at the nonpermissive temperature of 25.5oC. All rnu-

Ëants have been completely compared to the wild type (at 25.5oC) Èo at least

the IOO-cell stage (or earlier stages of arrest). fn addíÈion, an attempt

is made to correlate time and mode of gene expression to the observed defecÈs

of each mutant. Finally, the findings of Ëhis study are compared, wherever ap-

plicable, to tv/o other sets of temperaËure-sensitive embryonic arrest mutants

in C.elegans, the Boulder and Harvard sets (Uirstr and Vanderslice,1976; Van-

derslice and Hirsh, 1976; !üood et al., 1980; Miwa et al., 1980; Schierenberg

et al., l9B0).



CHAPTER 2

?.A Mat.erials and Methods

2.4.1 Media

The basic culture media are those described by Brenner (1974).

1. NG Agar: 3 g NaCl,2.5 g Bacto-peptone (nifco) and 17 g Bacto-agar

(Oifco) are dissolved in 975 ro1 distilled r,/ater. After autoclaving (15 psi,

20 rnin), I m1 cholesterol in ethanol (5 mg/nl), I m1 M CaClr, I ml M l,lgsO4

and 25 n1 l{ potassium phosphate buffer (pH 6.0) are added, in order.

2. ldater-Agar: 3.5 g Bacto-agar (Difco) are dissolved ín 100 rnl

distilled water. Solution is stored in a ïùater bath (6OoC) unËil use.

3. M9Buffert 6 g Na,HPOO,3 gKH2P04,5 gNaCl and o.25g ugs0+.7HZo

per 1itre.

4. S Buffer:

5. S Medium:

0.1M NaCl and 0.05 potassir¡¡n phosphate (pH 6.0).

I ml of a saturated ethanolic solution of cholesterol

ís added to I litre of S buffer. After autoclaving, sterile solutions of

the following are added, in order: 1O m1 M potassium citrate (pH 6.0)' 3 ml

Þ1, CaCLr, 3 m1 M MgSOO, and 10 rn1 trace metals (S rn¡l EDTA' 2.5 mM FeSO4r

I rnM ì4nClrr I mM ZnSO4r and 0.1 nM CuSOO).

6. Standard bacteriol-ogical media are used for growth and maintenance

of bacteríal strains.

7. Ernbryonic culture mediumz 75 % solution of HEPES-buffered salíne

solution and 25 % Ascaris pseudocoelomic fluid. HEPES-buffered saline solu-

tion contains: 90 mM NaC1, 4 nM KCl, lB iol'f CaClr' 18 rnM MSSOO' 5 mM HEPES

(pH 7.2), 10 Klu/nl aprotinin (Sigua) and 100 Fg/m1 streptomycin sulfate

(Sigrna). To control swelling of eggsr 0.045 mg each of lB of the 20 standard

amino acids (ornitting asparagine and glutamine) per m1 are added (Laufer et

a1., I9B0).



B. Ascaris pseudocoelomic fluid obtaj.ned from John Laufer was prepared

as follows: Ascaris were obtained from the abattoír. I,Jonns r.lere folded in

half lengthwíse and Ëhe body wall punctured with a sharp needle at the fold.

This relieved the hydrosËatic pressure in the rvorms, so a small incision in

the body ¡^ral1 could be made without evagination of internal organs. The pseudo-

coelomic fluid was collected into a beaker, and centrifuged at top speed for

I rnín in an TEC clinical cent.rifuge. The supernaËanÈ fluid vras distributed

to sterile tubes in 0.25 ml aliquots and stored at -2OoC until use (Laufer

et a1., 1980)

2.4.2 Nematode strains

The wild-type strain of Caenorhabditis elegans (Maupas, 1900) var Bri-

stol stock N2 was originally obtained from Sydney Brenner. The mutants used

in this study were obtained from Randall Cassada (described in Cassada et

al., 19Sl) (see Fig. 13). LG (linkage group)

LGI:

LGII.

LGIII:

ernb-6(g36), enb-l7(g2O), zyg-2(957 ).

ernb-21 (g31), ernb-23(g39), ernb-27(g4B).

ernb-5(g16,g65), e¡nb-9(g34), ernb-13(96),

ernb-25(g45), ernb-3O(g53), ernb-32(g5B),

erub-26(g47), emb-31(g55), emb-35(g64).

ernb-IB(g21 ), emb-22(g32), e¡nb-28(949),

ernb-15 ( g15 ), Let-2(g25 rg3o,g37 ) .

2.A.3 Maintenance of sÈocks

ernb-16(g19), ernb-24(940) ¡

e¡nb-33( g60), emb-34( g62 ) .

ernb-29(g52).

LGIV:

LGV:

LGX:

Llorking stocks

requiring mutant of

were maintained on

E.coli (as a food

NG plates seeded with

souree), and incubated

0P50, a uracil-

in electronicallY



conËrolled forced-air incubators (Sctrlitt Co., Göttingen, llest Gemany) for

stabiliry Cl o.2oc) and accuracy (o.toc). For this, Petri plates (9 cm) were

used, and stocks r¡rere subcultured at intervals of 3-5 days. The uracil-requir-

ing strain of E.co1i was used to prevent overgrowth of t.he bacterial 1awn.

The mediurn has lirnited uracil, so the bacteria cannot grow into a thick layer

which would obscure the worms. No experiments were done on recently starved

or contaminated nernatode cultures, since these conditions can greatly reduce

reproduction and alter the phenoÈype.

2.4.4 Storage of stocks

Long-tern storage v¡as achieved by holdíng stocks in liquíd nitrogen

(Hwang, I|TO; Sulston, in Brenner, 1974). The \,Ior:rns were washed off the sur-

face of a Petri- plate usíng 1.5 m1 M9 buffer or S buffer. Equal volumes of

a 30 % solution of glycerol in S buffer were added, and after mixing four

0.5 rnl aliquots dispensed into small plastic tubes. After 15-30 minutes these

Ëubes were placed in a styrofoarn holder and cooled in a Revco f.teezet at

-6O0 C (at a cooling raLe of toC/nin), for about two hours, and thereafter held

above liquid nitrogen indefinitely. Successful freezing qTas checked by subse-

quently thawíng one tube and pouring the contents on a NG p1ate. The plate was

examined after one day to confirrn the presence of viable, growing wontrs. The

wild-type and mutants survived freezing and thawíng in early larval stages;

eggs and dauer larvae do not survive at all. This method is very reliable

for long term storage of cultures. In addition, freezing is more reliable

than repeated subculturing because there is less opportuní.ty for human error

in labelling or contminating, and the ftozert stocks do not revert or píck

up modifiers.



2.4.5 DNA Staining techniques

1. SubbÍng solution: 0.1 g gelatin are dissolved in 99.0 rnl of

distilled water. Af ter coolíng 0.19 g chromir:m potassir:rn sulfate (CrK

(SO4)2.I2 H2O) are added (Catt and Pardue, 1971).

2. Subbing slides: detergent-r¡rashed microscope slides and cover

(18 x 18 mm) are submerged into subbing solution, removed, dried in a

dity chanber (5ooC) for at least 24 lnt.

boiling

glasses

hr¡mi-

3. Fíxation: I,Iorros maintained on culture plates

were transferred to a microscope slide in a sma1l drop

at 25.5oc for 12 hrs

of Ascaris pseudo-

coelomic fluid and embryos r{ere dissected out by excising with a disposable

scalpel . Ernbryos rvere nicro-pipetted in a sma11 voh:me of Ascaris pseudocoe-

lomic fluid to a subbed slide all at 25,5oC. A subbed cover glass was allowed

to settle over the embryos. The slide was then inverted onto a paper tissue

and pressed uniformly without any lateral movement. The slide was j.mmedíately

frozen in liquid nitrogen, the cover glass removed, and the slide immersed

into Carnoyrs fixative (6 parts IOO % ethanol, 3 parts chlorofom, and 1 part

glacial acetic acid) f.or 2 hr. The slide was then transferred to IOO 7. etha-

nol for 2 hr and afterwards air-dríed for t hr (S.S. Siddiqui' pers. conn.;

Gossett and Hecht , 1979).

4. DNA staining: Air-dried slides were treated vrith 10 Fg/nl RNase A

(Signa, pH 7.0) solution for 30 mj.n at 2OoC and rinsed in water for 3 min.

(The RNase lras made DNase-free by boíling a 20 ng/rol RNase stock solution

in 2 7" sodíurn acetate, PH 5, for lO min.) then I drop of 0.1 rng/nl Hoechst

33258 in 95 % ethanol was added for 1 min, followed by a water rinse. After

the slides had been dried, they were mounted in uvinert aqueous permanent

mountant.



5. Microscopy: For W-fluorescence microscopy¡ a Leitz Dialux 20 ¡ui-

croscope fitted for epifluorescent i1lumÍnation was used wíth the ploemopak

fílter combination A. Photography (l,eltz OrthomaE camera) Íras on Kodak Tri-X

film (400 ASA).

2.A.6 Pre ration of livi s for observation of embr enesas

1. Standard lnount: The mounting techniques for live eggs described pre-

viously (neppe et al., 1978; Laufer et a1., 19BO) were modífied as follor"rs

for long-term observations. For díssection, adults with fewer than 20 eggs

r,rere transferred in a drop of tap \^rater or M9 buffer to a mícroscope slide

coated rtith a thin layer of water-agar (eggs of osmotically sensitive mutants

rnrere dissected oul and maintained in embryonic culture medium to prevent

lysis). A cover glass (24 x 36 run) was added and ringed with petrolatum je1ly

to avoid evaporation and pressure on the egg. Care was taken to trap some

air bubbles under the cover glass for aeration. These techniques a11ow t,he

egg Ëo develop norrnally; the tíme for wild-type from the two-cell stage until

hatching is 11.S 1 5 hrs at 25.5oC. This agrees well with observatíons of

populatÍons on agar plates (Byerly et a1., 1976; Schierenberg, t97B).

2. Anaesthetic adult mount: Used r,rhen the mutant had a sIoall brood

size or rrosmotícil eggs. The nematode was anaesthetised to the required extent

in 0.5 or I % 1-phenoxy-2-propanol and then mounted on water-agar containing

0.2 7. 1-phenoxy-2-propanol; by this procedure, anaesthesia is rapíd (O.S-

3.0 min). A cover glass (iB x 18 rurn) was added and sealed with Voltalef oi1,

used because of its high solubility for oxygen. These procedures al1ow for

brief examination (1-2 hrs) of the eggs inside the adult, animal (used in

the studies of early events, see section 3.4.1; Sulston et al., 1980). To

avoid phenocopy effects, 2-ceLI eggs hTere pícked within 5-10 rnin of excision



(see section 4.4.4), excess pressure with the cover glass avoided and o1d

Zeiss ínmersion oil used.

2.A.7 Microscopy and recordíng on video-tape

The movements of ce1ls were observed in the living egg using a Zei-ss

universal microscope equiped with Nomarski differential interference con-

trasË optics at 1600 X rnagnification. trühite incandescent light was filtered

with 2 infared heat filters and a narrolr band (546 1 ZO olt) red interference

filÈer (Deppe et al., l97B). The microscope \,/as fitted with a servo-uotor to

move the fine focus continuously up and down through the egg. One complete

cycle through the entire egg (lO p¡ and back takes 20 sec; 5-10 different

"optical" layers are easily discernible in the sÈandard lateral view of the

egg. The microscope \¡ras fitted with a TV camera (lkegarní Tsushínki Corp.,

New York, model CTC 6000) coupled to a video tape recorder (tkegarni Tsushinki

Corp., New York, model TVR-322, 0.5 inch tape) and a monitor screen. For

temperature stability, a walk-in-incubator (Linae¡ Ct O.5oC) was used for all

video recordings, and all solutions and slides vrere temperature equílibrated.

Embryos $/ere generally recorded in the standard orientation, anterior

right, dorsal, top. Additíonal recordings $rere made from the left side to

follow the C-cell lineage and from the ventral side for E, MSt and D lineages.

Photography (Zeiss C35 Camera) was on Kodak Plus X fihn (125 ASA).

2.4.8 Observing ce11 lineages and terminal phenotypes at 25.5oC

To obtain eggs from ts mutants for the cel1 lineage studies at 25.5oC,

late L4 juveníle or very young adult hennaphrodites were shifted from 160 to

25.5oC; 12 hrs later the eggs were excised with a scalpel and mounted at 25.5oC.

The cel1 lineage of wild-type embryos was also analyzed from the 2-ce11 to



1OO-cell stage at 25.5oC. All individuals

further to determine whether they actually

notype) and did not hatch (leakiness).

observed were allowed to develop

arrested (mutant terroinal phe-

To observe the terroinal phenoËypes mutant herrnaphrodites were shÍfted

up from 16oC to 25.5oC as L4 juveniles or very young adults. After at least

12 hrs,20-30 egg laying animals \vere transferred to a fresh plate (25.5oC).

After two hours the parents \^/ere pícked off and the eggs were dissected out

and mounted and placed into a 25.5oC incubator. The remaining eggs taid on

the plates vlere also incubated at 25.5oC. The slides and plates were examined

12-24 hrs later and photographed. To confirrn the position of gut cells, the

birefringence of the rhabdítin granules was observed using polarization op-

tics (photography as in 2.A.7>.

2 . A. 9 Handling of rsorms

For routíne handling plat.es were examined in a l^Iild dissecting microscope

at 6-50 X with transmitted líght. Individual worms were manipulated using

a sharpened 0.15 rnn platinum needle. The needle \,ras sterilized by flaming

after each operation. Eggs in fluid r^/ere transferred with siliconized drarnm

glass micropipettes (30-40 ¡-rm inside dianeter).

2.4. l0 Terminology

Genetic nomenclature for C.elegans has been standardized by R. Horvitz

et al. (1979). Essential features of nomenclature are as fo11ows.

Gene names: Three italicized lower case letters designate a broad

phenotype category, e.g. emb (ernbryonic arresË), refers to the most easily

díscernible phenotype. Different genes withín the same category are designated



by dífferent ítalicized arabic numerals separaÈed by a dash, e.8. emb-5 and

enb-6 are different genes. The linkage groups are described by roman nr¡nerals

(I, TI, III, IV, V) for the autosomes and X for the sex chromosome to índi-

cate the linkage group on r¿hich the gene maps, e.g. ernb-S III. Since each

!ûuËaËion confers a specifíc here, itable change Ín the DNA leading to the

phenotype, every mutation is desígnated uniquely. Each laboratory has been

assigned one prefix which is followed by an arabic nuteralr e.8. ú2 denotes

rnutation 65 isolated at the Max-Planck-Institute for Experimental Medicine,

GöËtingen, tr^I. Gerrnany. All genotypical information is italicízed. Ilhen gene

names are used Logether, the mutation name is included i-n parentheses after

the gene name, e.g. enub-5 (g65) III. All genetic information is coordinated

by the C.elegans Genetics Center, University of lulissouri, Colurnbia, Ìfissouri,

M.If. Swanson, Curator, D.M. Riddle, DirecËor.

2.A.11 Isolation and genetic analys

arrest mutants of Caenorhabditis elegans: the Göttingen set

The isolation and characteri-zation of the Göttingen set of tempera-

ture-sensítive (ts) ernbryonic arrest nutants is described in detail elsewhere

(Cassada et al., 19Bt); Èhe following is a brief summary.

Newly hatched juveniles (offering a very uniform target of t¡nro premi-

totic germ cells) were mutagenízed wíth ethyl methane sulfonate (CC to et

transitions) and allowed to reproduce at l6oC. Ten thousand segregated Fr-

generation clones r¡iere gror,rn up at 16oC and replica plated (see Hirsh and

Vanderslice, 1976; Miwa et al., l9B0), then transferred to 25oC and examined

for non-gro$r'th. Cassada et aI. (1981) identified 36 of 300 total ts lethal

EutanËs so detected as embryonic arrest muÈants. Complementation analysis

showed that the 36 muËants defined 30 enb genes (genes essential for embryoge-



nesis) , 25 of. which \^/ere ne$r g*Þ g.ru" (based on complementation st,udies r,¡ith

the Boulder and Harvard sets of 32 enb mutants; Hirsh and Vanderslice, 1976;

Miwa et al., 19BO). All ernb mutants isolated were back crossed at least

twÍce to ensure that only single point mutations v¡ere studied. Linkage and

napping to l-rnap unit resolution was perforrned by established techniques

(Brenner, Ig74; Miwa et al., I9BO); (nig. 14; see section 1.4.3.1).

Mode of expression and time of gene expleslren-ef ts ernb mutants

of Caenorhabditis elegans: the Göttingen set

In addition, the Göttingen set

(fig. 15 and Table II) and time of

46 and Discussion), using sÈandard

(1977 ) and Miwa et al. (1980) (see

details).

of Ës mutants r¡Ias tested for the mode

gene expression (see section 3.8' Fig.

procedures, according to Hirsh et al.

Isnenghi et al., 1982 for comPlete

By enploying progeny Ëests, the mode of gene expression can be disÈin-

guished, i.e. one can resolve which evenËs are under maternal control (and

paternal control), which depend on zygotic expression, and the necessity or

sufficiency of each mode. To eliminate experimentally one or more possible

sources of the nonnal gene product, the investigator varies tr^ro parameters:

the ternperature (permissive, I6oC and non-permissive, 25.5oC) and the paren-

tal and embryonic genotypic configuration, and thus manipulaËes the pheno-

typic expressíon of a mutation affecting embryogenesis'

Briefly, the 3 tests used are the S-test (selfing test), the R-test

(w-ild-type male rescue test) and the H-test (heterozygous male rescue test).

The S-test eliminates genetically the expression of the zygoËic genome and

determines r"rhether the parental supply of a gene product is sufficient for

embryogenesis. The R-test eliminates genetically the expression of the mater-



fígure 14 Sirnplified genetic map of Caenorhabditis elegans with

all enb genes so far identified ( sone called zyg) ' Genes

isolated in the GötÈingen set are above the line (in-

cluding those with *, already identified by others);

other emb genes and markers below the line' Bars indi-

cate range of map locations consistent \'rith the available

data. emb-l through emb-lO, Miwa et al" 1980' emb-ll

through emb-35, Cassada et al', 1981, zyg-I through

zyg-IO, Hirsh and Vanderslice, 1977, and Wood et al"

1980, !eL-2, l4eneely and Herman, 1979' Complementation

indicates enb-7 is identical wíth zyg-l and emb-9 with

zyg-6, Cassada et al., 1981' (Frorn Cassada et al" 1981'

by perrnission).
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Figure 15 Configurations of gametes and zygotes ín the three pro-

geny tests for the mode of gene expression of ts emb

mutanËs. Genotypic configurations in the nuclei are: m'

mut.ant allele; *, wt allele. Stippled area: cytoplasm

of wild type parent (potential source of r'7t gene product).

Under each scheme are given the inËerpretation of the

possíble outcomes and the assignment to classes of

modes of gene expression inferred. (Frorn Isnenghi et

al., 1982, by perrnission).
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Table II. Plode of gene expression of emb genes

ì4aterna1 necessary

and sufficíent

(cn)
SN

Either maternal

or zygotíc

sufficient
GZ)

SS

Maternal and

zygotLc

necessary
(zu)nn

Zygotic necessary

and sufficíent

(ZZ)
fIS

zys-2(e57)

ernb-5(g16, g65)

ernb- l6

ernb- 18

ernb-21

emb-22

ernb-23

ernb-25

ernb-26c

emr-.27

enb-28

emb-30

ernb-31

enb-32

"r¡-6 
( g36 )

enb- 15

ernb- I 7

erob-24

enb-32

erob-35

t.t_Z ( g30 )

enb-13

emb-34

ernb-9(g34)

emb-29

The emb genes are

from the Progeny

grouped according

Eests shor,rn in Fig.

Lo mode of gene exPression,

15.

After Tsnenghi et al., 1982.

Partial paternal suffíciency also demonstrated'



nalgenomeanddeterroineswhethermaternalcontributionofawild-typegene

product is necessary for embryogenesis' The H-test is made only in case of

rescue of a mutatíon in the R-test' in order to determine vrhether the Pa-

sufficient for normal embrYo-

the crosses and Table II for
ternal exPression of the

genesis (see Fig' 15 for

the results).

wild-tyPe allele is

the configuration of
$

To determine the tíme of gene expression eggs are excísed as in 2'A'B

andstagedinthetr^Iildrnicroscope.Eggsatdifferentstagesareshifted

uptodefinetheendofthetenperature-sensitiveperiodornormalexecution

Stage.Complementarydown-shiftdefinethebeginningofthetemperature-

sensitiveperiodordefectiveexecutionstage.AscontrolsleBBsarepicked

andkeptattheSåmetemperatureinbothcases.Foranexplanationofthe

results of temperature-shift experinentsr see Discussion (section 4'A'2)'

- 
.. ..,. . :.,..,1 .



CHAPTER 3

3.4 Results

The results are presented in five sections: early developmental defects

from fertilization to the 2-ceIL stage (f.e.I); cell lineage defects to

Èhe loo-cel1 sËage (3.4.2); cellular and developmental defects from the 2-ee11

to the lOO-cell stage (3.4.3); E-cell (endoderm) lineage defects (3.4.4) and

terminal phenotypes (3.4.5). For a brief swnmary of the results, see section

¡.8 (p. l3t).

3.4.1 Early developmental defects from fertili-zation to the 2-cell stage

aË the non-permissive temperature (25.SoC)

Inlild-type early events

To understand mutant defects, it vras necessary to ex¡mine wild-type

early events in detail (cf. Fíg. 4), reviewed below in temporal sequence.

After Ehe entry of the sperm (event denoted as FER) , a refractive shel1

forrns around the egg (fCS), and meiosis is completed with the extrusion of

two polar bodies (PBS), norrnally at the anterior end of the embryo. During

the next 30-35 min, the two pronuclei are not visible, and the egg cytoplasm

is rearranged by cytoplasmic streaning (p1,,{). Ihe pronuclei reform (nff) on

opposite poles, and the maternal pronucleus migrates lowards the paternal

pronucleus (UfC). The opposed pronuclei migrate together back to the center

of the egg, rotate 9Oo arorrnd each other around the left-right axis, and

fuse (FUS). During pronuclear migration, the anterior-most third of the egg

is pinched off inconpletely by a temporary pseudocleavage constriction (pCf,)

of the egg plasna membrane spreading gradually over the whole anterior. The

result is a contraction of the whole anÈerior egg cytoplasm, leaving a large
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gap between the outer shell and the anterior of the egg itself (PCL), which

disperses before the pronuclei move back to the center of the egg' After fu-

sion (FUS) of the pronuclei, the resultant zygole nucleus divides and the egg

is cleave¿ (e¡P) into the larger anterior (60 % of the cytoplasrnic voh'me)

AB cell and its srnaller posterior sister P, (4o Ð. At the two-cel1 stage the

shape and size of the cytoplasrnic granules (Cpc) are clearly visible' and the

prolate eggshelt shape (ESH) has been established (see Fig' 4a-h)' arr observa-

Ëions of Schierenberg (1978) at 2IoC could be confirmed here at' 25'5oc'

EarLy Defects in mutants at the non-peïmissive temperature (25'5oC)

AË least IO individuals \^Iere exalDined for each mutant gene and compared

to the wild-type aE 25.5oC. The results are s'mmarized in Table TII'

.rU-5(g16): Cytoplasmic streaming (PLA) is very strong and pseudocleavage

(pCL) is abnorrnal in position, too far anterior in the uncleaved egg' Often'

the ce1l rnembranes bulge and temporary pseudopodia appear in various plaees,

particularly in the uncleaved egg. Larger than normal cytoplasmic granules (cPG)

areseenintheegg.InsoroeindividualstheABcellisaboutlO%smaller'

and the p, celt is correspondingly larger in size than normal (ABP) (rig' 16b) '

presumably there is a larger change in the cytoplasrnic volume in each cell

(noË measured).

u*u-s(g65):Insomeembryoso¡"'¡-5(g65),thepseudocleavage(pcl)is

abnorrnal in position' too far posterior (similar to zyg-Z; líg.19). After

thefirstcleavageinsomeindividualsthePrcellisabnormalinsize'

about B % snaller than normal, while the AB ce1l is correspondingly larger

(ABP) (rig. 16c). Cytoplasmic granules (CPG) are larger than norrnal'

.*¡-6(g36): No defects are observed to the 2-ceLI stage'

"*U-g(e34): 
No defects are observed to the 2-ceIL sËage'
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Table IIT. Developmental defects of temperature-sensitive emb mutants from

fertilízation to the 2-ce11 stagea at 25.5oC.

Developmental evenLsc

Gene name

( allele) b FER EGS REF PLA PCL MIG FUS PBS CPG MIT MEM ABP ESH

ernb-5(g16)

ernb-5(e65)

enb-6(g36)

ernb-9 ( g34 )

ernb- 13

ernb- 15

emb-16

enb-l 7

ernb- 1B

enb-2 I
emb-22

ernb-23

enb-24

ernb-25

ernb-26

emb-27

ernb-28

erob-29

emb-3Od

ernb-31

ernb-32

erob-33

ernb-34

enb-35

1et-2 ( g30)

zye-Z(e57 )

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

(-) (-) + +

+(-)++
++++
++++
+++(-)
++++
++++
(-) +

(-) +

+++
(-) + (-) +

++++

++++
(-)+++

(-) (-) (-)
++++
(-)+++
++++
(-) (-) (-) +

++++
++++
(-) (-) + +

+(-)++
+(-)++
++++
++++
+++(-)
+ (-) (-) (-)
++++
++++
(-)+++
+ (-) (-) (-)
(-) (-) (-) (-)
+(-)++

(-) +

(-) +

++
++
++
++
++

+++
(-) (-) (-)

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

(- )
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

++
++

(-)
(-)
+

(-)
+

+

(-)
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

X

(-)
+

+++++
+++++

+

+

+

+

+++++++
++++
+(-)++

(-)

+ + + (-) (-) (-)
++++++

(-)u + (-) (-) +

+++++

+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++

+ (-)
++

+++
++(-)



Footnotes to Table III

Mutant individuals developing continuously

ature (25.5oC) during oogenesis and up to

as described in Materials and Methods.

Mutants are ordered

of visible defects.

the nonpermissive temper-

2-ceLI stage were observed

at

the

by

AI

gene number, rather than the earliest occurrences

least 1O individuals of each gene were examined.

Events are ordered by their occurrence in the normal developmental se-

quence. Only those events that have been found visibly abnormal in at

least one mutant are included (plus FER). A plus sign indicaËes that

the event appears identical to the wild-type event; a minus indicaËes

that the event, is visibly different from the w'ild-type event or absent;

a bracketed minus indicates the abnorrnal event does not occur in all

mutant individual6: "r, X índicates the stage of arrest (and death).
A'

l{ild-type and abnonnal events are described in the text and in Figure

4a-h. FER, fertiLízation; EGS, egg shell formation; RnF' reforrqation

of the pronuclei; PLA, cytoplasrnic streaming; PCL, pseudoclevage;

MIG, rnigration of pronuclei; FUS, fusíon of pronucleÍ; PBS, polar bodies

(one or both absent); cPG, cytoplasmic granules; MIT, mitosis; MEM,

rnembrane reforrnation; ABP, (size) of AB (60 "A) versus that of P,

(4o %); ESII' egg she11 shaPe.

Osmotically sensitive eggs.

Second polar body absent (in all individuals).



Figure 16 Abnonnal A3-P, cell-size ratio in ernb-5(g16'g65)

mutants at 25.5oC. Standard orientatíon: anterior, right;

dorsal, top; AB cell, righE; P, cel1r left. (a) Wild-type

embryo with normal AB (60 %) and P, cell (40 %) size

ratio (ABP). (b) ernb-5(g16), the P, cell is larger

than normal (in some embryos). (c) enb-5(g65), the P,

cell is smaller than nor¡oal (in some embryos). Nomarski

optics. Bar = l0 Pn"
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enb-13: Fusion (FUS) of the two pronuclei is very slow and the cytoplasm

appears "stiffer" than in wild-type, nearer to its pre-fertiLiza:-ion state.

After mitosis, nuclear membrane reformation (MEM) is abnormally prolonged in

both the AB and P, cel1s in a rnajority of indivÍduals.

ernb-l5: The cytoplasmic granules (cpc) are very sma11 in many eggs. Mí-

tosis (l"fIT), in particular cytokinesis, is prolonged. Both nuclear and. cell
membrane reforrnation (MEM) are s1ow.

emb-16: No defects are observed to the 2-ce11 stage.

ernb-l7: cytoplasnic streaming (pLR) is very rapid. The egg shell shape

(ESH) is abnormal, Írregular and variable, from slnall circular eggs to ob-

long eggs with a pointed anterior end (Fig. l7b, c).

streaming (PlA) is

The egg she1l shape

-

. :'ìÌ

only slight,

(nsu) is

enb-18: In a few individuals, cytoplasmic

and no polar bodies (psS) are seen (Fig. 17d).

variable, simílar to the phenotype observed for enb-17 embryos.

emb-21: Some individuals display large cytoplasmic granules (CpG). Ì4i-

tosis (MIT), in particular cytokinesis, ís prolonged. Both nuclear and ce1l

membrane reforrnation (MEM) is slow.

emb-22: The cytoplasmic streaming (pl,l) is very strong and abnornal in

pattern. The cytoplasmic streaming occurs in a clockwise direction at the peri-

phery of the egg, lùile the inner-most cytoplasm of the egg moves in a counter-

clockwise direction. The pronuclei migrate erratically (I"IIG) before fusion.

Many eggs show no polar bodies (p¡S) and very large cytoplasrnic granules (CpG).

Mitosis (Uff) is slor¡ and the spindle areas do not forrn r^rell-defined borders.

Nuclear and cell membrane reformation (MEM) following mitosis are very s1ow.

At the two-cell stage, extra nuclei are observed in both ce11s of some indí-

viduals; the AB cel1 can display a trefoil struct,ure of 3 nuclei, while the

P, cel1 can contain 3-4 extra nuclei (of equal size), randomly located withinI
its cytoplasm. Eggshell shapes (nSU¡ are variable.



Fígure 17 EarLy morphological abnormalíties in emb-l7, emb-18,

enb-25 and mb-28 mutants at 25.5oC. Standard orientiation:

anterior, right; dorsal, top. (a) I^Iild-type eggshell

shape (ESH). (b) and (c) ernb-l7 individuals with abnormal,

irregular eggshell shape (variable). (d) ernb-l8 individual

with abnornal eggshell shape' no polar bodies (pSS) ot-

served (variable). (e) ernb-25 individual with abnormal

eggshell shape (variable). (f) erqb-28, with P, cell

smaller Ëhan normal (variable) (nfr¡, Nomarski optics'

Bar = 10 pn.





emb-23:

enb-24:

ernb-25 :

The cytoplasmic granules (CPG) are very large'

No defects are observed Èo the 2-ceLL stage'

Egg shell shape (USn¡ is abnormal in many individuals (Fic. 17e).

enb-26: Cytoplasrnic streaming (pLA) is less pronounced than normal. After

The cyto-
the reformation of the pronuclei, the cytoplasm appears "sËiff"

plasmic granules (CPG) are very small in the uncleaved egg'

emb-ZTzReformationofthepronuclei(REF)doesnotalwaysoccurafter

fertiLization. Only slight cytoplasmic streaming (PLA) is observed and the cy-

toplasm appears more fluid and contains very small cytoplasrnic granules (CPG)'

pronuclear migration (l,tlG) and fusíon (FUS), followed by endomitosis (in the

absence of cytokinesis) occur in some individuals' If none of the above events

happen,deadone-celleggs,displayingneithernucleinorpolarbodies(pns)

areseen.Ifthese3eventsoccur'aone-celledeggwithrnultiplenucleiand

no polar bodies are observed. No cell divísion occurs (A3P)' in over 200 eggs

examined.

ernb_28:Cytoptasmicgranules(CPG)areverylarge.tr^]ithintheuncleaved

egglargecleart'plaque-like"areasrvoidofcytoplasmicgranules'areseenat

rnany locations. In addition, mitosis (MIT) and both nuclear and cell nembrane

reformation (MEM) are very slow. In some individuals the AB cell is 10 7" Lat-

ger in size and the Pt cell correspondingly srnaller than normal (ÆP)

(Fie. 17f).

ernb-29: No defects are observed to the 2-ce11 stage'

ernb-3.: The eggs are o$ûorically sensitive (EGS). cytoplasmic streaming

(pLA), pseudocleavage (PCL), migration (urc), fusion (FUS) and the second

polar body (PBS) are invariably absent in over 2oo eggs examined' Mitosis

(MIT) is absent, and the pronuclei divide in the absence of cytokinesis.

The new-born daughter nuclei divide a number of times (endornitosis) in the



uncleaved egg to yield a single-celled egg containíng a large nr:mber of extra

nuclei (Fig. lga-d). In some individuals, incomplete, poorly defined cell

membrane reforrnation (WU) occurs after nuclear division without cytokinesis

(Fig. 18e). No clear distinction can be rnade of AB-P size ratio (ASp) because

of the absence of the second polar body and absent or poorly formed cel1

membranes.

ernb-3l: No defects are seen to the 2-ce11 stage.

ernb-32: Cytoplasmic streaming (pm) is slight, and the cytoplasm ap-

pears "stiff" after the first cleavage of the egg'

erob-33: No defects are observed to the 2-ce11 stage'

erob-34: In sorne individuals, cytoplasmic streaming (ple) is very rapid

and pseudocleavage (pCL) is absent. l"tigration of the pronuclei before fusion

is erratic. Mitosís (MIT) Í.s prolonged and both nuclear and cel1 membrane

reformation (UnU) very slow. The nuclear membrane reforms late, just prior to

the next division round, with the nuclei in abnormal positions in the egg'

near the periphery of the cel1 membranes.

ernb-35: No defects are observed to the 2-ce11 stage'

Let-Z (g25, g3O, g37): Ten individuals of each of the 3 al1e1es have

defects are observed tobeen examined (only reference allele presented)' No

the 2-ce11 stage.

zye-2(e57): Cyroplasmic srreaming (fi,e¡ is rapid; pseudocleavage (PCL)

is abnormal , too far posterior in the uncleaved egg (fig. lgbrc)' l"titosis

(l',lIT) is abnormal in direction, the first cleavage plane being oblique rather

than anterior-posterior; this results in daughter ce1ls of equal size (ABP).

Nuclear membrane reformation (WU) is slow. Eggshell shape (ESII) is variable,

similar to defects seen in other mutant genes. Adults of. zyg-2(g57) produce

a large nr¡nber of arrested oocytes, due to a secondary phenotype Fer (defec-



Figure 18 Multi-nucleated enb-30 mutants at 25.5oC. Standard orí-

entation: anterior, right; dorsal top' (a) nulti-nucle-

ated one-cell egg; (b), (c) and (d) abnormal events in

another individual: (b) pronuclei fail to migrate (t"tlC) or

fuse (FUS) (fenale, right rnale left); (c) pronuclear

division; (d) rnultiple nuclei after pronuclear division'

(e)anotheremb-3Oindividualwithmultiplenucleiand

poor cel1 membrane reformatíon (m¡t) in the absence of

cytokinesís. Nomarski optics. Bar = 10 Ltm'

.;. -'.-- =_jlffi





Figure 19 Abnorrnal pseudocleavage ín zyg-2(g57) mutants aL 25'5oC'

standard orientation: anteríor, right; dorsal, toP. (a)

Normal pseudocleavage constriction in wild-type;

(b) and (c) abnonnal pseudocleavage constríction' too

far posterior, in two different zyg-2(g57) embryos.

Nomarski oPtics. Bar = 10 Pm'



tive in sperrniogenesis; not reported by Cassada et al', 1981)' not further

discussed here. All these early defecLs will be related to later events and

oÈher mutant properties in the Discussion'

3.4.2 Cell lineage defects at the non-permissive tenperature (25'5oC)

Wíld-tvpe pattern. The lineage of the first lO0 embryonic cel1s has been

followed in the wild-type C.efegans at 25'5oC, tracing the times and the direc-

tions of the ceI1 divisions and migrations (from the 2 cell stage)' These data

are presented in Tables IV and V and Fig. 20. At 25'5oC development is faster

but the timing and sequence of events is normal as coupared to development at

20oC and 16oc (Schierenberg, Ig78)' Data shown ín Tables IV and V and Fig' 20

are for one representative individual. Five individuals were examined in de-

tai1, and all display the same Pattern of development'

Cell lineage defects at 25.5oC. For 24 emb 'outants, 
cleavage patterns' dí-

vision axes, and timing of ce11 divisions have been determineð' at 25'5oC to aÈ

least the loo-cell sÈage (or earlier arrest stage for emb-6 (g 36), emb-2l,

emb-27 and ernb-34) for a minimum of three individuals of each mutant' The re-

sults are summa rized in Tables V and vI and Fig' 20' Table v gives Ëhe overall

developmental tine to loo-cells, frorn which the overall division rate has been

estirnated for each mutant'

enb-5(g16):TheoveralldivisíontirneisslowrT6%ofwild-type'The
2E4 rnitosis (Fig. 2o) is prolonged and occurs during the 164832 division'

also prolonged, (in the wild- typ"2n4 occurs invariably af¡er tt't 16es32)'

rn soue erob-5 individual" 2g4 occurs before ttt" I6en32 d"""'o"' Tht lo2

division occurs (in the normal sequence) afÈer th" 4l'tst8 but is latei 4tB

occurs very late (but in the normal sequenct)'P¿ cell divides early during

rh" 4cB division at the 5l-ce11 stage (instead of after 4g8 
"t the 99-ce11

stage); in some individuals, PO divides even earlier at the ?O-ce1l stage' and

J
ti:
:.ì
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rable IV. Developmental events in ernbryos

from the 2-ce11 to the 100-ce11

of wild-type C.elegans (strain N2)

stage aE 25.5oC"

0bservation

tirne

(rin)b'"'d

cell( s) in
division e

Number of cells
after completion

of divísion

axis of
îo

mitosis- t Þ

Comment

AB a-p egg shell comPletelY
f onned

EMSt-cell borntt a-p

LZ-|6 l-r only left-ríght cell
division before the
I00-ce11 stage

L4EMSIa_pTEandMSt-cellsborn

T7 Pz d-v C-ce1l born

4 -8 1,
24-28 AB a-p LL

2e MSt a-P 13

31 E a-p T4

33 c a-p 15

38 Pg d-v T6 D and P, cel1s born.
Æ1 cel1 lines present
in the embryo

'ou4

8A816 a-p 24 Beginning of gastru-
lation; blastocoel
completely forrned

39-42

11'.MSI . a-p 26 D and P, cells begin
to move4ventral duríng
gastrulation

48



Table IV continued

24
C a-p 2B 2 E-ce11s have completed

migration into the blasto-
coel; gastrulation complete

54

6r-65
16A832 a-p 44

66-68 d-v 46 4 E-cells arrive in the
middle of the embryo

24
E

70 D a-P 47

7t-75
4"r.8 a-p

a-p 55

51

79-B3h
l+8

c

8s-9 I
32 

^].64
a-p B7

B*rr l 6 9594-1 0 I a-p

i02-105

105

4B
E

P,
4

a-p

a-p

99

100 22 and 23 botr', close
the blastopore

a

b

For procedure, see Materials and Methods'

Observation time was started at the fírst division of the AB-cell at the

2-eeLl stage. Thus time o is 35 rnin t 2 min after fettlLization'

Time of mitosis was measured, i.e. the time of anaphase' An interval indicates

asynchrony between the cells of that cell 1íne'

Variation betvreen individuals, t 4-6 rnin to the 100-ce11 stage.

c

d

e

f.

oò

h

Data from Fig. 20.

Direction of division' anterior-posterior

and left-right (1-r).

AbbreviaÈions: 'ou4 "rtrrds 
for 2 AB-cells

As cell nurnber increases, cell divisions

rounds of ce1l divisions begin to overlap

(a-p), dorsal-ventral (d-v) 
'

divide to 4.

become more as)mchronous. Moreovert

( see Fig . 12).



Table V. Developmental

of C.elegans a

stage of arrest)

77

time of temperature-sensiËíve emb mutants and wild-type
t 25.5oC fro* 2-ce11 to rhe 100-ce11 stage (or earlier

Gene name

( al1ele) a
average time to
100-ce11s (rnín)

time to 100-ce11s

(as % of wild-type)
relative cell
divísion rate

(as % of wild-type)

b

wild-type (N2)

ernb-S (g16 )

emb-5 (965)

ernb-6 (936)

ernb-9 (e3a)

enb-l 3

ernb- 15

emb- 1 6

emb- I 7

ernb- 1B

ernb-21

emb-22

enb-23

emb-24

emb-25

emb-26

emb-27

ernb-28

emb-29

ernb-30

emb-3 I
ernb-3 2

enb-33

enb-34

emb-35

let-2 (g30)

105

L37c

107

7Bd

112c

130

I07

150'

130

150

1 10d

360

140

t27

125

124
e

T2B

r37c
c

I 28'

13 Oc

r44

125

65s

r46

IlB
r52

100

130

LO2

220

107

r24

LO2

143

r24

143

262

343

133

r22

r7B

118

122

130

L22

t24

138

118

177

139

t12

145

100

76

9B

70

s4 (ee)h

B1

9B

70

B1

70

50

29

75

B3

84

B5

B2
a

76 (91)t

82
1

B1 (88)*

73

B4

59

72

B9

69zys-z (g57)



FootnoLes

78

a

b

Eo Table V

For procedure, see Matería1s and MeËhods.

Tr^ro-cell eggs hrere selected. Three or more individuals observed. Average

of three to five embryos; vari-ation between individuals * 4-6 rnin.

prolonged by delay in certain divisions just before the 100-ce11 stage.

Arrests early r¡rith less than 30

compared to wild-type for times

respectívely.

Arrest at one-cel1 stage.

cells; thus emb-6 (g36) and

to reach the 14 and 30-ce11

ernb-2l are

stage,

For 3/2OO embryos that developed

arrest at the one-ce11 stage.

up to the 100-ce11 stage. The others

Time to reach 16-ce11 stage (due to viewing difficulties; see section

3.A.3).

Compared to wild-type at 102-ce11 stage

Cornpared to wild-type at I65-ce11 stage.



79

Figure 20 Tirne and sequence of division of the six embryonic

cel1 lines of w'i1d-type and of 24 emb mutants from the

2-ceIL stage to rhe IOO-cell srage and beyond (or

earlier stage of arrest) at 25.5oc. Length of verti-

ca1 bars are equal to the time required for all cerls

of that ce1l rine to complete mitosis. Dotted line

indicates that divisions are incoroplete and./or pro_

longed. See text for details.
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Table VI. Development.al events

t enpe raLur e- sens i t ive

80

(cell lineage parameters) and defects in
emb mutants of C.elegans at 25.5oC'

Developmental events

Gene name

(al1ele)
DIV SEQ DIR BAS

u,oU_S (gt6)

"*¡_S 
(g65)

ernb-6 (g36)

enb-9 (g34)

ernb- 13

emb-15

emb- I 6

ernb- 17

enb- I B

enb-2 I

emb-22

ernb-23

emb-24

ernb-25

enb-26

ernb- 2 7

enb-28

emb-29

erob-30

ernb-31

ernb-3 2

ernb-33

erob-34

enb-35

1et-2 (e30)

zye-2 (e57)

(-)
(-)
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

(-)
+

+

+

+

(-)
+

+

+

+

+

+

(- )
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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Footnotes to Table VT

^ 12 hrs after young adult herinaphrodites were shifËed Èo Ëhe non-per-

missive temperature, 2-ce11 eggs r,,iere selected (25.5oC) and allowed

to develop Ëo the 100-ce11 stage (and beyond) and observed as des-

cribed in Materials and Methods.

b" A plus sign indicates that the event appeared indentical to the v¡ild-

type event; a minus indicates that the event was visibly dífferent

from the wild-type event or absenÈ; a bracketed minus indicates abnormal

events not occurring in all mutant individuals. Cel1 lineage parameters;

DIV, overall dívision rate (froro Table V); SEQ, sequence of the dupli-

cations of the enbryonic cell lines; DIR, dírection of the axis of ce11

division; BAS, blastocoel síze, shape, and position.

c Both emb-6 (g36) and ernb-2l arrest before the 3O-ce11 stage.

Ã* All individuals arrest at the one-cell stage.
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¡he resulting daughters 23 and 22 undergo supernumerary divisíons, at the

60 and 102-ce11 stage, respectively (Fie. 2Ia-d) ( in the wild-type, 22 and

23, the precursors of the gern 1ine, begin division during early post-ernbry-

onic development (Ll stage)). The division 32A}.64 
shows prolonged rnítosis in

all cells and overlaps the following, prolong.d 4rB rnd BMSIl6 di.ri"íorr".

rh" 8l,tst16 o""rrr" after (rather than befot.) 4n8.

emb-5(g65): The overall divisíon rate is normal . 'u4 occurs during (rather

than after) at. 164132 di',ri"ron. The 4au ur.rr"ion occurs after 1o2 (in the nor-

ma1 sequence), but late. PO division occurs early similar to the other alleIe

of emb-5, during 32a.864 (rather than afÈer 4r8 at the 99-ce11 stage); B"sr16

is out of sequence duri.ng th" 4tr8 division (instead of just before this di-

vision).

enb-6(g36): The overall divisÍon rate is s1ow, 70 % of wild-type. Cell

division stops at the 14-to-19-ce11 stage without the P, division, but with

a fev¡ AB cells from the 4th a¡ round formed.

ernb-9(g34): The overall division rate is slightly slower than wild-type.

No lineage defects are observed to the 100-ce11 stage.

enb-13: Ihe overall divísion rate ís slow, BI % of. wild-type.'"0 divi-

sion occurs before (instead of after) 164832; 4a8 occurs in nornal sequence,

but late. lt" 4rB division starts before and is completed during 32AI-64 at the

55-ce11 stage, (rather than after B*ra16 rt the 87-ce11 stage). PO divides bet-

r".r, 324u64 
^nd 

B"sr16 and shows a prolonged mítosis (in the wild-type, Po divi-

des normally after 4rB .t the 99-ce11 stage). The 8"sa16 division occurs late

and out of sequence immediately after the PO division.

enb-15: To Èhe 100-ce11 stage all pararneters are normal.

emb-I6: fhe overall division rate is s1ow, 70 % of wild-type. The order

and sequence of events is nornal to the 26-ceIL stage, however all cel1 divi-



Figure 2l EarIy Po cell division followed by supernumerary di-

visions of. 22 and 23 ce11s in ernb-5(g16) mutants at

25.50C. Standard orientation: anterior, right; dorsal,

top. (t) P+ cell dividing at the 3O-cell stage; (b) tr'7o

daughter cells, Z2 anterior and 23 posterior, generated

by the PO division; (e) z3 cell dividing at the 60-ce11

sÈage; (d) 22 ceLI dlviding at the 1o2-ce11 stage;

both daughters of 23 now visible. Arrows indicate cells

in dívision and positions of daughter cells. Nomarski

optics. Bar = 10 pm.
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síons are late. The 2n4 
""LI division occurs early with 2c4 after 2"rr4 

"a

rhe 26-ce1r stage (instead of after 16lll.32 at the 44-ce11 stage). 4ru is pre-

mature before (insËead of just after) B"ra16. In half the embryos examined

4rB o""rrts sti1l earlier, after 4"rau and befor"32ou64 at the 5l-cetl stage,

(see section 3.4.4, Fig. 28). P4 cell dívision occurs after 4uB ("" normal),

brrt Bt'tst16 i" 1.a", following (rather than precedi-ng) these events. In some ín-

dividuals Po divides too early, after 32A864 and beforu B*ral6 .rrd 4E8, 
"t

the B7-ce11 stage. The B*Sa16 mitosis is prolonged in all indíviduals.

emb-17: The overall division rate i-s slow, 81 Z of wild-type. The P,

division is prolonged and continues into BAll6; 
'r4 o""rrts early during (ra-

ther than after) tr,.16en3'. B"ra16 b"girr" in the correct sequence of develop-

mental events, but is late and thus overlaps irrto 4EB.

ernb-l8: The overall division rate ís slow, 70 % of wild-type. The P3 di-

vision is rate, occuring during an" 8out6 divisíon. rr'r" 2c4 division is in

the correct order of developmental events, but l-ate. ftr" 4ttst8 division oc-

curs during the prolonged 'u4 Ur.rr"ion (which ít would norrnally follow). The

4aB o""rrrs late and overlaps the beginning of 32as64. Ihe PO cell division

occurs early, during the Bustl6 di.rr"ion (instead of after ort). tt" 4nB ¿i-

vísion is late, occuríng after the PO ^nd.2n4. Ihe 4EB riao"is is very pro-

longed. requiring on average 20-25 minutes for the completion of division,

and thus completely overlaps 64A8128 (in the wild-type, the 4u8 ur.rr"ion oc-

curs about 12 rninutes before Ëhe 64AB128).

enb-21: The overall division rate is quiËe s1ow, 50 % of. wild-type; the

AB cell division rate is about 40 % of wild-type. Prolonged mitoses are ob-

served for all AB divisions (first through fourth). Ce11 division st,ops bet-

ween the 26 and 30-ce11 stages.

emb-22: The overall division rate is quite s1ow, 29 % of wild-type (not
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all lineage data shown in Fig. 2O). The sequence and order of division is

correct up to the loo-cel1 stage. After the Begl6 di.ri"ion at the 24-cel7

stage, all follow'ing cell divisions occur 1ate, and all mitoses are prolonged,

requiring up to 2 hours for completion of cytokinesis. Embryos requíre 6.0-

6.5 hrs aE 25.5oC to reach the 100-ce1l stage.

e¡nb-23: Ihe overall division rate is s1ow, 75 7. of wild-type. The ,2

division j.s correct in sequence, buË late and overlaps the beginning of the

4ou8 urlrrsion. th" 2n4 division starts r,rith and completely overlaps the

164832 (rather than folrowíng it).4t"tst8 
"rrd 

4aB o"..rt in the correct se-

quence, but both are late. PO divídes early at the B7-cell stage (rather

than after 4rB in the 99-ce11 stage); Bust16 o.",rt" late, after 214 at th.

94-ce11 stage (not betw".r, 32ou64 
"nd 

4tr8 
"t the B7-ce11 stage).

enb-24: The overall divísion rate is slow, 83 % wild-type. The P, divi-

sion completely overlaps the early Boul6 dívisíon, (in the w-ild-type, P3 di-

vides before tt" Basl6 rnitosis) . '*rr4 ^rrð,2C4 
occur in normal order but both

are 1ate. 

"4 
division occurs during 16l{,.32 (rather than aftet). 4cB occurs

in the correcË sequence, but late and thus overltp" 32Anuo. *.4r8 dr.rt"rort

is prolonged and overlaps the PO mitosis.

erob-25: The overall division rate is slow, 84 7" of. wild-type. Individual

cell lineages are difficult to follor.r with any certainty because of frequent

rupturing of indívídual ce1ls, prolonged and incomplete mitoses and slow cel-

1ular and nuclear membrane reformation. The P, division in most embryos oc-

curs after tout6 (instead of before it at the l5-ce11 stage). The 
2n4 cetl di-

vision occurs before the incomplete 164832 (which ít would norrnally succeed).

ernb-26: The overall division rate is s1ow, 85 7" of. wild-type. The P3 di-

visíon occurs late with atr. 8¡.n16 (rather than before it) .'r' occurs after
4tra8 at the 49-ce11 stage, (this is considered normal as it also occurs in



4B
the wild-type). C-

P. division occurs
4

is late and overlaps the beginning

ear1y, during an" B"ra16 
"nd 

before

86

of Ehe 32A,o64 division.
.48(instead of after) E .

cell division at 25.5oC.

úru 4sB division occurs late,

Po and after th. Bustl6 dirrr"ron

emb-27: The fertilized eggs of emb-27 do not show

ernb-28: The overall division rate is slow, 82 % of wild-type. The P,

divisi-on occurs during BRu16, (rather than before it). The 1D2 tito"is occurs

during (rather than imrnediately after) th" 2g4 divísion (buË Èhis variation is

seen in wild-Ëype too and is considered normat). 4USIB o""rrt" early, during

(rather than after) tn" 2n4 division.

ernb-29: The overall division rate is slightly slower than wild-type. The

p, division occurs during (rather than before) the 84816 division; the 1o2 di-

vision occurs together with 4t"tst8 (ati" is considered norm^r).2s,4 occurs

1ate, during (rather than just before) th" 4ttst8 division. 4aB o""rrts late

after 32^864, overlapping the beginning or Busal6, (out of its normal sequence

afrer 4"ra8 and befor " 
32ou64). p¿ divides duríng the prolorrg"d Bl'tstl6 tito-

sis, (considered normal as compared to the wild-type). The 
4g8."11 division

is very late, finally occuring at the 210-ce11 stage (data not shown)

It
ct av t--

,
enb-30: The overall division rate is s1ow, 82 % of wild-type. -E

sion occurs during (rather than after) t6ou3'.

after the P4 division, (instead of before the

at the 95-ce11 stage).

emb-31: The overall division rate is slightly slower than wild-type. The

p, cell divídes during (rather than befot") 84116. 4"r.8 trrd 4cB occur in

the correct sequence of developmental events, but boËh are late' fh" 2n4

division occurs slightly early, during 164832 (rather than after) ' the fol-

lowing divisions of 4ust8, Oat 
r 

t'otUO, 8"r416 o""rrt in the correct sequence'

but are late as compared to the wild-type. Divisiorr" 4rU and PO are not ob-

served to occur before the 100-ce11 stage.

.:.ì*,r
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enb-32: The overall division rate is sLow, 73 %

during th" 8AsI6 dirri"ron (rather than before). The

complete prior Ëo the 32A864 and overlaps it. 4ru ,"

laps the P* cell divisíon.

87

of wild-type. P3 dívides
4aB otrrr"ion fails to

late and completely over-

wild-type. P, divides

it). All other lineage

rate is slow, 84 "/" of
l6 (rrth"r than before

erob-33: The overall division

1ate, during the beginning of BAn

parameters studied are normal.

ernb-34: The overall divísion rate is quite

ce1l divisions dísplay prolonged mitoses. Due to

defects, cell lineage could not be followed with

ernb-35: The

2a4 o"".rt in the

gether wíth 2n4

PO divides at the 55-ce11 stage before the

PO divides after 4rU 
"a the 99-ce11 stage).

laps the late BMSI16 drlrr"ron (in wild-type

beginning of BuStl6 ta the B7-ce11 stage).

mitosis.

s1ow, 59 "/" of w'i1d-type. All

severe nuclear and membrane

any certainty.

late 324g64 di.ri"ion (nornnally

The late 32Æ64 division over-

32rll-64 is complete prior to the

4uu o..rrrs late and. shows prolonged

overall division rate is slow, 72 % of. wild-type. 2ltst4 
"rrd

correct sequence but both are 1ate. 4"ra8 occurs early, to-

(rather than aftet). 4cB ís correct in sequence, but late.

Let-2(g25, g3O, g37): The overall division rate for each of the three

alleles of let-2 is slightly slower than wild-type. All three alleles of 1et-2

follow the same overall lineage pattern for all parameters studied.'14 ,"

correct in sequence but late. fh.2¡4 is late and Ëhus overlaps the beginning

of 4USt8. The 
4a8 dr'rrr"ion ís also late and although it sÈarts in normal

sequence before ah" 324164, it continues during32ts64. The 32A].64 celI di-

visíons show prolonged mitosis, thus overlappittg B"ra16 abnormallv. PO di-

vid.es early, at the beginning of (instead of after) th" 4fB cell division.
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zyg-2(g57): The overall division rate is slow, 69 % of wild-type' All

division rounds from the 2-ce11 stage on are late' P, divides late' together

witt Benl6 (ttth"t than before). The 

"4 

u"""íon occurs late after the

16AB32 (rather than before). The division of 1¡2 occurs after 4""8 (con-

sidered normal). The division 4aB ," late, overlapping Ëhe begínning of

32Ã,.64 (which it normally preced""). Sltstl6 di.ri"ion completely overlaps

th. 4nB and po divisions (norrnally 8*1116 is cornplete before 4'B tt the 96-

cell stage).

3.4.3 Cellutar

stage at the non-per¡rissive temperature (25'5oC)

In addíLion to following early developmental defects from ferti-l-iza-

rion ro the 2-ce11 sËage (3.¡..1) and cell lineage defects to 100-ce11s (3'A'2),

aLL 28 mutants were examined for ce1lu1ar and developmental defects from the

2-ce11 to the IOO-cell stage (or earlier stage of arrest) at the non-permis-

sive tempera¡ure (25.5oC). A minimr:m of three individuals of each mutant \^/ere

observed.

I^]ild-type. No cellular or developmental defects observed (5 individuals)

from Èhe 2-ceLL to 100-ce11 stage. All cells displayed nonnal morphological

characteristics and ídentical cellular positions within the developing embryo

at the non-permissíve tenperaËure (25'SoC)'

Cel1u1ar and developmental defects in mutants at the non- rrnissive

temperature (25.5oc)

u*¡-s(g16): Cell membranes bulge and temporary pseudopodía appear in

various places up to the 16-ce11 stage. From the 16-cel1 stage to the 100-cell

stage, pseudopodia are no longer seen. ì4any individuals shovr abnormally large

cytoplasmic granules (CpG) (rable III). In some embryos the blastocoel is ab-
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nonnal (rable vI), being too large and variably placed (Fig . 22b). A few em-

bryos (2 of.20) display a Larger P, to AB size ratio (dianeter) (fíg. 16b);

these also dísp¡ay a faster division rate, affecting in particular the PO cell.

In additionr Pr, PZ, P, and PO and their new-born daughters (SMSt' E' MSt'

C and D) are larger, while the AB cells are srnaller than normal, and have a

slower rate of divisíon. As described above, the 321i].64 mítosis is abnorrnally

prolonged (Fig. 20). This is a gastrulation mutant, as described in the next

section.

emb--5(g65): Temporary pseudopodia are not observed in this allele of

ernb-5. Large cytoplasmic granules (CpC) are observed in some embryos (Table

III). Some individuals show a larger than normal AB to Pl size ratio (dianeter)

(Fic. 16c); all rhe A3 daughter cells are larger while all the P, dauEhter

ce1ls (sornatic and germ line) are smaller Ëhan normal; however, the overall

divisíon rate is normal (table V). ln rnany índividuals the blastocoel is ab-

normal, too large and abnormally and variably placed (fig. 22c)' The division

of EMSt ínto E and MSt at rhe 7-ce11 stage is abnormal. After division both

E and MSt round off and appear to separate temporarily from each other' In

the wild-type, the cytoplasmic connections between the new-born cel1s remain

open much longer (cf. Krieg et al., 1978). Trhe early separation of E and

MSt rnay be related to the early division of the E-cells in this mutant (rig'

20). This allele is also a gastrulation mutant, as described in the next

section.

enb_6(g36):

minal phenotype.

lines (Fíg. 20).

BABI l 
"rrd 

1c2 
.

Temporary pseudopodia are observed on all cells uP to the ter-

prolonged int.erphases and mitoses are observed for all cell

Many cells begin to degenerate during the final divisionst
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Figure22Abnonoalblastocoelformationinernb-5(g16)and

"tU-S(g65) 
aE 25'5oC' Standard orientation: anterior'

right; dorsal, top. (a) I^Iíld-type egg with normal blasto-

coel; (b) erob-5(el6) and (c) 
"tU-S(g65) 

with abnorrnal

blastocoel formaÈion (SLA) (e.g. Èoo early' too large

and variably placed)' Nornarski optics' Bar = 10 prn'
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ernb-9(g34): Other than the s1íghË1y slow overall division rate (table V),

no cellular defects are observed to the 100-ce11 stage.

erob-l3: Both cellular and nuclear membrane reformation (1"ßM) (tabte

III) are slow in many individuals Ëhroughout from Llne 2 to 100-ce11 stage.

In addition, smal1 clear "plaque-líke" areas are observed in all AB cel1s

after division, which disappear just before each mitosis but reappear again

after the division round is cornpleted. The PO nitosis is prolonged. This is

gastrulation mutant' as discussed in the next section.

ernb-15: Some individuals display extremely srna11 cytoplasrnic granules

(CfC¡. All individuals show slow cellular and nuclear membrane reformation

(1'IEM) and prolonged mitoses (Utt) (tabte III). No other cellular defects

are observed to the l00-ce11 stage.

enb-16: Temporary pseudopodia are observed

embryos show an abnormal blastocoel, like those

This is a gastrulation mutant, as described in

up to the B-cell sËage. l"lanY

described for emb-5(g16,g65).

the next section.

ernb-17: Other than the defects observed in the lineage parameters (table

ce1lular abnormalities are observed to the 100-ce11 stage.VI and Fíg. 20), no

ernb-l8: Defects in cell lineage parameters are observed (tabte VI and

seen to the 100-ce11 stage.Fig. 20), but no cellular defects are

emb-21: Larger than normal cytoplasmic granules are observed in some of

the AB cells in some enbryos. Temporary pseudopodia are observed, up to the

24-cel¡ stage. In many embryos cellular and nuclear membrane appearance and

refonnation is abnorrnally slow (WU); prolonged interphases and mitoses (IIIT)

are seen (table III and Fig. 20).

emb-22: Some individuals are seen with abnormally large cytoplasmic gra-

nules (CpG) which disappear later between tlne 16-24 cell stages. Both nu-

clear and cellular membrane reformation are slow; this rnay be related to the
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abnormal lengths of 1nÈerphase and anaphase observed in all cel1 lines (fig.

2O). Sone embryos (2/22) display extra nuclei in both the AB and P, cells.

In other índividuals, the membrane between AB and P, disappears' the ce1ls

and their nuclei fuse, and four cel1s are Ëhen generated by a simultaneous

crosswise division. In the resultant 4-ce11 stage (2/2 cases), the two daugh-

ter pairs of singly nucleated cells are twins, each pair consisting of an

AB and a p, ce1l as evidenced by their size and spindle shape. The descen-

dants of each AB and P, divide twice, nonnally, i.e. d-v, before aborting

at the 16-ce11 sËage. This is an E-cell lineage mutant, as described in

the next section.

enb-23: Some individuals show abnormal cytoplasmic granules (variable

in size). Large temporary pseudopodia are observed up to the 16-ce11 stage

in many embryos. An abnorrnal blastocoel is seen in rnany individuals, similar

to that descríbed for ernb-5(g16, g65). This is a gastrulation mutanL' as

discussed in the next section.

ernb-24: prolonged mitose" of.2n4 
"r,d 

4nB are observed (Fig. 20). No

other cellular defects are noted.

ernb-25: In some individuals Ëemporary pseudopodia are observed up to

the I6-ce11 stage. Interphases and mitoses (metaphase in particular) are ex-

tremely prolonged from the 16-ce11 stage to arrest in rnid-proliferation' the

terrninal phenotype.

emb-26: In some embryos, the cytoplasm appears to be "stiff", containing

very small cytoplasmic granules (CrG) (table III).

emb-27: All embryos arrest at the one-cell stage.

enb-28: Some individuals display large cytoplasmic granules (CpC) (tab1e

III) and also show large clear "plaque-1ike'r areas in the cytoplasrn of all

cell lines, sími1ar to those described for emb-13. In some embryos the blasto-
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coel is abnor¡nal, similar to that observed in ernb-5(g16,g16) individuals.

A mínority of embryos displayed prolonged mitosis (MIT) and slow nuclear and

ce1lular membrane reformation (MEM). One individual displayed one extra nu-

cleus (equal ín size to the first) in both AB and P, at the two-ce11 stage.

After the first division of each cel1 (An and Pr) each of the daughters

(AS.a, AB.p, EMSt and Pr) contained one smaller extra nucleus (the extra

nuclei were about IO % smaller in diameter than the other nuclei). Following

otherwise normal AB,a and AB.p divisions (Fig.23), only the right-hand

daughters generated by the left-ríght divisions displayed one extra nucleus.

In all subsequent divisions, the right-hand granddaughters (¡'b.ar and AB.pr)

and all their daughters up to the 55-ce11 contained one extra nucleus (smaller

in size as compared to the first). All granddaughters of P, (MSt, E, C, P3)

contained one extra nucleus. Only the posterior daughters of MSt, E, C and

the ventral daughter of P3 (P4) and their posËerior granddaughters and all

their daughters contaíned one extra nucleus. This pattern of division and

segregation could only be followed up Ëo the 55-ce11 stage. At thís stage

the extra nucleus was 50 % smaller than the first nucleus, thereafter the

large cyËoplasmic granules in the sma1l cells began Ëo obscure this patËern'

and the segregat.ion of these ext.ra nuclei could not be followed farther with

complete confidence. This is an E-cell lineage mutant, as described in the

next section.

enb-29: No cellular defects are observed; however, this is an E-cell

lineage mutant, as diseussed in the next section.

ernb-3O: MosË embryos (99 7.) arrest between the I and 4-ce11 stages.

Ernbryos which stop development at the 4-ce11 stage (3 %) show an extra

nucleus in each cell. After staining the DNA with Hoechst 33258 (see section

2.4.5), these embryos display extra mitotíc figures in each of the binucle-

tl.::'l

r :ì._ì

:::i::l

j,:il
::L



Figure 23 Segregation pattern of extra nuclei in one enb-28 mutant

individuaL aE 25.5oC. Stern of Èhe lineage tree is that

of wild-type; AB, top; P, r bottorn. Divisions are

anterior-posterior unless otherwi .se indicated. Darkened

lines j-ndicate the pattern of binucleated cel1 segregation.

The lines tentrinate where nuclear segregation could not

be followed with any confidence. See text for details.
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aËed ce11s, as judged by chromatin distribution

indíviduals which do not display nultiple nucleí

95

emb-30

Eemporary pseudopodia up Ëo the 24-ceLI stage and

at the 2-ceL7 st,age show

prolonged nuclear membrane

reformation in a1l cel1s up to the 100-ce11 stage. No extra nuclei are ob-

served in any such embryos, and no other ce1lular abnorrnalíties are noted.

ernb-31: The rnajority of individuals examined display an abnormal bla-

stocoel similar to that described for enb-5(g16, g65). No other cellular de-

fecLs are observed. This is a gastrulation mutant, as described in the next

sec tion.

emb-32: No cellular defects are observed from the 2-to-100 cel1 stage.

ernb-34: In all individuals, the direction and order of divisions are

abnormal from the 2-ce11 stage onward. In some individuals the P, ce1l di-

vides before the AB cell (in the wild-type AB divides before Pr)r and the

skewed cleavage observed ín the P, ee1l gives rise to two daughter cells,

EMSI and P, which are abnormal in size and shape (Fíg. 25a) as compared to the

wild type (Fig. 4h). In these embryos both daughters of the P, mitosis look

very similar to a normal EMSL cell and nuclear membrane reformation does not

occur until just before the next. mitosis. In other embryos (Fig. 25b) the AB

division occurs first, e.g. in the normal order, but after division nuclear

and cell membrane reformation are very slow in both daughter cells; the Pl

following division yields two daughters which look like P, in cel1 morphology

(Fig. 4h). Large temporary pseudopodia are observed on many ce1ls during di-

vision (fig. 25c). In all mutanÈs examined, extended interphases and mitoses

are observed (Fig. 2O). Ce1l lineage analysis could not be carried ouË on

emb-34 embryos, because as early as the 6-ce11 stage (Fig. 25d), cell iden-

(l'ig. 24). The rare

tification is very dífficult due to these severe defects (see section 3.4.2).
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Figure 24 HoechsÈ-stained DNA in a binucleated four-celled enb-30

mutanE individuaL at 25oC. Standard orientation: anterior,

right; dorsal, top. (a) Nonarski opÈics. (b) Fluores-

cent chrornatin in the same nuclei of embryo vier.red with

epi-illurninaÈion plus transmitted i1h¡mination.

(c) Uv-epi-illunination alone. See section 2.4.5 and text

for details. Bar = 10 ¡rm.
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Figure 25 Abnormal divisíon di-rections and cellular abnormali-

ties in 4 different emb-34 muËant embryos at 25.5oC.

Standard oríentation: anterior, right; dorsal' top.

(a) Skewed p. cell division. (b) No nuclear or cell
I

nembrane reformation (Wu) in AB cel1s after division.

(c) Large pseudopodia on AB.a. (d) All cel1s abnorrnal

in size and shape. See text for details. Nomarski

opËics. Bar = 10 Frn.
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enb-35: In some individuals, the -E" dívisíon is prolonged. No other

cellular defects are observed to the 100-ce11 stage.

let-2(g3o): No cellular defects are observed for 930 or Ëhe other two

alleles of let-2 , 825 and 937, to the 100-ce11 sËage.

zyg-2(957): In some embrYos

skewed, and prolonged, resulting

cells of equal size. The lineage

pseudopodia are observed in some

other cellular abnormalities are

the second and third cleavages are abnormal,

in an abnorrnal 4-ce11 stage wíth all 4-

of such individuals was normal. Temporary

individuals up to the 16-ce11 stage. No

seen to the 100-ce11 stage.

3.4.4 Mutants with defects in E-cell lineages at the non-permissíve

ternperature (25.5oC)

Nine mutants defining eÍght genes show E-cell lineage defects (ninirnr:m

of three individuals of each mutanÈ) before the 100-ce11 stage at the non-

perrnissive temperature of Z5.5oC (fa¡le VII). The mutants are of two types:

gastrulation mutanLs per se and mutants rqhich display a normal pattern of

gastrulation but later show abnorrnalities in E-cell division (direction)

and position before the 100-ce11 stage.

llild-type gastrulation

Several wild-type individuals have been observed ín detail as a stan-

dard, and no abnornnalities were seen. The beginning of wild-type gastrulation

is defined in C.elegans by the migration of the E-cell descendants, E.a and

E.p, into the blastocoel of the embryo. Blastocoel fornation is complete at

the 24-ce11 stage and the two E-cells invariably start their migration im-

mediately after t"ra4 at the 26-ceIL stage (tabte IV). These cells complete

migration afrer 164832 at the 44-ce11 stage. Both E-cells divide (2¡4) ir, "
d-v direction, invariably after migration and. betweun l6A132 tnd 4l'tst8 (rable

IV) (oeppe et al., 1978).



Table VII

Gene name

(al1ele)

Emb mutants wiËh E-ce11 defects at

wíld-type

emb-5 (g16)

Division 
"uOrrut"ub

M = start of migration

M, 'ro, 16Æ)32, 
'uo, 

o"rro

M, 'ro, 
16A832 ,'uo, 4"ra8

enb-5 (g65)

enb- 13

the non-permissive temperature (25.SoC)

'ro, 
16Æ,32, 

'uo, rut, 
4MSt8

ernb- 16

Event just preceding

start of E-cell
migration

M, 'ro, 'uo, 
16AB32, 4*r.B

+

"0, 
'ro, 

r6Au32, 4"r.8
+

2l!.MST'

1l!.MSI'

Division direction
of E.a and E.p
* = abnormal

r6A832

E.a

E.p

E.a
E.p

E.a
E.p

E.a
E.p

E.a
E.p

2rrr4

d-v

d-v

a-p
d-v

+
1-r
d-v

d-v
d-v

a-p*
a-p

no migration

Blastocoel fonoed aE ZL-eeLI stage, 2 E-
cells divide after migration, B E-cells
in 2 rows, dorsal and ventral.

ça¡trulation mutant. Aþnqrmal blastocoelc.
-E' durig8 pi8ratíon. 'E" occurs premature,
during 

_ ãAB" 
'. PositÍon of the B E-cells

ahnor aI

ÇaptrulaËion mutant. Aþnqrrnal blastocoelc.
"E' before rnigration. 'E" premature, at
the B8-ce11 st4ge. Positlon of the B E-
cells abnormal'.

Gastrulation mutan t. 284 during pigration.
Position of 4 E-cells abnorrnal . 'E" is
premature, at the 55-cel1.stage. Position
of the B E-cells abnormal

qa¡trulation mutant. Abnormal blasto.AuÄ".
-E' premature, at the 26-ceLL stage. 'E"

premature, at the 5l-cellustage. Position
of the B E-cells abnormal*.

Comments

\o
\o



etr-b-22

ernb-23

14' 'ro ,

24MrCt

e¡nb-28

emb-29

164832 , 
"0, 

4"rr8

'"0 , 
164832, 4tr.B

+

M, 'ro, 
t6AB32 , 'ro, 

4"ra8

ernb-31

M, 'ro , 
L6 Æ)32, 

4"rr8

a

b

c

M,

For procedures, see Materials and Methods. A minimum of three individuals examined-

Data from Flg.20 (onitting to'). Arrows under tu4 rrrdr"ate direction of its displacement from the normal sequence.

Many individuals display abnorrnal blastocoel (size, shape and position) see Fig. 22. Individuals wíth normal

blastocoels still follorved the same E-cell patterns, described ín the text (3.4.4).

See Figs. 26, 27 and 30 for the positíons of 4 and B E-cells for the nine mutants.

t¡o 
4u8 division before the 165-ce11 stage (data not shown).

'ro, 
16A832 , 

"0, 

4"rr8

2"r.4

24
MSt

24,E+

d

e

)lL-I,tsr '

2*rr4

E.a
E.p

E.a
E.p

E.a
E.p

E.a
E.p

E.a
E.p

J

a-p*
a-p

a-p
a-p

l-r
1-r

1-tn
1-r

¿

1-r
d-v

)tt-MST .

2n4 b.girrs during 16AB32. 4r8 3.5 hrs 
.1

late. Position of the B E-cells abnormal*.

Gastrulation mutan 
". 'U4 begíng d4r$ne

rnigration. Abnormal blastocoel-.'8"
premature at the 92-ceIL åtage. Position
of Ëhe B E-cells abnorrnal

Extensive migration of the 4 E-cells at
the 44-ce11 stage. Position of 4 ofr8 E-
E-ce11s (daughters of E.a) abnorroal*.
)l!-E' late at the 53-ce11 stage. Extensive
migration of the 4 E-cells after dlvisíon.
Daughters of E.a lie in tþe'wron8 toY¿13
an abnormal posítion. No E observed

Gastrulatíon mutan t. 2n4 occurç during
migration. Abnormal blastocoel-. Extensive
misration of the E-cells after division.
No"4Eö observedc'e.

Oo
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The íntestine of C.elegans consists of two parallel rows of E descen-

dants, one vent.ral and one dorsal, originating, respectively, from the ven-

tral and dorsal daughters of E.a and of E.p. The daughters of E.a give ri-se

to the anterior half of the intestine and the daughters of E.p to the poste-

rior half. In the wild-type rn" 4u8 occurs in an a-p direction (after the

8"ra16 
"a ah. 95-ce11 sÈage). The I E-cells are already arranged in tr¡ro roÍrs,

one dorsal and the other ventral (Fig. 26a, b).

Defects in nutants

For each mutant several individuals have been examined and all con-

sistently manifest the same defect.

enb-5(g16): The two E-cells start migration nonnally after '*ra4, and

PO and D move vent.ral as in the r.¡ild-type. But the 2 E-ce11s divide during mi-

gration, shortly after the beginning of 164832 and befor. 4*ra8 (or in some

individuals even earlier after '14 ^, 
the 28-ce11 stage) (table VII and

Fig. 26c). The division direction of E.a is abnonnal, a-p, while E.p divides

norma11y, d-v (fig. 26c). E.pv is the last cel1 to get insíde the abnorrnal

blastocoel, after which PO replaces it at the blastopore. Mlnor changes in

the position of the 4 E-cells occur, before out {rr* . 26c). ouu occurs du-

rirrg 324164 
"rrd 

before B"ra16; the axis of dívision is normalr a-p, but the

position of 4 of the B E-cells, the daughters of E.a, is abnorroal.

ernb-5(g65): The gastrulation defect in g65 is more severe than in 916,

the other allele of ernb-5. Both E-cells 1ie too far posterior and dorsal; P+

is also too far dorsal. The E-cells duplicate outside the abnormal blasto-

coel durio* 16ou3t. E.a divides 1-r and E.p divides d-v (ri-g. 26e), similar

to enb-5(hc67) (Schierenberg et al., 1980). After the Lwo E to four division,

E-cell migration starts (at the 46-ce11 stage), and is complete before 4"rr8
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E-cell migratíon starts (at the 46-ce11 stage), and is complete before 4"ra8

(table vII). Then E.a1 moves anterior to E.rt. 4r8 occurs after PO and before

B"ra16 (at the 88-ce11 stage), E.al and E.ar both divid.e a-p, while E.pd and

E.pv divide in a skewed direction a-p w-ith a strong d-v component. In the B

E-cell intesÈinal primordium, the daughters of E.p are in the \,rong position,

and the daughters of E.a end up in the wrong row and position (Fig. 26 f).

enb-13: The 2 E-cells start rnigration after 2rrr4 and divide during mi-

graÈion (at the 28-ce11 stage). Both E.a and E.p divide d-v (tabte VII), E.pv

is the last cell to get inside the normal blastocoel, after which PO replaces

it at the blastopore at the 46-ce11 stage. In the four-ce11ed gut primordium

the daughters of E.a lie in the \^rrong row (rig. 27a). OuB is early tft.t 4CB

at the 55-ce11 stage. AJ-l 4 E-cells divide in an a-p direction. Fig. 27b shows

the position of the B-E cells at the 100-ce11 stage. The daughters of E.ad

and E.av are in the r.rrong position and row.

emb-16: The two E-cells do not migrate into the abnormal blastocoel and

divide after 2"ra4 at the 26-ceiJ- stage. Both E-cells divide in an a-p direc-

tion (Fig. 27c, 28, zg).4n8 occurs prematurely, after 4*ra8 and befor" 32ou64

at the 51-ce11 stage (in some individuat" 4nB occurs after 32A864 at the 87-

cell stage; Fig. 20). The 4 E-cells divide in an a-p direction outside the

blastocoel. Figure 27d shows the abnorrnal position of the eight E-cells at

the 100-ce11 stage.

emb-22: Migration begins after 2*ra4 and is complete before the start

ot 16¡¡32.'"4 begins during 164832; however, mÍtosis, in particular meta-

phase, is prolonged in all indíviduals examined and completely overlaps the

4*sa8 rrrd 4c8 divisions. Borh E-cetfs dívide a-p (rig. 27e). 4rB occurs 3.5

hrs later (Table VII) at the 95-ce11 stage afÈer Btra16. 
The division direc-
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Figure 27 Configuration of the intestine prirnordiun at different

stages at 25.5oC for (a,b) erob-l3; (c,d) enb-16 and (e,f)

emb-22 embryos. Standard orientation: anterior (A), right;

dorsal (D), top. Synbols as ín Fig. 26. The division

direction of both E.a and E.p in (c) ernb-16 and in (e)

emb-22 is a-p, instead of d-v (see Fig. 26 for nomencla-

ture). In (c) I assume that E.aa, E.ap, E.pa and E.pp

ín ernb-22 correspond to E.av, E.ad, E.pv and E.pd, res-

pectively, in the wild-type, based on the migration

order into the blasÈocoel. No such distinction can be

nade for ernb-l6 individuals, since no migration occurs.

(b) ffre daughters of E.a in emb-13 end up in the vrrong

row, while in (d) emb-16 and (f) emb-22 all B E-cells

are in abnonnal positions at Ëhe 100-ce11 stage. In

all three mutants th" 4nB dj-vision direction is normal,

i.e. a-p.

i

¡--
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Figure 28 Ce11 lineage of wíld-type and erob-16 embryos to the 100-

cel1 stage at 25.5oC. In emb-16, E.a and E.p divide a-p

instead of d-v (DIR). The 4UB drrrr"ion occurs prematurely

before an" 3'ou64 dr.rr"ron at Ëhe 55-celt stage. For stem

cell names, see text and Fig.6. to is the fertilized

egg, and tt-P4 are sisters of the other stem cells. The

letters on the branches of the E-cell lineage indicate

the principal division directíon. Where the labelling

of the branches is omitted, the principal direction of

the dlvision is normal.
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Fígure 29 Gastrulation sequence of wild-type and ernb-l6 embryos

at 25.5oC. SËandard orientatÍon: anterior, right; dorsal,

top. I^Ii1d-type: (a) 26-ceIL stage, 2 E-cells begin ni-

gration into the blastocoel; (b) 44-ce11 stage, 2 E-cells

divide, d-v; (c) ttre 4 E-cells reformed after division

at the 46-ce11 stage. ernb-16: (d-f) t]ne 2 E-ce1ls E.a

and E.p fail to nigrate into the blastocoel and dívide

outside a-p instead of d-v (nfV), at the 26-ce11 stage.

Right, above, birefringent gut cells of the wild-type

at the lima-bean stage and below, of ernb-16, 12 hrs

later at the lima-bean stage of arrest. For nomenclature,

see Figs. 6 and 28. Nonarski optics. Bar = 1O pm.
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Ëion is normal (a-p) and the B E-cells come to líe in an abnormal posÍ.tion

within the normal blasrocoel (Fig. 27f).

enb-23: The 2 E-cells begin migration after rhe 2rrr4, and Po and D

move ventral as in the w-ild-type. 

"4 

starts during migration after 2c4 
^t

the 28-ce11 stage. E.a and E.p dívíde in an abnormal direction a-p and com-

plete division and migrati-on afrer l6A832 (rable vrr). Before 4rBr an. daugh-

ters E.aa and E.pa move to a ventral position while their sisters nove to a

more dorsal position (rig. 30a). 4r8 occurs Ín the normal a-p direction, but

early at t.he 9Z-celL stage. The B E-cells are in an abnormal position and

\,rrong row as compared to the wild-type (Fig. 30b).

emb-28: The sequence of gastrulation is normal up to the 44-ce11 stage

(table VII). At the 44-ce11 stage both E.a and E.p divide in a 1-r direction

(nig. 3Oc). The daughters of E.a and E.p rnigrate extensívely and move to the

position shovm in Figure 30c, prior to 4n8. oru occurs as normal at the 95-

ce11 stage in the normal a-p direction. The posiÈion of the daughters of

E. a is abnorrnal ( Fig . 30d ) .

ernb-29: I4igration occurs after 2*rr4 at the 26-cerr stage and is com-

plete after 164832 at the 44-ce11 stage. The 2r4 di.rÍ"j.on occurs late near

the end of 4t"tst8 at the 53-ce11 stage (rable VII). Íhe two E-cells divide in

an abnormal 1-r direction (Fig. 3Oe). Extensíve nigration of the 4 E-cells

is observed and the daughters of E.a end up on the wrong row and in an ab-

normal position (Fig. 3Oe). th" 4UB division \,/as not observed up to the

165-ce11 stage.

ernb-3l: The 2 E-ce11s begin migrarion after '"ra4, and po and D are more

ventral than in the wild type. The 2 E-cells dívide early during migration,

during 16A832 (rable vrr). E.a divides 1-r (abnormal), E.p divides d-v (nor-

rnal) (Fig. 3Of). E.pv is the last ce1l to get ínside the blastocoel at the
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Figure 30 Configuration of the intestine primordium at different

stages at 25.5oC for (a,b) erob-23; (c,d) enb-28; (e)

emb-29 and (f) erob-31 embryos. Standard orientation:

anterior (A), right; dorsal (l), top. Symbols as in

Fig. 26. (a) The division direction of E.a and E.p Ín

ernb-23 embryos is a-p, instead of d-v. The division di-

rection of both E.a and E.p in both (c) ernb-28 and (e)

emb-29 is 1-r, instead of d-v. (c) The division direction

of E.a in ernb-3l is 1-r, instead of d-v (see Fig. 26 fot

nomenclature) . In emb-23, I assrrme that E.aa, E.ap' E.pa

and E.pp correspond to E.av, E.ad, E.pv and E.pd in the

wild-type, respectively, based on their positíons before

the next E-cell division round. In emb-29, I assume Ëhat

E.ar, E.a1, E.pr and E.p1 correspond to E.ad, E.av, E.av

and E.pd in the wild-Ëype, respectively, based on their

positions before the next E-cell division. In emb-31, I

assume Ëhat E.ar and E.a1 correspond to E.av and E.ad

in Èhe wild-type, respectively, based on their positions

before the next E-ce11 division round. (e) The daughters

of E.a in ernb-29 embryos end up in the l^rrong ro\¡r. In

both (b) emb-23 and (d) ernb-28 th" 4tr8 division dírection

is normalr â-p. In both (e) emb-29 and (f) enb-31,

ÅR
the -E" division has not occurred by the 165-ce11 stage.

In all enbryos the final posiËion of the E-cells (4 or

B total) is abnormal at the 100-ce11 stage.
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44-ce11 stage. The 2 daughters of E.a

nonnal position shown in Figure 30d.

stage.

migrate extensivelY

4uu *t" not observed

109

reach the ab-

to the 165-ce11

the position of the

discussed above, and

to

up

Figures 31 and 32 show the

intestine (12 hrs later) of all

for comparíson, the wild-type.

terminal phenotypes and

E-cel1 lineage mutants

3.4.5 Terminal henot s of emb mutants at the non-perrnissive tem rature

(z s. soc)

The developmental time at which mutant embryos terrninate development

at the restrictive ternperature can be deduced from the terminal phenotype

by comparison to wíld-type srages (Hartwell, 1974; ìfiwa et al., 1980) (see

section 2.4.8 for procedure) in spiLe of an often grossly abnormal rnorphology.

The death and decomposition of arrested embryos complicates analysis; however

seven classes of mutants have been distinguished according to embryonic arrest

stages, as shown in Table VIII (see section 1.4.5, Fig.3).

Class 1: Before proliferation

emb-27: Mutarits fail to enter proliferation and arrest in the one-cell

sËage (tab1e VIII). Individuals may or may not display multiple nucleÍ (endo-

nitosis) in the uncleaved egg at the stage of arrest (Fig.33a and b).

Class 2: Early proliferation

emb-6(g36): Individuals sLop in the early proliferation phase; nost of

rhen with 14 to l9-ce11s (Fig. 34a); a fer^r embryos develop to 30 to 40-ce11

stages (table VIII). At arrest, the embryos begin to degenerate rapídly'

cell and nuclear fusion are frequent, and many round structures resembling

extra, smaller than normal nuclei are observed.

ernb-21: Embryos arrest in the early proliferation phase between the 26-
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Figure 31 Subsequent guË development, seen as birefringent gut

ce1ls of the líma-bean stage of wild-type and ín arrested

enb-5(g16), enb-5(g65), ernb-13, erob-16 and ernb-22

ernbryos at 25.5oC. Standard orientation: ariterior, right;

dorsal, top. All mutants were observed 12-24 }:.rs later

(a) wild type; (b) ernb-5(el6); (c) emb-5(g65); (d) emb-13,

Nomarski opÈics (no birefringence observed); (e) ernb-16

and (f) ernb-22 embryos. Polarízation optics. Bar = 10 pm.
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Figure 32 Subsequent gut development, seen as birefringent gut

cells in arrested ernb-23, emb-28, emb-29, and ernb-3l

enbryos at 25.50C. Standard orientation: anterior, right;

dorsal , top. All nutanÈs r.rere observed 12-24 hrs later.

(a) enb-23; (b) enb-28; (c) ernb-29 and (d) ernb-31

embryos. Polarization optics. Bar = 1O pm.
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Table VIII. Terrninal phenotype of Ëemperature-sensitive emb mutants at

Gene name

(al1ele)

u*U_S (et6)

enb-5 (g65)

enb-6 (g36)

enb-9 (g34)

emb- 1 3

erob- 15

ernb- I6

ernb- 17

ernb- 1B

erob-21

emb-22

enb-23

em.jc-.24

enb-25

enb-26

Phase of arrest

late pro - early mo

early mo.

early pro.

post mo. - pre hatch

tern.pro. - earlY mo.

post mo.- pre hatch

term.pro. - earlY mo.

terro.pro. - earlY mo.

early mo.

early pro.

tern.pro. - earlY mo.

early mo.

post mo. - pre hatch

mid pro.

late pro. - mid mo.

Predoninant stage

at arresË

arrest at 25.5oC

Lima bean

Líma bean

14-19 cells
Pretzel
Lima bean

Pretzel
Lima bean

Lima bean

Lima bean

26-30 cells
Lima bean

Lima bean

Pretzel
100-250 cells
Lima bean

Muscle

twítching
Proportion of

eggs at or near

the predominant
c-darrest stage '

yes

yes

yes
f

no

yes

yes

yes
f.

no

f.
no

yes

yes
f.

no

yes

Birefringence
of E-cells

66/66

70/70

60/60

7t/7r
6s/6s

77 /77

70/70

67 /67

72/72

7s/7s

70/70

73/73

6s/6s

74/74

68/72

H
¡.J

Arrest
_ecl.ass

o
ye so

o
yes

no
h

yes
l-

no
h

yes
q

yes"
h

yes
hyes

no

yesg
o6yes
hyes
h

yes
o

yestt

4

4

2k
.Lo

4k

6

4

4

4

2k
,k4

4k

6

3

4



eÛb-27

enb-28

enb-29

enb-30

enb-3 I
enb-32

enb-33

emb-34

enb-35

let-2 (e30)

zye-2 (e57)

before pro.

early mo.

late rno.

before pro.

term. pro.

early mo. -
early mo.

term. pro.

early mo.

late mo. -
terü. pro -

(osrn. )

mid mo.

Mutant individuals continuously at the non-permíssíve temperature (25.SoC) (mother shifted 12 hrs before laying) up to the

final stage of arrest (teminal phenotype), observed as described under Materials and Methods.

The predominant arrest phase is shown, but there is consíderable varíability ranging into the adjaeent phases.

Abbreviations: pro., proliferation phase; mo., morphogenesis phase; osm., osrnotically sensitive, "soft" fertilized eggs"

Bet1lreen 50-2OO indlviduals were observed and scored for each individual 11g[ g"tt".

All individuals were observed and scored 12-24 hrs later as described under Materials and Methods.

Arrest class m¡mbered in ternporal sequence (see text)

No muscle twitchíng observed 12-24 hrs later.

Abnorrnal position of E-cell birefringence as compared to wild-type.

Nornal position of E-cell blrefringence as compared Ëo wild-type.

No bírefrl-ngence observed after 36 hrs.

Majority of eggs arrest at 1-ce11 stage; however, some eggs develop to the lirna-bean stage with abnormal bírefringence.

Mutants degenerate rapidly upon reaching the terminal phenotype.

1-2 7" hatch and die immediately afterwards.

1-ce11

Lima bean

Loop-Pretzel

l-ce11

Lima bean

Líma bean

Líma bean

Líma bean

Lina bean

Pretzel
Lima bean

c

d

e

f.

c

h

i
j
k

1

pre hatch

early mo.

f
no

yes

yes

yes

yes
f.

no
f.

no

yes
f

no

200/200

7r/7r
7s/75

t97 /200

6s/68

74/78

7r/7t
70/70

76/76

82 /82

6T/61

no

yesg
o

yes

aro 
j
h

yes
hyes
syes"

yesg
h

yes
hyes

no

kI
4

5

7k

4

4

4k

4

4

6

4
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Figure 33 0ne-ce11 terninal phenotype of arrested emb-27 embryos

aE 25.5oC. (a) one-cell arrest-stage embryos inside her-

rnaphrodite; (b) nultinucleated arrested one-cell embryos

inside hermaphrodite (see Table VIII). Nomarski optícs.

Bar = 2O pn.
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Figure 34 Early-proliferation terminal phenotypes of arrested

ernb-6(g36), emb-21, and ernb-25 embryos at 25.5oc. Stan-

dard orienÈation: anterior, right; dorsal, top. Both (a)

enb-6(g36) and (b) enb-2l embryos arrest early in pro-

liferation aË the I4-I9 a¡d 26-30 cell stages' respec-

tively. (c) Rt arrest, emb-21 embryos degenerate rapidly.

Nomarski optics. (d) Emb-25 embryos arrest in nid-

proliferation and (e) the E-cells (same embryo) are

birefringent (see Table VIII). Polarization optics.

Bar = 10 pto.
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and 3o-ce11 stages (table VIII; Fig.34b). At arrest, the embryos begin to de-

generate rapidly, and ce11 and nuclear fusion are observed (Fig.34c).

Class 3: Mid proliferatíon

ernb-25: Mutants fail to complete proliferation and arrest as a ball of

cells of lOO-250 cells (taUle VIII; Fíg. 34d). The anterior cells appear

smaller than the posterior cells, presumably having undergone one or more 
.

exËra cell divisions- Cell and nuclear fusion are observed both anteriorly 
ì

and posteriorly in the embryo. fhe E-cells (4 or B gut ce1ls present) have r,
,,

norrna1birefringenceandposition(Fig.34e)atarreSt.
t'l

Class 4: Early morphogenesis r.

ll:

Lima-bean arrest mutants apparently complete proliferatíon and ternninate
:':

in a stage comparable to lima-bean or late comma stage. They are, howevert 
.

unable to execute normal morphogenesís. The terrninal phenotype of all lirna- 
..

:

bean arresters looks grossly abnormal in most individuals as compared to the 
¡.

wild-type (Fig. 35a and b). The variation between individuals of one mutant l:

:]

is large and the average arrest stage for dlfferent mutants has a símilar :.

:
fân$ê e

.ì

The wild-type embryos in the lima-bean stage display a nr:mber of easily I

identifiable characterístlcs. These include one ventral indentaÈion, a smooth

surface to the hypoderrnis, membranes which sharply define borders of the
i

pharynx and associated structures, and muscle twitching, an early sign of
l

cellular differentiation which occurs between the lima-bean and coûlma stage. 
i

i

A111ina-beanarrestmuÈantsdisp1ayvariationsina11thewí1d-typepara-

meters. In addition the 18 E-cells (intestine) present in Ëhe wild-type lima- 
ì

ì

bean show autofluorescence under lIV illurnination or birefringence under po-
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Figure 35 Lirna-bean terminal phenotypes of arrested emb-5(g16)

and ernb-5(g65) embryos at 25.5oC. Standard oríentation:

anterior, right; dorsal' top. (a'b) wild-type lima-bean

with bírefringent E cells. Both (c,d) enb-5(916) and

(erf) ernb-5(g65) ernbryos arrest at lírna-bean stage (see

Table VIII). Nomarski optics, left; same embryo. Pola-

rization optics, right. Bar = 10 prn.
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Iarized optícs, due Èo so-called rhabditín granules, by-products of the cata-

bolism of tryptophan. These granules are visible after the 8 E-cell stage and

serve to confi-rm t.he position of the E-cells. Variations in granule morpho-

logy were not investigated in detaíl.

emb-5(g16): Mutants arrest as a ball of ce1ls between late proliferation

and early morphogenesis. Most individuals display normal muscle twitching;

all show abnormal gut position, also seen from gut birefringence position,

(table VIII; Ffg. 35c and d). Ce11 membranes are poorly defined in many

embryos.

ernb-5(g65): Embryos arrest in early morphogenesis. As ín the oËher al-

le1e, (g16) r nost individuals show muscle tr.¡itching, but E-ce1l posítion is

abnormal also seen in birefringence, (table VIII; Iig.35e, f). Cel1 and

nuclear fusion are frequently observed in the terninal phenotype.

Emb-13: Individuals arrest as a ball of cells between terminal prolife-

ration and early norphogenesis. At arrest, the embryos begin to degenerate

rapídly. No muscle twítching or gut birefringenee has been observed ín any

individuals examined (Tab1e VIII; Fig. 36a).

emb-16: Embryos arrest betr,¡een terrninal proliferation and early mor-

phogenesis. The position of the gut is abnormal, also seen in birefringence,

as compared to the wild-type (Fig. 36b, c). All indívlduals tr^ritch normally

(rable vrrr).

emb-17: Individuals arrest between terminal proliferation and early

morphogenesis (fig. 36d).

show the beginnings of a

muscle tw'itching, as well

VIII; Fig. 36e).

Sone lndíviduals in early morphogenesis clearly

gut and pharynx. Most embryos dísplay a nonoal

as normal gut positi.on and birefringence (Table
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Fígure 36 Lirna-bean terminal phenotypes of arrested emb-13,

ernb-16 and emb-17 embryos aE 25.5oC. Standard oríentation:

anterior, right; dorsal, top. (a) No E-cell birefringence

in emb-13 embryos. (brc) ernb-16 and (dre) enb-17 embryos'

Afl mutants arresÈ at líma-bean stage (see Table VIII)'

Nomarski opËics, 1efË; Polarization optics, right'

Bar = 10 ¡rn.

l!
.i
ìì
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enb-18: Individuals arrest early in morphogenesis at lina-bean stage

and many also dispLay a number of ventral indentatíons (Fig. 37a, b). The

latter embryos show cellular organization and morphogenesis in the anterior

region of the embryo, which gives rfse to the pharynx. In both types of the

embryos the gut position and bírefringence are norrnal. No muscle Ëwitching

has been noted in any embryos examíned (tabte VIII).

emb-22: Mutants degenerate quíckly upon reaching the terroinal phenotype

betvreen terminal proliferation and early morphogenesis (Table VIII). The po-

sition of the gut, also seen in birefríngence, is abnormal and no muscle

twitchíng ís observed in any individuals (Fig. 37c' d).

ernb-23: Most individuals arrest in very early morphogenesis as a ball of

cel1s, which degenerates rapidly; others sÈop furËher along in morphogenesis

(lima-bean) and display some early abnorrnal pharyngeal structure. The hypo-

der¡oal surface is quite smooth and appears norrnal in many embryos. All in-

dividuals display normal muscle twitching and abnorrual gut position, also

seen in birefríngence (Table VIII; Fig. 37e, f).

enb-26: Embryos stop development between late proliferation and mid-mor-

phogenesís (Fig. 38a-c). The earlier arresters show abnormal gut position,

also seen in birefringence. Individuals r¡hich arrest later in development,

as tadpoles, display an oral cavity and pharynx, but the gut position, also

seen in bírefringence, is abnormal. The hypoderrnal surface in these animals

appears normal in size and shape, as comPared to the wild-tyPe. Both arrest

types display muscle twitching (table VIII).

enb-28: Mutdfrts arrest in early morphogenesis between the

comma stages (Fig.38dre). In all embryos the gut and parÈ of

forned, but in slightly abnormal positions as compared to the

lima-bean and

the pharynx are

wíld-type. Some
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Figure 37 Lina-bean terminal phenotypes of arrested ernb-l8, emþ22

and ernb-23 embryos at 25.5oC. Standard orientation:

anterior, right; dorsal, top. (arb) enb-18; (c'd) emb-22

and (e,f) enb-23 embryos. All mutants arrest at lina-

bean stage (see Table VIII). Nomarskí optics, left;

PoLarizaEion optics, right. Bar = 10 pu.
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Figure 38 Lina-bean terminal phenotypes of arrested ernb-26 and

enb-28 embryos at 25.5oC. Standard orientation: anterior,

right; dorsal, Èop. (arb) ernb-26 embryos arrested as a

ball of cells; (c) enb-26 embryo arrested ín rnid-pro-

liferation (classed with lima-bean arresters). (d'e)

emb-28 embryo at lina-bean stage (see Table VIII).

Nomarski optics, left; Polaxization optics, right; (c)

cornbined optics. Bar = 1O pm.
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of the hypodermal cells are nofinal in appearance whí1e other cells appear

to be degenerated giving a rough surface. MosË indivíduals sho¡^r E-cel1 bire-

fringence; none displays nuscle twitchíng (table VIII).

enb-31: Embryos arrest, in termínal proliferaËion as a ball of cells

display a normal(Fig. 39a, b). All muLants show muscle twítching and

pattern of gut birefringence (Table VIII).

ernb-32: Individuals terroinate development between early morphogenesis

and míd-morphogenesis (lirna-bean - pluro stages). All embryos display muscle

tw'itchíng and most mutanËs shor^/ normal gut position and birefríngence (table

VIII). The individuals which arrest as early plurns display an oral cavity in

addition to some pharyngeal structure. The hypoderrnal cel1s of these embryos

appear to be normal in size and shape (Flg. 39c-f).

ernb-33: Mutants arrest in early morphogenesis as a ball of cells or

as a late coinma. All ernbryos degenerate rapidly upon reaching the ter-

minal phenotypes (f'íg . 4Oa, b). Most embryos Ëwitch and all mutants show

abnornal gut position, also seen in birefringence (Table VIII).

e¡nb-34: Embryos arrest in late proliferation as a

ce1ls. All individuals display abnormal gut position,

gence (Fig. 40crd). None of the mutants examined show

VIII). Ce11 degeneration is rapid at arrest.

ttftst-1ike" ball of

also seen in birefrin-

muscle Ëwitching (ta¡te

ernb-35: Individuals stop development in early morphogenesis at lima-bean

stage. All embryos show normal gut posíËion, also seen in birefringence (fig.

40erf). Muscle twitehing has not been observed ín any indívidual examíned

(rab1e vrrr).

zyg-2(g57): Embryos arresÈ development between terminal proliferation

and early morphogenesis (nig. 41arb). All individuals display abnorrnal gut

position, no birefringence or muscle twitching (table VIII).
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Figure 39 Lina-bean terminal phenotypes of arrested qnb-31 and

erqb-32 embryos aE 25.5oC. Standard oríentation: an-

teri.or, ríghË; dorsal, top. (arb) enb-31 embryo. (crd)

enb-32 embryo arresting as a ball of cells; (erf)

ernb-32 embryo arresting at lirna-bean stage (see Table

VIII). NomarskÍ optics, left; PoLarizatíon optics,

right. Bar = 10 pn.
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Figure 40 Lima-bean Èer¡ninal phenotypes

and enb-35 embryos aL 25.5oC.

anterior, right; dorsal, top.

enb-34 and (e,f ) ernb-35. All

bean stage (see Table VIII)

Polarization optics, right.

of arrest.ed enb-33, ernb-34

Standard orienËation:

(a,b) emb-33; (crd)

mutanËs arrest at lima-

. Nomarski opËics, left;

Bar = lO ¡-rn.
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Figure 41 Lirna-bean terminal phenotypes of arrested zyg-2(g57)

embryos at 25.5oC. Standard orientation: anterior,

right; dorsal, top. (arb) two different zyg-2(957)

individuals arrested at lima-bean stage wíth no E-ce11

birefringence (see Table VIII). Nomarski optics.

Bar = 10 prn.
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Class 5: Late norphogenesis

ernb-29: Individuals arrest betvreen the loop and preËzel sEages of de-

velopment. At the terminal stage of arrest many embryos display large enpty

spaces between different tissue types, perhaps due Ëo certain cel1s being

toosmall, dead, or omitting late cell divisions (Fíg. 42a-g). The gut and

pharynx are clearly visible in most embryos. All mutants display abnormal

gut position and birefringence. Head and Ëaíl abnormalities are observed in

many indivíduals. Mutants show very spasmodic twitching and movements \^r-lthlll

the egg, which is abnornal as compared to the free movements observed in

the wild-type.

Class 6: Prehatching

ernb-9(g34): Embryos arrest just prior to hatching. Most of the wonn is

completely fonned, but head and tail abnormalities are vísib1e (fig. 43 arb).

All individuals move nonnally inside the egg before they die; I-2 7" of the

animals hatch before dying (table VIII).

ernb-15: Arrested indivíduals are visibly indistinguishible from the

early pretzel stage of the wlld-type (Fíg. 43crd). All muÈanrs move normally

inside the egg before they eventually die (Table VIII).

ernb-24: Mutants are noË visibly different at arrest frorn the late pret-

move nornally insidesËage of the wild-type (Fig. 43erf). All individuals

egg before Ëhey die (Table VIII).

let-2(e25. e3O. p.37): All three mutants arrest as late pretzels (tabte

VIII). fhere are three visibly dÍfferent phenotypes observed at arrest. Em-

bryos of g25 display numerous head and tail defects; in addition 2-3 7" }late}:-

before dying (Fie. 44d). Embryos of g3O (the reference allele) show a variety

of head, tail and cuticle defects; all indivíduals die prior to hatching

(nig. 44a-c). Embryos of g37 display severe head, tail and cuticle defects;

zeL

the
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Figure 42 toop-pretzel terminal phenotypes of arresËed enb-29

embryos aE 25.5oC. Standard orientation: anterior, right;

dorsal, top. (arb and e) Three different optícal planes

of the same emb-29 ernbryo; (d) birefringence of E-cells

in same individual shown in (a) Polarization optics;

(erf and g) three dífferent ernb-29 indíviduals at arrest.

All mutanËs arresË at the loop-pret,zel stage (see Table

VIII). Nomarskí optics. Bar = 10 ¡rm.
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Figure 43 Pretzel stage ternÍnal phenotypes of arrested enb-9(934),

erob-l5 and emb-24 ernbryos (2 different individuals each)

at 25.5oC. Standard oríentation: anterior, right; dorsal,

top. (a,b) enb-9(34); (c,d) enb-15 and (e,f) e¡nb-24

embryos. All mutants arrest aÈ pretzel stage (see

Table VIII). Nomarskl optics. Bar = 10 pm.
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Figure 44 Pretzel stage ter¡ninal phenotypes of arrested

Let-2(g3},g25,g37) embryos (Z aitterent individuals each)

at 25.5oC. Standard orientation: anterior, right; dorsal,

top. (a-b) 1et-2(g3o); (c,d) Ier-2(e25) and (e,f)

Let-2(g37). All mutants arrest at pretzel stage (see

Table VIII). Nomarski optics. Bar = 10 Ftrn.
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all indíviduals die prior to hatching (Fig.

normal but resËricted movements inside the

malities ín body formation.

Class 7: Osmotic
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44e) . All 1et-2 mutants shor"¡

egg, presumably due to the abnor-

ernb-3O: Embryos arrest as multinucleaÈed I Ëo 4-ce11 stages (99 7") (rig.

45a) or rarely as lima-bean arresters (1 %) (fi.g. 15 b and c). Eggs of Ëhis

nutant are osmotically sensítive, especially outside the mother. On agar Ëhe

eggs are very swollen and sone burst. Occasionally, indivíduals are found thaÈ

develop up to the lima-bean stage before arrest, ínvariably displaying abnonnal

gut position also seen in birefringence (Table VIII) and in some individuals,

muscle twitching.

3.8 Summary of Results

A varlety of specific but somewhat variable defects have been observed

in different stages of embryogenesis in 25 emb mutants of the GötÈingen set

at the non-permissive tenperature (25.SoC). The results are summarized j.n

Table IX and Fig. 46.

Most emb nutants dísplay one or more cellular defects from fertilization

through zygote formation up Èo the 2-cell stage, notably the absenee of pro-

nuclear fusion or polar bodies, abnormal position of the pseudocleavage or

first cleavage p1ane, anomalous cytoplasnic streaming, eggshell defects, extra

nuclei, endomitosis and arrest at the one-cell stage (Table III, see section

3.4.1). tline mutants (ernb-6(g36), enb-9(g34), emb-lrtr, emb-24, emb-29, emb-31,

emb-33, enb-35 and 1et-2(g30) show no developmental defects to the 2-ce11

stage.

From the 2 to 100-ce11 stages, the early proliferation phase of embryogenesis,

all mutants, except emb-9(g34), emb-17, ernb-l8, emb-29, emb-32, emb-33 and

è-r
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Figure 45 Variable terrninal phenotypes of arrested enb-30 ernbryos

at 25.5oC. Standard orientation: anterior, right; dorsal,

top. (a) ernb-3O, multi-nucleated embryo arrested at

l-cell stage (osnotic); (brc) ernb-3O embryo as a Iíma-

bean arrester (see Table VIII). Nomarski optics, left;

PoLarízation optics, righÈ. Bar = 1O ¡rm.
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sumrnary of embryonic cell lineage and developmental defects in
temperature-sensit.ive emb mutants at the non-perroissive temperature

(25.5oc)

Developrnental eventsa
Gene name

Early defects
fron fertÍ1i-
zation to

2-ce11 stag.b

Developmental

defects from

2 to 100-ce11
cstage

Cell lineage
ddetect s

E-cel1

defects

emb-5 (gt6)
enb-5 (e65)

enb-6 (g36)

ernb-9 (g34)

enb- I 3

enb-l 5

ernb- 16

enb-17

enb-18

emb-21

emb-22

emb-23

erob-24

ernb-25

ernb-26

emb-27

erub-28

ernb-29

erub-30

einb-31

enb-32

emb-33

enb-34

ernb-35

let-2 (g30)

zye-2 (e57)

(-)
(-)
+

+

(- )
(-)
+

(-)
(-)
(-)

(-)
(-)
(-)
+

(-)
(-)
(-)
+

+

(-)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(-)

(-)
(-)
+

(-)

_X

+

+

+

(- )
(- )

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-X

(-)
(-)
(- )
(-)
+

(-)
+

(- )
+

(-)
+

X

(- )

+

+

+

(-)
+



Footnotes to Table IX

Data from Tables III, V, VI, VII and VIII and Figure 20. A plus sign

indicates Èhat the event appears identieal to the wild-type event; a minus

sign indicates that the event is vísibly different from the wild-type

event; a bracketed minus sign índicates abnormal events not occurring in

all mutant individuals; an X indicates the stage of arrest (and death).

Only those events that have been found visibly abnormal in at least one

mutant are included. At least 1O índividuals have been examined for each

mutant. EvenÈs include: cytoplasmic streaming, pseudocleavage, mígra-

tion of pronuclei, fusion of pronuclei, polar bodies, cytoplasmic

granules (shape and size), mitosis, membrane reformation, size of AB

versus size of

(see text, 3.4.

cel1 after the first division and egg she1l shape

Only those events that have been found visibly abnormal in at least

one of 3 or more indlviduals examined are included. Events ínclude:

cytoplasmic granules (shape and size), shape of blastocoel, cel1 size

and shape, cell position and presence of pseudopodia on cel1 surfaces

(see text, 3.A'.3).

Only those events that have been found visibly abnornal in at least one

muÈant of 3 or more indivlduals examined are included. Events include:

overall time required to reach the lOO-ce11 stage, time' sequence' and

direction of cell divisions (see text 3.4.2).

Only those everits that have been found visibly abnornal in at least three

mutants of 3 or more individuals examined are included. Events include:

gastrulation (migration of E-ce11s), direction of E-cell divisions

and posítions of E-cells at the tOO-cell stage (see text,3.4.4).

Pt

1).
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Figure 46 Relation of TSP's and terrninal phenotypes to the mode

of gene expression of enb gene mutants. Developmental

tine is from left to right as defined by wild-type,

the developmental events, represented across the top

of the figure. The sgþ 9.o.", grouped in classes accor-

ding to mode of gene expression, are ordered ¡,¡ithin a

class according to TSP. Spbols, | .ror*"1 execut.ion

sÈage; I aet..ti.ve execution stage (--- apparent TSP

defíned by the two arrov/");JWarrest stage. Open arrows

indicate detenninatíons (defined by shifting eggs) ln

which the execution stages could be earlier (Fron Isnenghí

et al., 1982, by perroission).
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1et-2(g3O), show a wide variety of cellular and morphological abnornalíties.

These included abnornal cytoplasoic granules (yolk), pseudopodia, prolonged

mítosis and membrane reformation, cytoplasmic "plaques" after division and

exÈra nuclei (Table IX, see section 3.4"3).

All mutants, except emb-l5, display defects in cell lineage Parameters

including overall rate, sequence, and direction of cell divisions duríng de-

velopnoent to the lQO-cell stage (or earlier stage of arrest). Some defects

here are correlated with early defects, especially to an abnormal first di-

vision cleavage plane (see above) (Table IX, see section 3.4.2). In the

extreme case, emb-22 was three times slower than rn¡ild-type.

Nine mutants ernb-5G.!l¿_gÉÐ, emb-l3, emb-l6, emb-22, emb-23, emb-28t

(in E-cell division,ernb-29 and emb-31 show gastrulation defects per se

tining or direction, E-cell nigration or blastocoel forrnation) or later ab-

normalities in E-cell lineage or position before the lOO-cel1 stage (tabte

IX, see section 3.4.4).

The relation between the temperature-sensitive period (TSP), develop-

mental defects and the terminal phenotypes of 25 SqÞ g.tt" nutants (Isnenghi

et al., 1982) is shown Ín Fígure 46. For 14 genes maternal gene expression

is necessary and sufficient for norrnal embryogenesis, fot 2 genes zygotic

expression is necessary and sufficient, for 7 genes either maternal and/or

zygotl.c expression is sufficient and for 2 genes both rnaËernal and zygotic

expression are necessary (Fig. 46).

At arrest, many mutants show signs of abnornal morphology ("monsterst')

and degeneration. Muscle twitching, But birefringence, and other lineage-

specific events were identified. According to their st.age of arrest at 25.5oC

(terminal phenotype), seven classes of nutants have been distinguished com-

parable to wild-type enbryonic stages of development: 1. Before proliferation
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(ernb-27); 2. EarLy proliferation (emb-6(g36) and enb-21); 3. Mid prolifer-

arion (ernb-25); 4. øarly morphogenesis (ernb-5(gl6, g65), emb-13, emb-16,

erob-l7. enb-18, emb-22, emb-23, emb-28, emb-31, emb-32, emb-33, emb-34,

emb-35, anð, zye-2(g57)); 5. Late morphogenesis (enb-29); 6. Prehatching

(emb-9(g34), emb-15, ernb-24 and let-2(g30); 7. Osrnotic (emb-30) (fig. +0)

(see section 3.4.5).

Besides the reproducible defects observed in all indíviduals of a

uutant, there were also variable defects occasionally observed. One of 4

ernb-28 embryos displayed a non-random segregatÍon of extra nuclei in the

early divisions of the precursor cell línes. One individuat of ernb-5 (g16)

showed premature PO (eennline precursor) dÍvisions followed by supernumerary

divísions of 22 and. 23 (before the 100-cel1 stage) (see section 3.4.2-3).
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CHAPTER 4

4.4 Discussion

The cellular phenotypes have been described f.or 28 temperature-sensitive

mutations, defining 25 genes, causing arrest of ernbryonic development. in Caeno-

rhabditis elegans. Employing Nomarski differenÈial-contrast microscopy coup-

led with high resolution video-tape recordings, the dírect comparison of the

behavior of cells in living mutant embryos wiÈh the reproducible and inva-

riant wild-type pattern has allowed the identification of early defect.s in

embryonic cell lineage, lat.er vísible cellular anormalíties, and the termi-

na1 phenotypes aË the stage of arresÈ, all at the non-permÍssive temperature

(25.5oC). MutanËs in each g*Þ g.rr" display a distinctive combination of de-

fects. Ifhere there r¡rere t\¡ro or more mutant.s Ín the same gene, alleles could

be distinguíshed frorn each other.

4.4.1 Pleíotropy of emb mutants

A rnajor and perhaps the most striking characteristic of embryonLc mu-

tants including the Göttlngen set (C-set) described above is the pleíotropy

observed both at the cellular 1evel and Ín the ¡nultiple stages of arrest (see

Cassada et al., 1981; Isnenghi et al., I9B2). Cassada et al. (1981) have

shovm that six emb mutants (described in the Results, enb-5(g16), -15, -17,

-29, -3O and -33) display only the embryonic-lethal phenotype, regardless

of when ln the life-cycle (Ll or L4) they are shifted to the non-perníssive

temperature. Twenty-th7o mutants (emb-5(g65), -6(g36), -9(39), -13, -16, -18,

-2I, -22, -23, -25, -26, -27, -28, -31, -32, -34, -35, let-2(g25, g30, g37)

and zyg-2(g57)) have various secondary phenotypes (e.g. are gonadogenesis de-

fective (Con) or accumulate at intermediate gro\"rth stages (Acc) ), depending

on when in the life cycle they are shifted to the non-permissive temperature
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(notably for Ll). Sinilar pleiotropy

Harvard (tt) sets of em.bryonic arrest.

Vanderslice and Hirsh, I976; I,Iood et

renberg et al., 1980).
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¡vas observed ín the Boulder (n) and the

mutanËs (Hírsh and Vanderslice, 1976;

al., 19BO; Miwa et al., 1980; Schie-

A nr¡nber of plausible explanations can be put forth to explain thís

phenomenon. Firstly, although all emb mutants $rere back-crossed at least

twice (see Cassada et al., 19Bi), they still could carry rnulttple mutations

that rnight account for the dual phenotypes observed. At present, no data is

available on the reversion rate of emb mutants of Ëhe G set (Cassada pers.

comm.). However, in the B set of ernbryonÍc mutants (ryg, zygotíc defective

mutants) it has been shown that mutants co-revert both phenotypes following

mutagenesis at frequencies suggesting a single step is sufficient (Vander-

slice and Hirsh, 1976). ftris result irnplies that the dual phenotypes rnight

reflect requirements for the same gene product at two different stages during

the life cyc1e. Like embryogenesis, the larval períod between hatching and

the adult stage is developrnentally very demanding. Thus emb mutants display-

ing defects in other phases of the life cycle may be in genes that control

general metabolic pathways and/or functions. Such pleÍotropic mutants have

been described in Drosophila: deep orange, affecting pterídine synthesis

(Garen and Gehring, 1972) and rudimentary, deficient for pyrimidines (Udrby,

1973). Secondly, inconplete penetrance roay be associated with the polyphasic

phenotypes observed (Tinoféeff-Ressovsky and Tinoféeff-Ressovsky, 1926). Fi-

nally, phenotypic expression of most ts muÈants depends on exact and precise

experímental conditions. Cassada et al. (1981) point out that starvation at

the perroissive temperature (besides producing qualitative differences) seeus

to produce defects similar to heat in ts mutants (e.g. sublethal phenotypes).

These observations confim that ts rnutants are rarely completely norrnal aÈ

the permissive ternperaÈure (Suzuki et al., l97O).
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4.4.2 InterPretation of the progeny tests and temperature-shift daÈa in

relation t.o developmental defects

Before discussing the ce11ular and developmental defects described in the

results above, the reader should consider a ntnnber of important points regarding

the inËerpret.ation of the progeny tests and temperature-shift experlments.

Progeny test (see section 2.4.11, Fig. 15 and Table rr) for parenÈal

effects on enbryogenesis define flve possible classes of mutants according

to the mode of gene expressíon (Hirsh eÈ a1., 1976, 1977; Miwa et al., l98o;

Tsnenghi et al., 1982). Mutants may be characterized as: maternal necessary

and sufficient for normal embryogenesis (denoted GM class); either maternal

or zygotic gene expression necessary and sufficient (eZ class); maternal and

zygotLc expression both necessary (Z¡,t class); zygotic necessary and sufficient

(ZZ class); paternal expression. necessary and suffícíent for norrnal enbryoge-

nesis. 0f the total of 58 emb mutants so far reported in the G, B and H sets,

58 Z have been found to be maternal necessary (GM) and 27 % maternal suffi-

cíent (GZ) (cf. Isnenghi et al., 1982). The classification of a mutant as

a strict maternal (CU) does not rnean t,hat the allele Ís not expressed ín the

embryo; it means only that the ernbryonic expression alone ís not necessary

or sufficlent. for survíva1.

Temperature-shift experiments provide additional inforroation about the

tirne(s) during or before embryogenesls during which the wild-type action of

the mutationally defined gene is required (Suzukl, l97O; Hirsh and. Vander-

slice, 1976). ny shifting embryos Ín different developrnental stages from the

non-permissive to Ëhe perroissive temperature (down shift) and from the per-

missive to the non-perrnissive temperature (up shift), the invesÈigator can

establish the beginning and the end of the temperature-sensitÍve period (TSp).

The earliest point in tirne when any embryos, shífted do¡^m from the non-per-
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missive to the permissive temperature, display a non-mutant phenotype is de-

fined as the beginning of the TSP. Sinllarly, the end of the TSP is the ear-

liest point in time when embryos shifted from the permissíve to the non-per-

missíve temperaËure no longer result in as mutant phenotype. Alternatively,

the TSp for ts mutants begins at the time marked by the 50 % poínt in the

dovmshift curve and ends at a similar point in the upshift curve (Suzuki,

1970). Figure 46 summarizes the results of the temperature-shíft experiments

carried out by Isnenghi et a1. (i982), using the 50 % criterion.

A varlety of different Ëypes of curves are generated in temperature-shift

experirnents, Hirsh and Vanderslice (L976) have díscussed some specific exanples

of the many possible interpretations of such experiments. ìÍiwa et al. (1980)

(ín analogy to the tenninology of Hartwell et al., 197O) state that two ope-

raËionally defined "executionrr stages are determíned by the two temperature-

shíft experlments respectively. The upshift curve defines the norrnal execution

stage (mX) for a ts process, the end of a períod duríng which it normally

occurs. Embryos shifted up before thaÈ stage do not hatch, but those shifted

later have irreversibly executed the normal gene function and hatch. The

downshift curve defines the defectlve execution stage (DEX). Embryos grown

aÈ the non-pernissive temperature and shifted down before the defectlve exe-

cution stage develop norrnally. Those shífted down later have already executed

Ëhe defective gene function írreversibly and express the mutant phenotype.

Miwa et al. (1980) point out that the DEX can occur at a developrnental time

before, simultaneous \,¡-ith, or after the NEX, generati.ng different types of

temperat.ure-shift curves. The advantages of this tenninology are clear in

the case where the DEX occurs after the NEX; the simplistic inÈerpretation

of the temperature-shift data would have suggested that the TSP ends before

it begins (however, there are stíll other interpretaÈíons).
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Taken together, the progeny tests and temperature-shift experiments pro-

vide valuable information regarding the parental effects on embryogenesis

and the time of action of t,he mutationally defined gene. I{owever, as Wood et

al. (1980) state' mutant TSPs are subject to so roany different interpret.a-

tions that conclusions abouË the nature of the gene products based on thern

must be severely restricted. Thís is especially true since in all 3 sets of

emb mutants isolated, the nature of the defect has yet to be established blo-
chemícally at the molecular 1evel. For example, some ts mutants will be

temperature-sensiËive only for synÈhesis (TS ) of the mutanË gene product of

the gene (sadler and Novíck, 1965). Thus, if the producË of the gene (pre-

sr:mably a protein) was already synthesized at the permissive temperature,

it is actíve at eiËher the permlssive or non-permíssive temperature. If syn-

thesized at the non-permissive temperature, it isþctive at either tempera-

ture. Products of other ts mutants remain temperature-sensitive unÈíI func-

tlon (tl, for temperature labile; Sadler and Novíckr 1965); that Ís, regardless

of the temperature of s1mÈhesis of the gene product, it is active at the per-

míssíve temperature and inactive at the non-perroissive temperature. This

does not irnply ultimate gene action; for example, mutant gene products (íní-

tially TL) night be heat labíle before they become incorporated. with other

coEponents, and once assenbled into a structure, become stable at the non-

pernissive temperature. These properties are likely allele-specific as well
as gene-specíffc; thus the TSp is also in part allele-specific.

Isnenghi er al. (1982) have defined rhe TSps

Tab1e II) as the time range between the defective

the normal executi.on stage (NEX). However, without

is TSS or TL (and that has not been established),

for 25 emb genes (G set;

executíon stage (¡nX) an¿

knowing whether a mutant

ít is still unclear whether
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the TSP represents the period of protein synthesis, the period of action

or the poínt of incorporation into a structure for a gene product. In the

case of maternal genes, stored maternal messenger RNAs may be involved. Ne-

vertheless, it is clear that Ëhe TSP is related to a period of gene action

in one of these senses. It ís plausíble to suggest that in most mutants the

function (or protein synthesis if TSS) as defined by the mutant, begins at

or before the DEX and is complete aË or after the NEX. Functíon and/or syn-

thesis of a gene product may or may not coincide in time rrrith those cellular

events in embryogenesis for which the normal gene action is vita1.

In the subsequenË discussion I have assumed that each of these emb mu-

tants define a gene function required for embryogenesis and that the ts

phenotype can result from defects in eÍther synthesis (e.g. nRNA translation)

or action of the gene product (protein) of the mutant gene at the non-per-

missive temperat,ure.

4.4.3 Action of maternal genes

fhe progeny-effect tests carried out by Isnenghi et al. (1982) on the

G set shows that for 14 of 25 ernb genes maternal gene expression (GM) is

sufficient for survival of the embryo (nig. 46). The high proportíon of ma-

ternal emb mutants observed is in agreement with results on both the B and

H sets of embryonic mutants (I^Iood et al., 1980; Miwa et al., 1980): The

most likely int,erpretation is that the ts product is donaËed to the oocyte

by the maternal ovary and is not a product of the zygotic genome. In thls

regard, these mutants are simílar to t.he maternal effect mutants of !ro-

sophíla, grandchtldless (rielding, 1967), fused (Counce, 1956), and bicaudal

(nutt, 1966), rhe lemon uutation in Bomby-:< (Tsujita, 1961), and the o mu-

tatÍon in axoloËl (Humphrey, 1966). Ihe high roaternal component observed in
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the B, H and G sets indicates that the orderly execution of embryogenesis

in C.elegans is established before embryogenesis begins by the expression

of ruaternal genes i.n gonadogenesis or oogenesis. These results are in agree-

nent wiËh the model of íntracellular preprograûtring of Ëhe uncleaved egg

of C.elegans proposed by Deppe et al. (1978), deduced from the study of

the cleavage pattern of cell líneage in wild-type C.elegans embryos and

classical results. The high uaternal component of geneÈic information in-

volved in embryogenesis ín C.elegans compares favourably with the high na-

ternal component observed ín other eukaryotic organisms (reviewed by Davíd-

son, I976).

4.4.4 Phenocopy

It ís quite easy to induce characteristic phenocopies of certain mutant

phenotypes chemically and physically in the wild-type (and enb mutant) em-

bryos. In particular, most of the early events which occur imrnediately after

fer:--i-lf.zatíon up to Lhe 2-ce11 stage can be phenocopied (see Table III).

Such phenocopies are produced in several !,rays. First, when l-ce11 eggs

within the adult in the gonad are dissected out of the gonad in rnedir¡m too

early, or second when free eggs at slightly later times contacL the new (pCS-

free) Zeiss ímmersion oil after it leaks 1n under a cover glass, incompleËely

sealed with vaselíne or Voltalef oil. The new Zeiss immersíon oil is toxic

to adults and just-fertilized eggs, whereas the old (PCB containing) Zeiss

immersion oil is innocuous to both adults and eggs (J. Sulston, pers.corutr.;

pers. observation). It appears Ëhat when just-fertílized eggs come in contact

with the new immersion oil, ít is absorbed into the egg (presuoably the egg-

shell is not completely formed at this stage). Under Ëhe light microscope

oil droplets are clearly visible in the cytoplasm whenever phenocopies are

observed thereafter. Abnorrnalitíes in cytoplasmic streaming, pseudocleavage,

roigratíon and fusion of the pronuclei, and osmotic effects are seen.
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Phenocopíes can be induced in a third r¡ray as a result of excess pres-

sure applied on the enbryo vrith the cover glass during t.he preparation of

Èhe specluen or during observation (see section 2.A.6). Increased pressure

on the coveÍ glass arises due to having too thick an agar pad so that the co-

ver glass is pushed down by the lOO x oil objectfve during observatíon; Èhe

embryo becomes visibly squeezed, flattened (and in some cases ruptured and

squashed) leading to many phenocopied defects. For instance, the íncreased

pressure can alter the pseudocleavage plane in elther direcËion, inhibitÍng

pronuclei mígration and fusion, or shift the posítion of the spindles at the

first cleavage resulÈing ín changes in the size ratio between the AB and p,

cel1s fn either dlrection. The only defect that I have not managed Èo pheno-

coPYr either by chernical or physical means, is the appearance of multiple-

nuclei.

The results presented 1n Table III and dlscussed in section 3.4.1 are

not due to phenocopies slnce: (1) all preparation followed the protocol out-

lined in Materials and Methods; (Z) aff mounts judged as beíng inferior were

discarded; (3) only old Zeiss ímmersion o11 (pcn-conËalning but non-toxic for

worns) was used duríng observation; (4) ten or more Índivfduals were examined

and each run of the experlment involved only one embryo each from any one

mother and (5) each set of experíments for each lndividual 39þ g.o" was per-

formed on a number of different days and the defects observed were ínvariant

between Èhe separate experimental runs.

4.4.5 Cellular abnornalities from ferÈilization to the lOO-cel1 staee (or

earlier stage of arrest)

4.4.5.1 Osmotically sensitive eggs

All mutants examined dísplay a variety of cellular abnormalities early

on' even Íf they tenninate development much later. The earliest embryoníc

rli
'i,
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defect detected (table rrr) is observed in eggshell formation (scs). Most

enb-30 adults (99 "Å) produce a sma1l nr:rnber of fIat, soft, osmotically sen-

sitlve eggs, w'ith a visíbly defective eggshell (fig. tS). In all likelihood,
the abnornality observed ís due to defects in components requÍred in eggshell

or inner plasrna membrane fornation. In normal embryogenesis the for¡nation of

the eggshell with associated membrane occurs right after ferLilízation; thus

the temperature-sensitíve process ín ernb-3o individuals must be at or before

f'ertiLízatlon. The results of the tenperature-shift experiments (ptg. 46)

support this hypothesis, since the defective executíon occurs at fertili-
zation (or before), and the product of the gene must be transcribed and trans-
lated in oogenesÍs or at least around. fertrLization.

Based on the biochenistry of the other nematode eggsr the eggshell ís
composed chlefly of protefns, chitin and "llpÍd-I1ke" layers (sira, rgTl).
Presumably this complex structure requlres the expression of a large ngmber

of genes. In addition to emb-30, nine other genes (not described here) emb-g,

-lI, -I2, -14, -19, -2O, zyg-3, -5 and zye-7(bl8g) (Schierenberg er a1., l9B0;

cassada et al., 1981; I¡Iood et al., 19go) display the osnotic phenotype at

their (varÍable) stage of embryoníc arrest. At present ít is still unclear

whether the eggshell or plasma membrane or both are responsible for osmoregu-

lation. Perhaps Èhe eggshellrs main function is not for osmoregulation func-

tlons per se but to provide physical protection for the embryo from its ex-

ternal environment; the inner plasma membrane may functlon analogously to

the exËra ernbryonic membranes seen in cleidoíc eggs.

All these eggshell mutanÈs may represenÈ a

of the pathway responsible for the formation of

plasma membrane. InÈerestíngly, osmotic mutants

near unc-3 on linkage group I (Fig. l4). Cassada

small sub-set of the genes

the eggshell and/or ínner

appear to be concent,rated

et a1. (t9gO) suggest that



perhaps enb-14 and enb-l9 are pseudocomplernenting a1le1es of the

or associated genes. This question can only be resolved with the

lysís of these genes, currenËly in progress.
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same gene

further ana-

4.A.5.2 Defects in polar body forrnation

In the wild-type, the oocyte matures through meiosis I as it passes down

the oviduct and arrest.s at diakinesis I as it reaches the spermatheca. At

the spernatheca, the oocyte conÈacts numerous spern before being squeezed

through a constricti.on that separates the sperrnatheca from the uterus.

After supernumerary spenn mígrate off the zygote, the oocyte nucleus be-

gins its reductive division, and the eggshell is forned. Two polar bodies

are extruded, one before inner membrane formation, one thereafter. Then the

oocyte and sperm pronuclei fuse and cleavage begins (Nlgon, rg4g). The ab-

sence of polar bodies (rns; Table rrr) in some embryos of emb-l8, emb-22,

ernb-3O and all emb-27 embryos rnÍght reflect the failure of the oocyËe to

begin its normal reductive dlvisions before fertili zatior^. All four mu-

tants whÍch dlsplay this abnormalíty belong to the maternal necessary and

sufficient class (cM; rig. 46), and for each mutanË the defectÍve execution

stage occurs at or before fertílÍzation, correlating well with the observed

defect.

It is plausible that for aîb-27 the absence of polar bodies is due to

the faílure of the oocyte to complete its normal reductf-ve division because

of defects assocíated wlth the assembly of the meiotic structure, for example,

in microtubule or spindle formation. 0n the other hand, t.he absence of the

polar bodies rnay be related to an earlÍer defect ín oogenesis. Recently,

Abdulkader et al. (I9BO) have isolated a serni-dominant ts sterlle mutation

in C.elegans (var. Bergerac) whÍch is ts betv¡een the beginning of the pachytene

stage and the beginning of the diakinetic stage I (before the first reductive

division). Electron microscopical ultra-structural characterization suggests
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that the mutation (t;") affects the regulation of membrane synthesís necessary

for the maturation of Ëhe pachytene cells (associated to the rachis) into

díakínesis I. Thus, individuals v¡hich carry Èhis nuÈation produce oocytes

blocked in neiotic I division. It is conceivable that the defect seen in

emF27 embryos is sinilar. The lack of polar bodles observed in eeþlZ embryos

may be a vfsible manifestat.ion of abnorroal oocyte maturation, also leading

to the early stage of arrest (table VIII, Fí9. 33).

In emb-30 embryos, only the second polar body is absent. It is possible

that the defect observed is due Ëo a similar mechanisrn but at meiosls II. Ilor'r-

ever, the absence of the second polar body rníght only be a secondary charac-

teristic of the osmotic sensitívity of the egg, based on the following con-

siderations. In the wlld-type, only two polar bodies of equal size are ob-

served after fertillzation. Norrnally one polar body is located between the

inner egg plasrna membrane and the eggshell (Fig. 4d), and the second polar

body is located between the enbryonic cell membranes and the plasrna membrane

(Fíg.4h). Presumably, the first polar body results from the first reductive

division, l¡trile the second polar body is the product of the seeond reductíve

divisÍon. In all emb-30 embryos examined, the only polar body observed is

positioned between the inner egg membrane and the eggshell (Fig. lB) and is

presumably the product of the fírst maturaÈion dlvision. Two possible ínter-

pretations could explaín the absence of the second polar body. It may have

been formed, but because the eggs are osmoËically sensitive, the cytoplasm

of the embryo svrells rapidly at fertilization and so could engulf the second

polar body, wiÈh the result thaÈ it fails Ëo mígraËe and/or complete its rni-

gration Èo the inner surface of the egg rnembrane and thus is not observed.

Alternatively, the mitotic strucËure of the oocyte may have been dlsturbed

by the sudden expansíon of the cytoplasm before the second reductive division
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that no second polar body would be forned or observed.. Both

equally plausible, and based on the techniques used here,

can be made between Èhem.

nuclei

4.A..5.3. I Multiple nuclei

rn the course of this ¡vork four emb mutants \^Iere found which displayed

extra nuclei early in developmenE.

emb-27 z rndividuals all ternínate development at the one-cell stage and

variably exhibit extra nuclei at arrest. In the embryos (lO "/") with no fuslon
of the maternal and pat,ernal pronuclei (Fig. 33a), one never sees extra nuc_

leí (unlike enb-30 embryos, in some individuals of whích the pronuclei di-
vide). However, in the rnajoríty of indivlduals (go "Á) the pronucrei fuse,
forroing the zygote, and nurtiple nuclei are later observed. (rig. 33b). rn
obvious explanation for the appearance of the extra nuelei would. be poly_

spenny. Il0wever, in more than 200 1-ce11 embryos examined, no extra pronuc_

leí were noted. Two other possible explanaÈions are that after the fusion
of the parental pronuclei, the nucleus of the zygote, may or may not undergo

a nr¡mber of DNA replicaËions, fo110wed, in any case, by endonltosis in the
absence of cytoklnesis. hlhichever hypothesis proves correct, it seems reason-

able that the normal expression and function of the ernb-27 gene product is
required for normal ce1l division; it may or may not be required. for the in_
itiation of chromosomal replícation and is probably not required for nuclear
divisíon' Maternal expressíon of ernb-27 is necessary and sufficient. rt is
transcribed and Ëranslated before or at, fertilization (rig. 46).

carried

replica-

nucleus

Microfluorimetrrc measurements and detailed cytology shourd be

out on embryos which display extra nuclei to d.eter¡nine whether DNA

tion has occurred from appearance and amount of DNA present in each

tÈ-
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(presurnably these embryos are aÈ least triploid, sinee no polar bodies are

observed ín any emb-27 indlvíduals). A problern for such study is the rapid

degeneration of the zygote after fertilization (inside the hernaphrodite

mother or outside in enbryoníc culture nedir:n); moreover, embryos inside the

adult take up stain very poorly.

There 1s already evidence that supports Ëhe hypothesis that ernb-27 em-

bryos are blocked only 1n cytokinesis and not. in DNA replication or nuclear

dívision. l,Iard and l"liwa (1978) have shor^m that unfertilized oocytes of C.

elegans, like other nematodes (Chitwood and Chitwood, 1950) undergo chromo-

somal replication and Èhe nucleus of the oocyte becomes many Ëlmes polyploid

and enlarged, all 1n the absence of cytokinesis. Embryos of zyg-I(bl), whlch

is also a 1-ce11 arrester, dlsplay extra nucleÍ whÍch continue endonitosis

in the absence of cytokinesis and are Feulgen-positive (Vanderslice and

Hirsh, Ig76). In addltion, the binucleated four-celI indÍviduals of emb-30,

after Hoechst 33258 stainíng showmitotic structures in all nucleí (Fig. 24).

Also in the post-ernbryonic mut.ant lin-5, all the post-embryonic precursor

cells for the venÈral nerve cord are blocked in cytokinesis (at metaphase),

but still have the ability to undergo a nr:mber of rounds of DNA replication,

becoming polyploid, as established by fluorimetric techniques (Albertson

et al., 1978). The extra nuclei noted here in emb-27 índividuals and other

emb mutants are in all likelihood not induced phenocopies (see sectíon 4.A'.4).

Individuals of ernb-3o arrest early ín developmenË, at the l-cell to 4-

ee1l stages. The nultiple nuclei observed in most (95 %) one-cell-arrest in-

dividuals (fig. l8a) can be interpreted as mentioned above for emb-27. How-

ever in other individuals, the extra nuclei arise by division of both pro-

nuclei, which never fuse (Fig. 18 b and c). The extra nuclei continue endo-

nitoses (Fig. l8d), and their nurnber increases until the egg beglns to de-
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generate (Fig. l$e). I{hether each of the extra nuclei contains a whole hap-

loid conplement of chromosoues was not determined. A sroall nr¡nber (3 Z) of

binucleated 1-cel1 embryos manage to undergo two normal-appearing ce1l di-

visions before arresting at the four-eell stage and display an exEra set of

mitotic flgures afÈer DNA staining. Fígure 24 shows Èhat. chromosomal segre-

gation but not necessaríly replication, occuls in each of the extra nuclei;

the distribution of DNA does noË appear to be equal.

The absence of migration or fusion of pronuclel in some indivlduals is

probably related to the osmotfc sensítivity of nearly all (99 %) enb-30 eggs.

A rapid change in the chemical equilibrir¡m within the cytoplasrn of the egg

night be enough to ínhibit the migration of the pronuclei, hence prevenLing

fusion as we1l. The subsequent division of the pronuclei and extra nuclei

may be explained in the same terns as suggested fot emb-27 indlviduals.

1,he mutations ernb-27 and enb-30 of the G set, emb-l and e¡nb-8 of the

H set and zyg-l of the B set all share a m:mber of common characterístics:

(I) absence of one (erob-3O) or both polar bodies (ernb-27)i (2) endomitosis

in the absence of cytokinesis (enb-27, eurb-3O and zyg-I); (3) extra nuclei

with DNA (Feulgen or Hoechst positive maEerial) ("yg-I and ernb-3O); (4)

eggs osmotlcally sensitive (ernb-8 and enb-30); (5) early arrest (a11 5

genes); (6) maternal gene expression necessary (a11 5 genes) and (7) ttre

gene products transcríbed and translated at or before fertillzation (all 5

genes). The mutationally defined genes rnight be defective in the synthesls,

assernbly or function of microtubules and/or their assocíated proteinsr e.8.

MAps (Microtubule-Assocíated Proteins). Such defects could lead to all the

abnornalities noted in all the above mutants since it is known that micro-

tubules functíon in cell divisíon, ce1l growth and cytoarchitecture in all

eukaryotes (Spooner, 1975).
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4.4.5.3.2 Segregation of extra nuclei

A doubly binucleated two-cell stage embryo of emb-28 was found at 25.5oC

and its lineage followed (see section 3.4.3). The sequence, direction and

tiroing of embryonic dívíslons were identical to those observed for oËher

individuals of enb-28 (Fig. 20). The early events from fertilization up to

the 2-ce11 stage \^Iere not. observed for this embryo, so I do not know how the

extra nuclei originated. Polyspermy rnight account for the extra nucleí. On

the other hand, they rnay have formed before the fusion of the parental pro-

nuclei, i.e. the pronuclei could divide once, followed by the fusion of only

tlro of the pronuclei, one maternal and one paternal. 0r an ext,ra round of

nuclear division of the zygote nucleus could occur before the first cell di-

vision, or an extra division of both nuclei at the 2-ce11 stage.

Figure 23 shows the paÈtern of segregation of each extra nucleus after

each mitosis. The apparent non-random segregaËíon of the extra nucleus to

one specific daughËer cell and not to another is rather puzzLing. There are

two patterns of segregation of extra nuclei, symmetric i.e. replicative and

asymmetríc. After the first and third, fourËh and fifth divisions of the AB

cell line and the divisions of P, and Íts first daughters, the extra nucleus

in each cell is replicated (dívíded) and symmetrically segregated to both

the daughter cel1s. Asymrnetric segregation of the unreplicated (undivided)

extra nucleus occurs during the second AB division and the first two dj.visions

of 3 of the 4 somatic blast cells (excluding D) generated by the p, cell and

that of P, .
4

In the symnetric pattern of segregation of extra nuclei, the normal nuc-

leus shows normal mitotic structures associaËed with cell division (i.e.

spindles, metaphase plate, anaphase and telophase) while the extra nucleus

displays only nuclear membrane breakdown, is presumably replicated (not seen),
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and its daughter nuclei segregate and form after each division round. Nothing

else related to miLosis occurs, as judged from the high-resolution video re-

cordings. In the asymmetric pattern, the extra nucleus does not replicate

to yield two daughter nuclei, though boËh nuclear membrane breakdovm and

reformation is observed. At the 55-ce11 stage, the extra nucleus in each bi-

nucleated ce11 is approxirnately half the size of the normal nucleus.

The replication and segregation of the extra nuclei appear to follow the

underlying lineage segregation decisions and division paËLern seen in the

embryonic cleavages of the wild-type. The replication and symmetric segrega-

tion of the extra nuclei observed in the first two asymmetric divisi-on of

the P, descendants could be associated with the generation of four of Lhe

five embryonic cel1 lines. Once the precursor ce1l line (which contains I

extra nucleus) is established, the extra nucleus ceases nuclear replicat,ion

and is asymmetrically segregated to the posÈerior daughter cell at each

symnetric di-vision of its posterior mother. The para11el segregation of an

extra unreplicated nucleus at the second division of the AB, followed by

the symmetric segregaËion of extra replicated nuclei after each symmetric

division of the binucleaËed ce1l rnight be relat.ed to the bilaterally sym-

metrical structures arising in postembryoni-c development from the second

(1eft-right) embryonic division of the AB lineage (Sulston and Horvitz,

1977). Based on the one such individual observed, the above theory is rather

tenuous. More binucleated emb-28 embryos must be sought and analyzed at the

1i-neage 1evel .

The pattern of extra nuclei seen in a few emb-22 individuals (3 nuclei

in the AB ce11 and 3-4 nuclei in the P, ce11) at the two-cell stage is stri-

kingly similar to that observed in the emb-3 embryos of the H set (Schieren-

berg et, al., 1980) and comparable to zyg-3(b65) and zyg-8 individuals of the
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B set (I^lood et al., 19SO). Both enb-3 and ernb-22 produce a 4-ce11 stage di-

recÈly from Èhe one-cell stage (see section 3.4.3) resulting in an indivi-

dual containing Èwo AB and two p, cells. rn zyg-3(b65), the first divisíon

always yields three cells rather than two, whlle zyg-B produces three or

four blastomeres after the first cleavage. tr^Iood et al. (l9BO) suggest that

t.he primary lesion in zyg-8 embryos is an oocyte defect in the block of poly-

spentry' since more than thlo pronucleÍ were observed before the first clea-

vager reminiscent of the símultaneous fours observed by Boverl (1888) as a

result of spontaneous disperroy in Ascaris. Alternatively, the authors point

out that a sperü defect could also allow bypass of the normal block to poly-

speriny. It appears that the former hypothe"i" i"],leorrect explanation for the

generation of a four-cell stage directly from a one-cell stage in both ernb-3

and enb-22, based on thlo arguments: (1) although no extra pronuclei were

observed in any emb-22 or emb-3 individual after fertilization up to the two-

cell st.age' one cannot conclude that polysperny does not occur in a few in-

dividual eggs and (2) one would predict, based on Ëhe progeny tests (pig.

15) that if the mutation leads to a sperm defect, both these mutants would

be paternally rescued, and this does not occur (Fig.46); both ernb-3 and

emb-22 are maternal necessary and sufficient. However, in the case of zyg-ï

embryos paternal rescue occurs (I,trood et a1., 1980) and leads one to belÍeve

that the dlsperrny observed in this nutant is a result of defective sperln

morphogenesis.

The cell lineage of one emb-22 4-ce11 sÈage enbryo arising directly

from a one-cell stage was follor¿ed. As in the r^ríld-type, the descendants of

the AB cell divided synchronously, whereas the P, cells divided in a typical

asyrnmetric pattern, before arrest at the l6-ce11 st.age. The spindle morpho-

logy was normal, i.e. the centriolar region at, the pole appears spherical in
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the incipíent somaEic daughter and disc-shaped in the ineipient gerrn-line

daughter (Schierenberg, 1978). These results support the hypothesis that the

behavior of the P, ce1ls represents the prelocalizatíon of cytoplasmic deter-

minants (gem line determinants and perhaps other determinant.s as)mmetrically

distributed ro the daughters of the pl) in the uncleaved egg (Deppe et a1.,

I978; Schierenberg, l97B; Laufer er al., lgBO).

This hypothesis is based on a number of experlmental observations. Di-

spernie Ascaris eggs dívide in the first cleavage simultaneously into four

cells (Boveri, 1888). Depending on the position of the spindle, a 4-ce1l

egg w1th either 3 AB and 1 p, cell, 2 LB and 2 p, cels, or 1 AB and 3 p,

cells is formed. Boveri observed that P, cel1s (in all three types of eggs)

arise in that region of the cytoplasm which normally would have yielded the

P, ce1l. The AB cells (in all three configurations) \^rere so named because

they showed chromosome diminution. A similar result occurs when Ascaris eggs

are centrifuged until they are about to divide or have divided. If the eggs

were lying on their side, the cytoplasm that normally goes into a stngle p,

ce1l is dívided between two cells, which both behave like prr not displaying

chromosomal dininut.ion.

Using rhabdltin granules as a speciflc gut marker, Laufer et al., (1980)

carried out a series of experl-menËs on wíld-type embryos of C.elegans clea-

vage-blocked with colchlcÍne plus cytochalasin B. They denonsÈrated that in

cleavage-blocked 2, 4 and B-cell embryos the potential for gut differenti-

ation (based on the rhabditin fluorescence within a cell after several hours

incubation) is confined to the P, cell at the 2-ce11 stage and is then segre-

gated successívely into Ëhe EMSI cell at the 4-cel1 stage and into the E

cel1 at. the 8-ce11 stage. These results further indicate thaË cleavage beyond

the 2-ce11 stage is not required for some aspects of gut cell differenÈi-
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ation. fhey also suggest that no complicated ce11-cel1 interactions are

required for these asPects of gut cel1 deternínation, because the cleavage-

blocked 8ut precursor cells do not experience t.he cell contacts character-

istic of normal development. Instead they appear to become determined by the

asyrnmetric partitioning of cel1u1ar components during the generation of

somatic precursor ce1ls.

Taken together, these results lndicaËe that at least sone differenti-

ation events are segregated early in C.elegans and are independent of cell
cleavage and nuclear division. The next question is to what extent the pre-

clse programming of DNA replication cycles ís an absolute requiremenË of

differentíation. The drugs used in the above experiments did not block DNA

synthesis; it is possíble that the DNA could have undergone the requíred

nurnber of replication cycles necessary for triggering differentiation of

these cells, as found by satoh and rkegarni (lg8larb) in molluscs.

Recently, Laufer and von EhrensËein (198i) have tested the classical
model of egg cytoplasm preprogranming in C.elegans. Membrane-bound cel1 frag-
ments containing presumptive cytoplasrn of the somatic and gerrn line precursor

cel1s I¡rere extruded frorn the uncleaved egg or an early blastomere Èhrough

laser-induced holes in the eggshell. Inlhen I5-2o Z of the posterÍor cytoplasrn

is removed at or after the fusion of the pronuclei in the uncleaved eggs (a11

the presumptíve cytoplasrn nornally segregated into p, whÍch will glve rise
to the somatic precursor cells C and D and the germ line preeursor p 

4) , 60 "A

of the treated enbryos display no developmenÈal d.efects and give rise to

nonnal larvae which develop into fertile adults. lÍhen various âmounËs

(5-45 7") of posterior, ventral or dorsal cytoplasm are removed from pl, p2

or P, blastomeres' a majority of embryos develop nonnally, hatch and develop

into fertile adulÈs that lay a near nornal nr.mber of eggs.
:i:
:iii
i.:,i
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These experiments strongly suggest that the prelocalization of (at

least unbound) cytoplasmÍc deterrninants in the egg 1s probably not respon-

síble for the mosaic development, of C.elegans. I{owever, putaËive determinants

could be prelocalized in components not extruded¡ e.g. the cytoskeleton, an-

chored membrane proteins or the spindle.

The localizatíon of developmental pot.ential is not the only mechanisrn

which could lead to deËenninative differences ln the cytoplasmic composition

of ce1ls during ernbryogenesis (ttillman et al., 1972), however; it is probably

the most importanË for early enbryogenesis. The demonstratíon of the loca-

Lízed deterninants ín the enbryos of ctenophores, nemerteans, nematodes,

annelids, mollusks, arthropods, echinoderms and vertebrates, supports this

view (see Davídson, I976).

Ihe ontogeny of a 1ocalízation of developmental poÈential rnay involve

several steps. The det,erruinants which will be localized must be synthesized

in oogenesis' sperml-ogenesis and/or embryogenesis and then become asynme-

trfcally distributed by source and sink mechanisms or by actually being moved

to the appropriaËe site either before or after fertilization and be segre-

gated to the appropriate ce1l(s) during the early cleavage divisions. Nume-

rous mo.dels have been proposed, whereby a cheml-cal wave ín the membrane or

cytoplasm of the uncleaved egg sets up a gradient or boundaríes ín the con-

centration of some met.abolite or morphogen whlch night then províde positíon-

a1 information (reviewed by l^Iolpert, 1978). Other models invoke a ce1l cyto-

skeleton composed of microfilaroents and microtubules as a structural base

which functíons as an axis to specify the positional information needed

to localize determinanÈs in a given region of an oocyte or early ernbryo (re-

4.4.5.4 Abnormalities in pseudocleavaee

4.1.5.4.1 Abnornalities in pseudocleavage
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viewed by spooner, 1975>. rt has been suggested that the posiËion of the

pseudocleavage constríction observed Ín C.elegans night be a visible maní-

festation of the prelocalization of cytoplasmíc deterrnínants (Schierenberg,

1980).

Five mutants, emb-5(g16,g65) , -27, -30, -34 and zye-2(g57) display ab-

normalities in pseudocleavage (table III). Since emb-27 and ernb-3o of the

G set and emb-l of the II set all arrest at the one-cell stage, their ante-

rior-post,erior poLarízaLion is difficult to determine.

Ilhether the absence of pseudocleavage observed

duals (fable III, described in section 3.A.3) leads

l_n

to

some emb-34 indivi-

Èhe cellular defects

shorvn Ín Fig. 25 is questíonable. The abnormally long inÈerphases and pro-

longed ce11 divisions (Fig. 20) are probably related to the slovr nuclear

and cell membrane reformation observed after each division (Fig. 25a, b).

These observations suggest that the primary lesions in enb-34 indíviduals

affect the synthesis and/or the incorporation of components common Ëo

cell and nuclear membranes or associated cytoskeleton required throughout

proliferation. This is consÍst.enÈ \{'ith the results of both the temperature-

shift experinents and progeny tests; the TSP is very long and extends from

late in oogenesis throughout embryogenesis; both zygotíc and maternal gene

expression are necessary (Fig. 46).

The dírection of every cleavage and its equality or inequality depend

upon the direction and position of the mitotic figures, respectíve1y. These

are controlled by many factors, among vrhich the mosÈ important are the axis

of the cenÈrosome before divlsion and its relation to any inherent polarity

and structure of the cytoplasn (Spooner, 1975). Thus, the absence of pseudo-

cleavage in enb-34 and the abnormal position of the pseud.ocleavage constric-

tion in sone zyg-2(957) embryos (Fig. 19 b,c) mighr be relared ro rhe skewed
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cleavages, which give rise to daughter ce1ls of abnornal size and shape. Thls

hypothesis is based on the recent analysis of serial sectíon electron mlcro-

graphs of a nr¡mber of C.elegans embryos in early cleavages by von Ehrenstein

et al. (1981). ûrey have shown that Ín ínterphase different types of yolk

granules are randomly arranged within the egg. However, during cell divisíon

there is a cytoplasnic regionalizatíon of the different types of yolk gra-

nules, and only certain types segregate w'ithin the centriolar region of the

ce1l. Thus ít appears ËhaÈ the internal arrangement of yolk granules is af-

fected by the spindle. One can speculate that pseudocleavage night function

ín the ínitial distribution and partítioning of the different types of yolk

granules (including germ líne or P-determinants, Schíerenberg et al., 19BO)

within the uncleaved egg before the first cleavage. If Ërue, then a defect

in pseudocleavage could lead to an abnormal stratification of yolk granules

near the centriolar region, which could ln Èurn affect the spfndle posíÈion

and orientaËion, resulting ín a sker,red paËtern of dÍvÍslon. This hypothesis

is strengthened by the observations in some zyg-2(g57) embryos and all

zye-2(b2) indíviduals that the second and third division yields daughrers

of equal srze, and in emb-34 embryos the first p, divisíon gíves rise to

daughter cells of sirnilar norphology (ríg.25a, b, c). Laufer et al. (1981)

have suggested that these abnormal symnûetrical (spfral) cleavages represent

the preferred division pattern of topogenícally undetennl-ned cells.

4.A'.5.4.2 Abnornalities in AB-p, síze ratio

In the wild-type embryo at the two-ce1l stage the AB cell is about 20 7.

in dianeter than its posterior sister p, (Fig. 16a) (Schierenberg,

sone indivíduals of three emb genes display a variably altered ratio

to Pl sfze (Table III; secrion 3.4.3). Ir is evidenr rhar the diffe-

in AB to Pl cell size is due to a shift 1n the first cleavage plane

larger

1978).

in AB

rence
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1n one directíon or the other, leading to an abnormal partitioning of the
cytoplasn at the two-ce11 srage. In erob_5(g65) (ffg. l6c), enb_28 (ffg. I7f)
and zyg-2(g57), the AB ce11 in affected indívíduals is on average g-lo 

%

larger in díameÈer than normal while the p, ce1l is correspondingly sualler
than nonnal. Littre can be said about the possible consequence if any, of
this observed size dífference on the deveroping enbryo other Èhan that, in
these indíviduals, all the daughters generated after each division of the
AB and P, ernbryoníc brast ce1ls (MSt, E, c, D and po) are larger or smaller
respectively' No exact measurements of cel1 si.ze or volume could be uade be-
cause one is observing ín two dímensions, x and y, without a convenÍent mea_

surement along the z axis. rn addition, timing, sequence, direction and the
overall developmenÈal tÍme to reach the loo-cell stage is nonnar in affected
indivíduals as compared Èo other individuals of that genotype (Table V;
Fig' 20)' More dramatíc consequences are seen Ín emb-5(g16) indÍvlduals dis-
playing a p, cell ro z Larger than normal, and AB ro % smarler than normal,
so that both ce11s are of equal síze (FÍg.16b). All daughters of the p,
cel1 (MSt, E, c' D and po) are larger than norrnal, and the daughters of the
AB ce1ls all s¡naller than normal. rn one such indívídual, an earry po ce1l
divisíon occurred at the 3o-celr stage (FÍg.21a, b) follov¡ed by the super_
nr¡merary divÍsron of the 23 anð, 22 (germ line precursors) at the 60 and 102_
ce1l stage' respectively (Fig. 21c, d). This early dlvision of the po and
both lts daughter cells is very surprrsing; Ín nor¡nal embryogenesis the
dÍvislon of the p* occurs at the 99-ce11 stage, whíle the anter ior (22) and,

posterior (23) aaughters (gem cells) do not begin proliferation unËíl in
the Ll stage of postembryonic development.

The premature dÍvision observed

of cytoplasm a ce1l receives at its

íts cell division rate and at least

above suggests that the type and amount

birth may be crÍtical in d.etermining

indirectly its division extent Ín the
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limited time of development. Thls hypothesis is supported by a ngnber of ob-

servations discussed earlier. Once established, each ce1l of a given lineage

maintains its own autonomous rhythrn of ce11 dfvisions characteristíc of

Ëhat lineage, independent of position, apparently regulated by an endogenous

ce11 cycle clock clonally inherited. ì4any inÈerrelated mechanisms have

been proposed for the control of the cell dívision rhythns and strengthened

by a number of experimental fÍndlngs (see secti.on 1.A.6.4).

Thus, it is plausible that the early divisíon of pO and the supernume-

rary divisions of. 22 and 23 are due to the abnormal partitÍoning of some of

the AB cytoplasm at the first divísion, then segregaÈed to all the p-daugh-

ters and the P-derived somatic precursors. lhís extra AB cytoplasm rnight

contaín a variety of cornponents which could initiate DNA synthesis and/or mi-

tosis. For example, the accr:mulation of a mitogen or a substance required

for the conpletion of a "dívísion protefnrr strucÈure could induce the pO

and lts daughters to dlvide prenaturely. On the other hand, a critÍcal ratio

of DNA to cel1 or nuclear voh:me rnight initiate a nevr cycle of cell divísion.

Von Ehrenstein et al. (1979) have suggested that histones or histone nRNA

are involved in the deternination ("setting" the tirníng) and the regulation

of ernbryonlc cell division ín C.elegans. Histone defects have been found in

emb mutants (Certa, t9B1).

Other cel1 lines in Èhe mutants discussed above may also be affected.

tn ernb-5(g16), the early dívisions of P*, 22 and 23 would be seen as due to

the extra AB cytoplasm lnherited by all P, descend.ants, preferentially ex-

pressed in the PO cell because the P4 celI is the snallest of the precursor

cel1s, and PO has the slowest overall division rate (Schierenberg, l97S).

Thus one would expect Lhe PO ce1l Ëo manifest the change in divlsion rhythms

first. The other cel1 lines derived fron P, rnight require a longer time be-
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fore they display differences in cell divlsion rates, reflecting snaller dif-

ferentlal variations in the level of certain cellular products, related to

cell size, which would become diluted (by dívlsion) below a critical level

much later. As a result these somatic cells (derived froro Pr) nlght display

an abnormally fast dlvision rate late in proliferation (e.g. 300-4OO cell

stage) and perhaps dlsplay prenaturely the norrnally posÈembryonic blast

cell dlvisÍons.

In the case of emb-5(g65), ernb-28 and zyg-2(e57) índividuals which dis-

play a larger AB to P, sÍze ratio (in dianeter), one míght expect that some

of the cell lines generaÈed by the Pl cell might not complete their final

division rounds, since some of the P, cyt,oplasn Ís absent. In addition sorne

of the AB ce1ls rnight undergo reiterations after the tenth dlvision round

due to inheriËance of extra cytoplasm.

The questíon of whether or not a cellfs faÈe is changed or modÍfied by

the inherítance of extra cyÈoplasm, especially that from a different cell,

remains to be answered. At present, in C.elegans this question is sti1l unre-

solved. In other organisms cytoplasnlc modífication of nuclear behavior has

been demonstrated by transferring nuclei to a host cel1 (Gurdon, 1974). 
^

classic example done in the frog was the injection of adult brain nuclei

inËo three dlfferent types of recipient cel1s (Grahan et a1., 1966; Gurdon,

1968). These nuclei, wtrich do not norrually synthesize DNA or undergo mito-

sis, are injected into (1) oocytes which synthesize RNA but not DNA; (2)

ovulated oocytes undergoing meiosis (rnetaphase II) and (3) eggs fnmediately

after activatlon, vûrich synthesize DNA but not RNA; ín all cases the injected

nuclel ehange their activities to conform to those characteristic of the nuc-

leus of the recipient cel1. Thís íncludes condensation of chromosones and

their assocíation with spindles Ln maturing oocytes, and synthesÍs of DNA
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of these activlties ís charact,eristic of

Èhey must be determined by the host cyto-

Direct nuclear transplantatlon has yet to be achieved in C.elegans,

but it should be possible to use the well-established techniques of micro-

injection to ask whether abnormal partitioning of cytoplasrn int,o AB or P,

truly alters cell division rhythms or cell fat.e in an embryo. By removing

some AB cytoplasm and injecting it into a P, cell (and vice versa) and fol-

lowing the lineage of these indlviduals, one rnight learn more abouÈ the me-

chanisms controlling the characteristic division rhyttms of each cell line

and shed llght on the question of cytoplasmic nodification of nuclear beha-

vior. In addltion lineages in more fndívi.duals which display the abnorroal

AB-PI síze ratio should be followed up to theír stage of arrest, to establish

for instance whether the daughters of 22 and 23 are rea11y gerIû line cells

or of another cell type.

4.4.5.4.3 Abnormalitíes ín eggshell shape

Ihe abnormal eggshell shape occurrl-ng in five emb mutants (Table III;

Figs. 17a-e) shorr¡s consíderable variaÈion wlthin and between the índividual

mutants. The significance of the abnormal eggshell shape on the developing

embryo is unclear. The eggshell could funcLion passlvely in establishing the

developmental axes of the embryo. By fol1ow1ng the patËern of cleavage in

eggs which dlsplay a very extreme slze and shape, such as the round eggs pro-

duced by ernb-l7, one could address this question, i.e. whether these indi-

viduals dÍsplay the appropriate symmetric, as)¡mmetric, anterior-posterior,

dorsal-venËra1, left-right dívislons and rnigration. It would also be ínpor-

tant to deÈerrnine whether these enbryos fo11or,r the same overall líneage paÈ-

tern as seen 1n normal-sized embryos of this mutant.
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4.4.6 Tining defects

In both embryonic and postembryonic developnent of C.elegans, the se-

quence, rates and orientation of cell divisíons are essentially invariant

fro¡n individual Ëo individual. Each of the six precursor cell lines (AB,

MSt' E, c, D and P*) gíves rise to a predeternined number of cells, a few

of ¡^¡hich will resume divlsion in postembryonic development ( see Sulston and

I{orví.t2, 1977). Thus, every cell is a product of its dlvision history and

can be precisely defined i.n terms of a 1íneage tree. trrlhat Ís the mechanis¡n

producing this regular pattern? One plausible way t,o achÍeve an orderly pat-

tern of development is by precise tímíng of autonomous línes (Oeppe et a1.,

l97B). Consistent w-ith this rnodel, the majoríÈy of emb mutants ín both the

H and G sets exhibit a substantial nurnber of defects in the tining of cell
dlvisions and migrations, which supports the view that tftnlng plays a pre-

eminent role in the control of the temporal sequence of events observed in

C.elegans ernbryogenesis (Table V; Fig. 2O).

A direct comparison of the overall division rates between the G and

H sets (Schierenberg et al., 1980) is only of lirnited usefulness since slight-

1y different experimental procedures rÀrere ernployed. First, the overall di-

visÍon rates of v¡-lld-type and H set mutants were carried out at a nonpermis-

síve temperature of 25oC, whereas 1n the G set 1t was established at Z5.5oC.

This sma1l difference can affect development substantially. Moreover, data

are only available on Ëhe H set to the 50-ce11 stage, while in the G set di-
vision rate is based on the Èime ít takes a 2-eeLI stage embryo to develop

Ëo the lo0-ce11 stage. (such data are not available for the B set.)

Nonetheless, some comparison can be made between the Èr¡ro sets of mu-

tanÈs. At the nonpenoissive temperature all but 5 mutants of the G and H sets

(Schierenberg et aI ., 19BO; Table V) shor^r an overall divtsion rate slor"¡er
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than the wlld-type, up to the 50 and l0O-ce11 stage, respectively. Only

ernb-9(hc70), ernb-5(g65) and ernb-l5 dlsplay no difference fn the overall de-

velopnental time as compared to N2 (Table V, the small devlations for

ernb-5(e65) and enb-15 are not significant), and both emb-3 and enb-5(hc61)

of the H set display an overall division rate faster than wild-type. tr{hether

thís raËe would continue up to the 100-ce11 stage 1s uncertain, since

ernb-5(g65), emb-15 (rig.2o) and some indivíduals of 1et-2(g3O) (not shown

in Fig. 20) display a faster than nornal overall division rate before the

50-ce11 stage not maintained to the 100-ce11 stage.

Four mutants whích are apparently slower than r,rild-type require special

consideration (Table V). For 3 of these mutarits, the time is delayed by one

specifically slow event. Thus for emb-9(g34) the developmental tlme used rvas

actually the time required to reach the tO2-ce11 stage because tfr" 214 and P,
4

divisions occur simult.aneously; for both emb-29 and e¡nb-31 the 4¡B division

does noË occur unÈil afËer 64A.8128 (Fig.20) and so the time 1s actually for

the 165-ce11 stage. Compared to wild-type embryos at a comparable stage of

develop'nent ernb-9(g34), eub-29 and enb-31 rqould be considered near normal

in theÍr overall developmental time (second value given in Table V). For

enb-34, the severe cellular defects observed in these ernbryos (Fig. 25; dis-

cussed earlier) obscure the cel1 early lineages beyond the 16-ce11 stage;

thus Èhe value calculated for these individuals is based on conparison of

the times required for mutanÈ and wild-type to reach the l6-ce11 stage (Fig.

2O), even though these embryos develop well past the 5OO-ce11 stage.

In the terms of the mode of gene expression of mutants w-ith timing de-

fects, all from the H set (Miwa et a1., l9B0; Schierenberg et al., 1980)

and roosÈ from the G set are at leasË maternal sufficient (Table V, Fígs. 2O

and 46). This suggests that the autonomous dlvlsion rates of cell lines are
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preProgranned ín the uncleaved egg by the action of maternal genes, consís-

tent with the rnodel of íntracel1ular preprograûtring of the egg of C.elegans

deduced from the study of cell lineage and cleavage pattern 1n wild-type

embryos (neppe et a1., L978).

Íhe predominance of tiioing defects observed in both the H and G sets

of mutants could be syrnptomatic of, or totally unrelated to the other defect,s

noËed in these mutants. Schierenberg et al. (1980) suggest that the tirning

errors rnight well be the prímary defeets responsíble for the subsequenË

arrest. Thís seems ¡nost likely for the mutants with E-ce1l lineage defects

(see sectlon 3.4.4).

In the t\,ro sets there are eleven mutants deflning eight genes which

display gastrulation or E-cel1 llneage defects. Eíght mutants enb-5(hc61,

t:c67, g16, 965), seb-!1, emb-16, emb-23 and emb-31 are gastrulation mutants

(see Table VII for G set). Three mutants emb-22, enb-28 and emb-29 dtsplay

only later E-cell lineage defects; in these índividuals gastrulation is nor-

¡na1 but the folloring 2U4 division is abnormal ln direction or l-n Èining

(table vrr).

In 5 mutants the 2U4 drvr"ion occurs prematurely relative to E-cell ni-
gration. tn ernb-5(g65) and ernb-5(hc61) the E divislon is before rnlgratlon;

in ernb-5(g16rhc67), emb-13, ernb-23 and enb-31 E divtsion occurs during migratÍon

(table VII; Figs.26crer 27arf). fhe most severe gastrulatlon defect ls seen

in emb-l6. In some individuals the 2n4 d.rplication occurs prematurely in

time and E-cel1 migraÈ1on never occurs (table VII; Figs.27cr 2Br 29). ¡'of-

lowing a normal gastrulation, the 'r4 Or.rr"lon occurs too early in erob-22 and

too late in enb-29 (table Vtt, Figs. 27e, 29e). ïn emb-28 enbryos, the 2g4

division is on Ëime but in the r,rrong direction (table VII; Fig. 30c). Taken

Ëogether these results suggest thaÈ the tining of E-cell migraËion and
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E-cell divísion are Èimed by two independent clocks. The dlvislon clock ls

dlsturbed 1n enb-5(g16rhc6lrhc67), emb-l3, emb-22, ernb-23, ernb-29 and emb-31,

but the migration clock is nornal, whereas in ernb-5(g65) and emb-16 both

the division and mígration clocks are disturbed (see Table VII). Both clocks

are normal in e¡nb-28 embryos. In all mutanÈs except ernb-5(g65) and erob-16

the beginning of the E-cell nigratíon appears to be tined correctly (after

'L'MSt'; Table VII), the cellular loeation of the hypothesized clocks could

be withín the E-cells theruselves, or in other cells.

Ilhether orderly E-cell migrat,ion depends on the tining of a dífferent

cell líne is an oPen question in C.elegans. But there is suggestive evldence

for thls. The faster than normal divislon rhythm of the E cell lines in both

ernb-5(hc61) and enb-5(g65) embryos, simílar to rhe MSr rhyrlmr (rig. zo),

and the subsequent late E-cell migration (Fig. 26e), rnight be caused by the

premature separatlon of E frorn MSt seen at the 7-ce11 stage (section 3.A.3,

and Schíerenberg et al., 19BO). In the wild-type the cyt,oplaslnic connectíon

beËween these sisters remains open much longer (rrieg et a1., l97g). rf the

tining of E-cell rnigration does depend upon correct tining Ín a different

ce1l line, the mechanism involved could be sirnilar in nature to that observed

ln sea urchin embryos. In Èhese embryos the four mj-cromeres (blasÈomeres)

segregated to the vegetal pole at the l6-ce11 stage after the fourth cleavage

"¡s 
g6mmítted to the formation of the primary mesenchym.e and exert two ímpor-

tant roles in morphogenesis: 1) they are responsible for the control of

gastrulation and 2) they act as pacemakers of cell divisions durlng clea-

vage (ParisÍ et al., l97B).

The physícal process of cel1 migration depends heavlly on the behavlor

of neighboring cells ín both embryonic (Schierenberg, 1978) and pos¡ernbryoníc

development of C.elegans (Sulston and Ilorvitz, 1977; Sulston and White, lgBO;

Kimble, 1981). Sirnilarly, the abnormal division direction of E.a, E.p or both
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cells in ernb-5(g16rg65rhc67), e¡ob-23 and ernb-3l could be det,ermined by their

abnormal anatomical environment aË divislon, outslde the blasEocoel (table

VII, see Fig. 29). In contrast, the abnormal divisíon direction of both E-

cel1s observed in all emb-22, -28, and -29 individuals rnight be a direct

result of a more subtle abnormal cellular environment at division. For exam-

ple, in the wild-type the'r4 Ur',rrr"íon occurs at Lhe 44-ce11 stage, in
,IL

ernb-29, the'¡- duplication occurs late, at the 53-cell st.age. The extensíve

migraËion of the four E cells observed in ernb-29 aft.er division rníght be a

response to this abnormal cellular environrnent, whereby the E-cells are

trying to establish Èheír normal cell conÈacts.

The fact that 4 E-ce1ls lnstead of two migrate rnight explaín Èhe abnornal

position of the 4 E-cells prlor to the 4rt Ur.rr"lon in all gastrulation mu-

tants (except emb-16), and why they fail to nigrate smoothly and take longer

to complete rnigration into the blastocoel (figs.26c, e;27a, c;3Oa, f).

AnoÈher possible cause of abnormal 4 E-cell positton príor to the 4rB Ur.rr"ton

night be the abnornal blasËocoel formation observed in all gastrulation mu-

tants (table VI). The blastocoel invariably forrns too early and is variable

in sl-ze, shape and position (fig. 22b and c). An abnormal blastocoel could

be a visíble expression of defects in cell adhesiveness, ce1l recognition,

cell-cell interacÈions and ce1l polarity, all thought to perforro Ímportant

roles 1n developrnent (Garrod, l97B; Monroy and Rosati, 1979). The extensive

migratlons of the 4 E-cells seen in enb-31 individuals rnay be attempts Èo

establish normal cell cont.acts and position withín the abnormal blast.ocoel

before the next E-cell duplication (Tab1e VII).

The timing of blastocoel formaÈíon appears to be criËical1y regulated

in developmental time and may not be relaËed to cell number. Consístent with

this view, blastocoel formation in all gastrulaÈion mutants occurs between
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the 8 and 20-ce11 stages, r,rhereas ln wild-type embroygenesis the blastocoel

apPears at the 24-ceLL stage shortly before the E-cell nigration (table lV).

In the mouse, Srníth and Mclaren (1977 ) have shown that. r¿hen two-cell mouse

embryos are cultured ín utero, cell nr:mber is noË a critical factor in

blastocoel fornaËion, sínce the cell number per embryo could be doubled,

tripled or halved by experimental manipulation without substantially affect-

ing the tirning of blastocoel fonnation. Experiments in whích one cell divl-

síon was suppressed with cytochalasin B, leading to Èetraploídy, showed that

the nurnber of cell dívisions sínce f.ertíLizatíon ís also noÈ critical. They

suggest that either nucleocytoplasrnic ratio or the number of nuclear or chro-

mosomal divlsions or DNA replicatíons must be the critical factors affecting

Ëhe tlming of blasÈocoel formation. Based on the above model, it is plausible

that Ëhe early and abnormally formed blastocoel noted in emb-5(g16,g65) (¡'ig.

22) indíviduals ís related to the abnormal nucleocytoplasnic raËios (due to

Ëhe A3-P, síze alterations) observed at and after the 2-ee11 stage (fig. 16).

The abnormal position of the B-E cells in emb-5(g16,g65), -13, -16 and

-23 appears to be related to the premaÈure 4ut Ur.rr"ion (rable VII; Figs.

20;26drf;27b,c; 30b); this suggests that the E-cell division clock rüas func-

tioning abnormally. The most severe disrupti-on of the E-cell divislon clock

¡^¡as observed l-n emb-29 and emb-31, where rro 4EB duplication vras noted. before

the 165-ce11 stage (not followed further) (tr'ig.3Oe,f). The abnormal position

of the B E-cells in enb-22 embryos (Fig. 27f) is most likely a consequence of

the slow overall divlsion rate affecting all cell lines (see section 4.Ã.2;

Table V and Fig. 20). It is difficult to deterrnine whether the E-cell divi-

sion clock is slower than the other cell lines since all cells require

1-2 hrs to complete mitosis. In emb-28 individuals the E-cell divlsion clock

is normal, but the position of the B E-cells is abnormal (Fig.30d). Presum-
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ably the abnormal position of Ëhese cells reflects the earlier abnormal di-

vísion dlrection of the 2 E-cells (table VII). The abnormal configuration

of Lhe E-cell descendants at arrest in all embryos, detect.ed by their bí-

refringence (l'igs.3lr32) rnight be related to Èhe abnormal gastrulation or

E-cell defecÈs observed in these indíviduals; but the cell lineage has not

yet been followed beyond the 100-ce11 stage in these uutants. In ernb-16 and

emb-22, the abnornal 8 E-cell configuration (pig. 27 drf.) correlates reason-

ably well wíËh the gut configuration (as bírefringence), observed later

(Fig. 3lerf). In the other mutants the correlation is rveaker, presumably

due to a variable amount of morphogenesis in the long intervening period of

abnormal development at the restrictive temperature.

In wlld-type enbryogenesis, pharyngeal development requires more than

the presence of the cells which comprise it; Hirsh and Pri-ess (1981) have

shown that the anterior E-cells are in part responsible for the normal orga-

nizatíon and development of the pharynx. It ís plausíb1e that the abnormal

E-ce11 confi-gurat,ion observed in emb mutants (Figs. 3Ir32) night seriously

affect pharyngeal developnent. For example, in enb-5(g65) and enb-13, all

the anterior daughters of E.a end up in the wrong row and in an abnorroal

posÍtion (nigs.26fr 27b). One would predíct that if a few individuals of

these mutants progressed somewhat further in development at the non-permis-

sive temperat.ure past thelr usual stage of arrest (lima-bean), an abnornal

pharynx ¡¿ould be seen.

The results of the progeny t.ests and temperature-shift experlments allow

a number of comments to be made regardíng the tfuoe and mode of gene expres-

síon involved 1n t,he gastrulation and E-cell lineage mutants. The Ëemperature-

shift experíments only detennine the beginning and the end of the temperature-

sensitive period for ennbryonic lethality. It has not yet been established
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at the cellular level r^¡hich of the defecËs observed is the earliest irrever-

sible defect and rvhích event ls actually lethal (Fig. 46).

In enb-S(gl6rg65), the requírement for nomal enb-5 function at 25.5oC

as defined by the (irreversible) defective execution stage (DEX) for lethality,
begins at or before the 24-ce11 stage. Thís is also the tlme of gastrulation.

For enb-5(hc61, hc67), the earlíest irreversible vlsÍble defect seen by Schie-

renberg et al. (1980) is the prenature 244 dt.rr"ion, which occurs very close

ín tirne to the defective executl-on stage. A premature cell division leadíng

to a gastrulation defect seems a plausible explanatlon for the irreversibí-

lity of a lethal defect but is not proof. presr:mabry this prenature 2u4 at-
vísion is also the earliest irreversible defect ín ernb-5(g16, g65). Consistent

with thís interpretation, the normal executÍon stage (NEX) at or after the

Z4-eeLI stage shows that the normal function of the enb-5 gene (at or after
gastrulation) is sufficient. In all emb-5 mutants the gene must be expressed

naËernally (transcribed) during oogenesís (GM class), but the tine of protein

synthesis of the enb-5 producË cannot be inferred unequivocally.

Ïhe products of the e¡nb-16 and ernb-22 genes (GM class) uust both be trans-

crlbed during oogenesis (O¡X) and at least function in embryogenesís. The

long TSPs of both gene products shows that their function is required for a

long tine and that Èhey are thus possíbly TL products (rlg. 46). The first

defect observed in ernb-l6 is the premature 2r4 dr.rr"ion, with no subsequent

E-cell migration at the 26-eeLL stage; based on this, ít is plausible that

the nonnal gene product is first required at the 24-26 cell stage. In emb-22

the nonoal gene product appears to be required for the division rhythrns of

all cell lines buË not for precursor cell-forning divísions, since the slor+

ce1l dívision rates in this mutant are first detectable at the 24-eeLL stage

(¡'re. zo).
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In the gastrulation mutant erab-23, the normal execution stage occurs be-

fore the defective execution stage; thus it appears that the TSP ends before

it begíns. There are at leasË five possible explanations for this behavíour

(t^Jood et aI ., ISBO; Sr,ranson and Riddle, i981). However, given the strict ma-

ternal mode of expression (based on the progeny tests) r one explanation seems

more probable than the others that the gene product is only needed for a short

time during the "reverse TSP". A short pulse at the permissive temperature

at any time between fertilízation and the 24-ceLL stage (beginning of gasÈrrr-

laÈion) would be enough to reestabllsh nomal ernb-23 gene functíon from stable

maternal rnRNA or by protein renaturaËion. Thus an up-shift experiment would

determine the normal execution stage before or at fertllization and the

down-shift experíment would determine the beginning of the defective exe-

cution stage at or after the 24-ce11 stage (Fig. 46). The norrnal 9Þ:31 gette

function ís apparently required at or just after gastrulation, which corre-

lates in time with the premature 284 
^rrð.4Ut 

Ur.rr"ions observed in this

mutant.

For emb-28 and enb-31 Ëhe products

at or before fertilization (GM class).

that the normal function of enb-28 and

at or just after the 2-ce11 stage (Fig.

observed defects noted in both mutants.

of these genes must be transcrÍbed

The normal execution stage suggest

of enb-31 is required for an event

46). fhis is consisËent wiÈh the

enb-13 has a TSP near fertllization even though zygotic gene function

is necessary. One plausible explanation is that the prezygotic genome (oocyte)

may already be functioning before fertlLízaÈion (e.g. during oogenesis). This

result argues that the ernb-l3 gene musË be transcribed shorÈly after fertili-

zation, in contrast to expecEations based on results from oÈher organisms

that most zygotic genes are noË expressed until about Èhe time of gasËrula-
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tion (Davidson, 1976). The norrqal execution stage suggests that the normal

function of enb-13 gene is required for an event at or after the 4-ce11

stage, a good. cand.ídate being the normat 2v4 division aË the 44-cet1 stage.

Unlike emb-l3, emb-29 executes zygotic gene function late in embryo-

genesis, as expected, because synthesís or function is required late. The

defective and normal execution stages are about 4-4.5 hrs after the abnorrnal

event in E-cel1 division, respectively (fíg. 46). All that can be said about

this result is that these abnormal events observed in enb-29 embryos before

Ëhe 100-ce11 stage are not the irreversible lethal gene defect.

It is possible that the defects observed in all mutants in early embryo-

genesis are due to abnornalities ín other cel1 lines which in some way affect

the E-cel1 division rhythrns. The timing defects díscussed above and shown in

Fig. 20 suggest that the rate of embryonic cell division must tightly be con-

trolled in time, since minor tirning defects are amplified due to derangement

of the norrnal sequence of developmental events. Von Ehrenstein et a1. (1979)

have suggested that histones may be involved in the development of regulatíon

of cel1 division Ëiming. This hypothesis is based on a nu¡nber of observa-

Èions such as the evolutionary conservation of histones, the developmental

and stage specific microheterogeníty of histones and the dynarnic aspects

of histone protein synËhesis and regulation seen in many organisrns.

Recently, Certa (1981) has analyzed the histones from different develop-

mental sËages of the r^rild-type of C.elegans and emb mutants wíth timing de-

fects. He found that emb-5(g65), emb-6(g36), emb-15, ernb-16 and ernb-l7 dis-

played defects in histone gene products. For example in enb-5(g65) the defec-

tive histone gene products rvere HI, If4 and H2A, two of which are core histones.

After M.aureus nuclease digestion of both wild-type and ernb-S(g65) chromarin

followed by polyacrylanide ge1 electrophoreses, Certa found Ehat a 140 bp
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(base pair) fragment of ernb-5(g65) DNA was absenr. as compared to the ¡^rild-

type. This is a significant finding sínce the 140 bp fragnent of DNA corres-
ponds to one of the nucleosome core histones which are involved in the com-

paction of DNA. Although it is pure speculation, it is possible that some of
the enb-5 nucleosomes are unstable. If so, this might be related to the tirning

defects in ernb-5 embryos since ít is thought that the first stage of nucleo-

some unfolding príor to linearization of the DNA ís necessary to permit

the passage of the polynerase molecule during transcription (Lilley and

Pardon, 1979). This suggestion is supported by the fact that the time re-
quired to replicate the chromosomal DNA molecules in division is d.etermined

by the number of initiation sites on the DNA, regulated by histones (Hand,

1978), rather than by the rate of replicatíon fork movement (Callen, 1973;

B1r¡menthal et a1., Ig73).

ContÍnued analysis of C.elegans mutants whÍch display histone gene d.e-

fects should provide valuable information regarding hisËone gene expression

and regulation in early development and may give clues about the logical
structure of the developmental network. Other molecular and biochemical ana-

lysis of emb mutarits are also called for.

4.4.7 Terninal phenotypes

In theory, terminal phenotypes, seen as accr.mulated ínter¡oedíates, can

yield a reasonable amount of information in terms of assigning mutants to

functional gene pathways. That is, mutanËs in the same gene pathways should

accr¡mulate embryos at the same stage, whereas those at dÍfferent stages are

presumably in different pathways. Besides post-embryonic second.ary arrest
sÈages (Cassada et a1., 1981), many emb mutants arrest aÈ variable enbryonic

stages (tabte VIII). Profound pleiotropic effects, generally expected in de-
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velopmental genetics, and exeroplified by most if not all the enb mutants
here' make it difficult, perhaps impossible, to determine whether t\,ro mutants
belong to the sarne pathway, based on terminal phenotype alone (rable vrrr).
More direct histochenical and biochemical analysis of gene products are
called for.

Also knowing the defects in early events and lineage of these mutants
and their temperature-sensitive periods and mode of gene expression (rables
rrr' vrrr; Figs.20,46), one could suggesË which gene pathways might be in_
volved' The mutant arrest classes are considered below in sequence. some mu-
tants stop close to the defectíve executÍon stage, whereas others continue to
develop long after the irreversible defect (Fig. 46).

class I and 2: Embryos of emb-27 mutants (nig.33arb) fail to begin proli_
feratÍon. presumably they are deficient in the pathway(s) required for the
initiation of proliferarion. In borh emb_6(e36) (fig. 34a) and enb_21 (rig.
34b,c) arresË is very early in development, between the 14_19 and 26_30 cerl
stages, respectively. The 16-ce11 stage roay be special; all the precursor
cells generated by the Po ce1l have been completed. Arrest here could be
interpreted to mean that different specific gene products stiI1 presenÈ in
the mutant embryo are required for these early divisions.

class 3: All ernb-25 embryos arrest variably between the loo-250 ce1l
stages (mid-proliferation) (ratte vrrr; Fig. 33d) and display E-ce11 bírefrin_
gence (Fig' 33e)' Presrunably e¡nb-25 individuals are deficient in pathways
required for the eompletion of the proliferation stage. The E-cell birefrin-
gence shows that all events necessary for its initiation have occurred in-
dependent of further cell divísion.

Class 4: The majority of emb mutants (of both the H and

or around the lirna_bean stage (Schierenberg et

G sets) arrest

al., 19BO;
developraent at
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cassada et al., 1981) (ta¡le Vrrr; Figs. 35-4r, 46). The variabíliry wirhin
this class Ís large; some individ.uals arrest between terninal proliferation
and early morphogenesis, while others arrest somewhat 1aËer Ín morphogenesis.

For example, some emb-26 and ernb-32 embryos (nigs.38ar39c) arrest as a ball
of cells and other embryos much later after having undergone considerable

morphogenesis (pigs. 3Bc, 39e).

In general, most lima-bean arrest mutants conti.nue d.evelopment long

after theír defective execution stage (Fig. 46) an¿ their first early visible
defect' presumably írreversible. These embryos appear to exÍt from the nor-
ma1 sequence of ernbryonic d.evelopment and conti-nue cell dívision. They fail
to carry out normal rnorphogenesís and arrest as lima bean ttmonsterstr due to
Ëhe expression of the remainíng functi.onal gene prod.ucts before the absence

of the one (mutant) gene function causes arrest. These results are consistent
with the vier¿ that cel1 proliferation and morphogenesis, whÍch appear very
closely integrated in nonnal developxûent, are independent, suggesting that
ce1ls divide autonomously regardless of whether they keep their normal posi-
tion in the erobryo (Schierenberg et a1., I9B0).

C1ass 5: In contrast to the liroa-bean arrest xoutants, emb-29 embryos

arrest late in morphogenesis betr¿een Èhe loop and pretzel stages wíth a r,¡ide

variability in terrninal phenotypes (Fig. 42a-g). This wide range probably

reflects the long periods of abnornal developnoent, for which normal enb-29

gene function (zygotíc necessary) is requíred. at or after the líma-bean stage.

These mutants appear to lack the gene products/processes required for the

final morphogenetic stages in embryogenesis.

Class 6: Mut.ants in four genes, ernb-9(g34), emb-15, ernb-24 and

Iet-Z(g25,g30,g37) arrest as pretzels jusË prior to hatching (Tab1e vIII;
and 1et-2(g25,g30,g37) embryos display head and

Fig. 43,44). At1 ernb-9(g34)

æ-
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tail abnormalities of varying degrees. I,Iithin a gene the variability bet-

ween alleles j-s w-ide, 1et-2(g3o) embryos (r'ig. 44a-c) are visibly different

frorn 1et-2(925) (rig. 44d,) and, Ier-2(e37) (rig. ¿Ae) individuats. All Iet_Z

alleles appear to be defective in the processes needed for normal cuticle

fonoation. Both ernb-15 and emb-24 individuals are Índistinguishable from

early pretzel and lat.e pretzel stages (pig. 43c-f) of the wild-type, respec-

tively. It is possible Èhat this mutant ís deficient in pathways required

for the production of hatching enzpnes. This hypothesis is supported by the

fact that ín ¡nost nematodes hatching takes place by mechanical movements of

the larva after the 1ípid layer of the egg has been hydrolyzed by enzyrnes

synthesized and extruded by the larva (Sir¿, 1971). Ir ís also plausible that

all the emb mutants are deficient in some "housekeeping" enz)mes required. in

numerous metabolic pathways in the r.rorm, buË especially critical in embryo-

genesis.

Class 7: üfithin the osmotic class (ta¡le

bryos arrest before proliferation (¡'ig. 45a)

a minorit.y of embryos continue to develop and

Like the other lima-bean arrest mutants (Fig.

lack gene products needed for differentiation

t.eristic of normal morphogenesis.

VIII), most of the emb-30 em-

or at the 4-ce11 stage. Ilo$rever,

arrest at the liraa-bean stage.

45b), enb-30 mutants probably

and cell-ce11 interaction charac-

In summary' Eutants which are 1) maternal necessary and sufficíent, Z)

maternal and zygotic both necessary or 3) early TSp and maternal or zygotic

sufficient all arrest in developnent at or before the lima-bean stage. Mu-

tants which are 1) zygotic necessary and sufficient or 2) late TSp and mater-

nal or zygotic suffieienx (ez class) all arrest late in embryogenesis, as

rnight be expected. One exception is enb-15 (GZ class) which displays an early

TSP but arrests 1ate. Presurnably, some zygotic expression is required very
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that both uat.ernal and zygoÈíc gene function are required
genesis, whereas in late development (e.g. rnorphogenesí_s)

pression plays Ëhe predominant role (Cassada et al., I9B1)

4.4.8 Nunber of genes essential for embryogenesi.s

r7B

the hypothesis

in early embryo-

zygotic gene ex-

cassada et al' (1981) have made two ind.ependent estiuates of the nunber
of genes essential for erobryogenesis. The first estimate was obtained from
the fraction of 28 7" emb Eutants among all ts 1etha1 mutants ín the screen;
for an estimated 2oo0 essential genes in c.elegans (Brenner, 1974) this
fraction corresponds to 560 genes required for enbryogenesis. The second esti-
mate of about 2oo genes essential for embryogenesis was derived from the fre-
quency of occurrence of second a1le1es of emb genes based on complement.ation

analysis, assumi.ng poisson stati.stics. cassada et a1. (I98l) suggest that
the forner value is probably an overestimate since t.hey nay have been biased
to\{ards detecting emb genes preferentíal1y in their screening procedures.

They also suggest that the latter value is probably an underestimate since a
PoÍsson analysi's requires Ëhe conditi.on that a1l eurb genes have the same

chance of beíng mutated to Ës Emb phenotype mutants. This is clearly not the
case; emb-5, enb-9 and 1et-2 are very highly mutable genes, and al-though drop-
ped from the above calculation' one can not exelude the possibility that other
genes have a somewhat higher than average mutability to ts phenotypes. None-
theless it is surprísing that such a small number of genes are requÍred for
such a complex process as the production of a 550-ce11 mu1Ëitissue animal.

As previously discussed, it is not surprising that most of the genes

essential for embryogenesis are ,oaternal since: l) enbryogenesis is very
rapid' 2) there is no increase in mass during embryogenesis and 3) both cel-
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1u1ar anatomy and Èhe pattern of ce1l divisions from the single cell zygote

to the adult are essentially invariant (deterinined) arnong individuals and

strictly reproducible suggesting preprogranmíng. enb mutants are pleiotropÍc,

inplying that the normal @ g"tt" function is also required for postembryo-

nic phases of developuent. Cassad.a et a1. (1981) have pointed out that in
segregation from a heterozygote the only arrest phenotype deËectable in un-

conditional lethals in most emb genes is noË in embryogenesís, which is nor-

ma1 due to the parental sufficiency effects (e.g. Gon and Acc, 1n posËembry-

onic developnent). Thus the number of genes required for embryogenesís can

only be efficiently esti-rûated using ts lethal or conditional letha1 mutations.

Such polyphasic mutants of Drosophila have been described by Suzuki (f970),

for example bicaudal (Nüsslein-Volhard and I^Iieschaus, 1980) and dorsal (ntiss-

lein-Vo1hard, 1979).

Only a sma11 fraction of enb genes have been examined

few total genes are needed to establish embryonic pat.terns,

This could be the reason why few pattern mutants were found

here. If only a

they may be rare.

during this work.

Since the raajority of emb mutants arrest in d.evelopment before or very

early in morphogenesís (e.g. Iíma-bean stage) and dísp1ay grossly abnorroal

phenoÈypes, ít fs impossible to determine if any of these individuals are

paftern nutants of any type. However, based on embryonic morphology alone,

1et-2(g30) 1s a candldate for a paËtern mutant. These lndividuals are about

one-half the length and Ëwice the diameter (Fig. 44a-c) of the wild-type
late pretzel stage (Fig. 3). wittrout nore detailed analysís at the líneage

level it is dÍfficult to say exactly what is aberrant in these individuals.

It is possible that parts of some lineages are missing because the relevant

precursor ce1l is absent or fails to divide. On the other hand these mutants

could be deficient in a morphogen i.nvolved in the establislment of some mor-
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phologically unique subregion of the embryo. Clear1y, more detail-ed sËudies

of early development in these mutant embryos are requÍred and. may reveal

which mechanisms are responsible for the different mutant phenotypes.

Recently, a smal1 set of ce1l lineage mutants in C.elegans have been

isolated and analyzed (Horvitz and. Sulston, 19BO; Sulston and Horvitz, lg3l).
These mutants are defective in various aspects of postembryonic development

such as ventral nerve cord, vulva or postdeirid developrnent (Sulston and llor-
vitz, 1981; Chalfie et al., 19gl). Of great interest are the mutants which

affect vulva formation (e.g. vulvaless or mulËivulva) and those which show

reiterated cell lineages. rn such mutants, a cel1 or a group of cel1s are

transformed from its normal fate to a fate normally associated with another

ce11. By analogy, these mutants are quíte similar to the homeotic mutants

in Drosophila (crick and Lawrence, 1975 Garcia-Bel1ido, 1g75, rg76, 1977;

Lewisr T9TB; Morata and Lawrence, 1977) where one body structure i-s replaced.

by another found elsewhere in the animal and. to the mutations affecting seg-

ment number and polarity in Drosophila (Nüsslein-Volhard and Liieschaus, l9B0):

The existence of these mutants in C.elegans suggests thaL, like in Drosophila,

development proceeds by a series of switches in cel1 fates following each

cell division during the course of a ce1l lineage and perhaps the state of
determination in C.elegans is governed by an epigenetic cod.e of "on or off,,
states as Proposed by Kauffman (1973,I975rI978) for Drosophíla d.eveloprnent

( see section 1.4) .

4.4.9 Further characterization of the Göttí en set of eub mutants

The characterization

and could be extended i.n a

of the Göt.tingen set of

nr¡nber of ways at both

emb mutant.s is preliminary

the molecular and cellular
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levels. At the molecular level one approach in deter¡ninj.ng the actual func-

tion of an emb gene (or for t,hat matter any other gene) is to assess the de-

velopmental consequence of the nu1l condition of that gene (I,trright, 1970).

The first sËep towards accomplishing thÍs is to isolate and characterize a

series of chromosomal deficiencies overlapping in a region of interest. For

example, ten emb genes are clustered within I map unit of unc-32 on linkage

group three (Fig. 14). By creating the various heterozygous combinations of

deletions in this area, Ëhe nul1 condition of a single or the simultaneous

ef fects of deleting tr¡io or more genes could be analyzed. It r^rould be of great

value to study such embryos since the deficiencies r,¡ould combine several nor-

phological features attributable to each of the deleted sites. Thus the ana-

lysis of these embryos at the cellular level could provide important infor-

mat.ion regarding the function of Ëhe emb genes during the proliferative and

rnorphogenic phases of ernbryogenesis in C.elegans.

Another possibility is using shorË heaË pulses or interrnedíate tempe-

ratures to create weakly expressed neomorphs (Goldschmidt, 1938). This

night help to overcome a number of disadvantages associated with lethal mu-

tants in that the arrest and death usually result in secondary changes, in-

cluding rapid degeneration. In these neomorphs the expressed phenotype night

become more locaLized, morphologically and/or behaviorally, and give sone

clue as to the mechanism of the defect or the tissue focus gene action (Cas-

sada et a1., 1981). Further analysis at the cell and tissue leve1 is possible

using genetíc mosaic techniques, already established in C.elegans (Siddíqui

and Babu, 1980).

Recombinant-DNA and related technologies will reveal much about the de-

taí1ed structure of a nr¡mber of genes and about the organization of the ge-

none. For instance, the collection of a library of genes by means of hybridi-
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zation technology will soon be established in C.elegans (Certa, pers.corrtr;

Emmons et al., 1979, igBO). Using the library of cloned DNA fragroents, w-ith

a few reference points and traditional geneticsr âny interesting developmen-

tal mutant, identifiable only by its complex phenotype and its genetic lin-

kage, could be mapped and iËs gene could be located and ísolated. I.trith the

purifíed gene as a hybridization probe, it could be deterrnined whether there

is a roRNA product. Thus nutant genes that produce a product can be directly

assayed in vitro for their effects on transcription and translation (Maniatis,

19Bo).

Using ttreverse geneticstr, one could assay for any gene whether or not

it produces an RNA product (l^Ieismann et al., 1979). The principle is, in-

stead of selecting and manipulating phenotypes to explore the genotype,

to manipulat.e the genotype directly and observe the effects on the phenotype.

In practice this means rnaking díscrete and specific mutations or deletions

in specific regi.ons of DNA and rej-ntroducing altered genes ínto the mutant

organÍ-sm as an assay for their physiological effects. By this means Mantei

et al. (1979 ) have shown Ëhat the "Hogness box" upstream of the rabbit

beta-globin gene is necessary for the correct initiation of Ëhe beta-globin

transcription j-n mouse cells. Although this technique has not yet been ac-

complished in C.elegans (or Drosophila), once achieved, it T¡i-ill be possible

to use reverse genetics to explore the developmental and phenotypic conse-

quences, if any, of small mutations in any gene and its regulatory elements

in C.elegans.

At the cellular 1evel, continuing the

100-ce11 stage may reveal visible cel1ular

to the temperature-sensitive period and the

embryo. The best. way to do this would be to

cell lineage studÍ-es beyond t.he

defects r¿hich can be correlated

eventual fate of the mutant

use techniques recently deve-
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loped in our laboratorl (Krieg eË al ., I97B; Chris Carlson and l^Iayne Sidio,

pers.comm.). It is now possible to do computer-aided reconstructions of

embryogenesis, directly from video-tape recordings of mutant development.

The exísting options to díspIay cell groups of different 1i-neages or fates

in different colors, to turn the reconstructed embryos in all directions

and to rnake opÈical sections, no\^/ allows one to make a complete pict,ure of

each and every sÈage of development (Schierenberg, Sulston and I¡ihite, pers.

comm.). fne migrations, development of bilateral symmetries and tÍssue for-

mation can nor^7 be visualized ín the context of the r¿ho1e embryo. Using the

wild-type as a reference system, computer reconstructions can be compared

and matched, for example mutant, to wild-type or light microscopic analysis

to serial section electron micrographs.

Combined with the conËinued ce1l lineage analysis, the use of immuno-

fluorescent antibodies specific for a given ce1l type or tissue r¡i11 further

help to elucidate the role of ce11-cel1 interactions during differentiation

and morphogenesis. At present some monoclonal antibodies that react with

eggs¡ larvae and adults have been ísolated in C.elegans (Albertson, pers.

comm.; I^Iood et a1 ., pers. comm.; Miwa, pers.coûun.). Therefore by ernploying

the powerful light-microscopic techniques of immunofluorescence it should

now be possible to test for the tining of appearance and characteristic spa-

tial distribution of specific protein (antigens) such as tubulin, Ivlicrotubule-

Associated Proteins (MAPs), actin and myosin within the developing embryo.

Ihe squash technique developed by Gosset and llecht (1980) for dísplay-

ing the cells of the embryo offers at least tv¡o dístinct advanÈages for the

emb mutants. First, all the embryonic cel1s of an individual can be observed

as discrete entities (prior to their highly bound assembly into tissue).
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Using this technique it should be possible to subclassify mutants which ar-

rest at the lima-bean stage (Table VIII)' üore precisely, i.e., by cell number

rather than by outer morphology a1one. Second, the squash technique allows

one to bypass the impermeability of the eggshel1, leaving the embryonic

cells available for study by a variety of histochemical and irnmunocytoche-

mical probes. This type of study could be helpful in identifying macro-

molecules speciflc to different lineages and roight be useful in sorting

each class of mutants ínto different pathways and cel1 processes and to

order genes within one pathway sequentially.

4.4.10 Closing remarks

The formation of any coherent model for the role of genes and epige-

netic factors in the development of Caenorhabditis elegans is beyond the

scope of this r¡rork. Although the experiments discussed here yield some

interesting and potentially important results, they are neither complete nor

broad enough to form the basis for such a model. The s/ork has now reached

a stage where the results rather than providing any definitive ansr¡Iers'

provide the background fron which the investigaLor and others are able to

aks further specific questions on specific mutants. In my opi-nion, one

should focus next on Ëhe isolatíon and identification of gene products in-

volved in the developmental processes. Ihis is very important since the

biggest barríer in developmental biology as a whole has been the lack of

knowledge of where and when gene products are synthesized and how these

products regulate the developrnental processes. tr^Ihen the recombinant-DNA

and related technologies are brought to bear on C.elegans, I have no doubt
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that we will learn much more about the detailed sËructure and funetion

of genes and a great deal about the orgaîization of the genome.

The study of emb muÈants in C.elegans rather uniquely offers much

promise for learning about Ëhe genetic regulation of the developmental

processes involved in embryogenesis, such as cytoplasnic deterrnination,

specification, morphogenesis, positional inforroation controls, differen-

tiation and the interaction between ce1ls and tissues.

i

I

I
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